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IS SUCCESSFUL WHEN THE TEACHER KEEPS
ACQUAINTED WITH ALL RESULT PRODUCINQ
MATERIALS AND SELECTS THE BEST FOR USE

Checks it quickly
because powerful
against germs

4

*

PIANO TEACHING PIECES
THAT SEVERAL OUTSTAND¬
ING PEDAGOGS RECOMMEN¬
DED IN THEIR NORMALS FOR
PIANO TEACHERS GIVEN IN
LEADING CITIES THIS YEAR

Sore throat is a danger signal of oncoining trouble—a cold or worse.
It usually develops after sudden
changes in temperature or expo¬
sure to others in overheated offices,
germ-ridden railway trains, street
cars and buses. Wet feet also en¬
courage it.
The moment your throat feels irritated, gargle with Listerine full
strength. Sore throat is usually
caused by germs—and Listerine

"Piano 'Dialogs
For Two Young Pupils or
Teacher and Pupil
By HELEN L. CRAMM

Twenty-five ‘Primary "Pieces

-f

Keyboard ^Adventures
Ten Study Pieces for the Pianoforte

<_Album of
Cross -Hand ",Pieces

'Beginner’s 'Book

W:

To escape a cold

SCHOOL FOR ™EhPIANOFORTE-VOLUME ONE

use Listerine
this way:

A
getting (.Acquainted with jVLusic for
Tour Nieeds

*
Theodore Presser Co.
“GREAT!”

DIRECT MAIL SERVICE ON EVERYTHING IN
MUSIC PUBLICATIONS
1712-1714 Chestnut Street

-

-

Philadelphia, Pa.

THE UNITED STATES FAST MAIL TO
AND DEALERS TO YOUR VERY DOOR
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Aptly named. Avery piquant and
graceful Air de Bullet. Grade 4

Allegro m.m. J =
1 -n marcatO A
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FASCINATING PIECES FOR THE MUSICAL HOME
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ORCHIDS
Dainty and alluring. In modern style. Grade 4.

CORNELIUS VAN

REES

Copyright 1928 by Theodore Presser Co.
British Copyright secured

Copyright 1928 by Theodore Presser Co.

British Copyright secured
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A delightful companion piece to the popular
Romance in A, by the same composer. Grade 4.
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Melody Way Teachers
Are More Popular!

Ml JJJM lCX-LL 1

A CREOLE ROMANCE

thurlow lieurance

Andante con moto

—-and make more money!

Op. 15, No. 2), P. Chopin.
Q. Please tell me the proper way to prat
tice the Doppio movimento from Chopin’
“Nocturne,”
* 'r
••nocturne," Op.
op. IS,
jlo, No.
no. 2,
e., in
•<* order ”
even and in good connection, particularly m
the first six measures. Is there any spe¬
cial way to count it in order to get that

are played together (as one note) by the fifth
finger, which holds the note down for the
entire measure while the middle finger and
thumb play tile "C” and “A” on the second

(TREACHERS of Melody Way to Play
Vjy Piano are unusually popular for sev¬
eral reasons. First, pupils, enthused

T-It. IV1. JXL., ANtJWttltV, itcw
XA. “Doppio movimento” (double move¬
ment or motion) is a direction for the speed
to be doubled, i. e., played twice as fast. The
first 24 measures have the metronome time

by fascinating lessons and rapid progress,
are quick to praise their teacher.

Second,

rapid progress of children invokes admira¬
tion of parents.

Third, Melody Way pu¬

pils, accustomed to group playing, are eas¬
3 continued, but with only
two quarter-note ( J ) heats to
and at the same speed of 80 for the beat.
Practice this many times with right hand
alone, until it can be played almost auto¬
matically, bearing in mind that each beat
has five sixteenth notes played as three and

ily prepared for little concerts for enter¬
tainments, Sunday school, etc.

These ex¬

hibitions give the entire community con¬
vincing proof of your ability as a teacher.

The left-hand should
■2d Violin

All these things make you more popular
in your community.

The result is more

pupils and increased income.
practiced alone. When the practice of each
hand separately has been satisfactorily ac¬
complished, the two hands may be played
together. Of course, a method could be
evolved mathematically by which the exact
place for the bass accompanying notes might
be determined, but it seldom works out well
and is always more or less uncertain in
performance; therefore it is not recom¬
mended. It should be noted that a quin¬
tuplet, as in the right hand part, really
consists of 3-2 or of 2-3, that is to say, a
triplet and a doublet, or a doublet — J -

m

fTTH

0 0 0 0 0

Notes Double
“A. M. R„ St
the answer to yo
the August issu

1 Sustained.

versight
leared ii

in measure 1, treble, should both
—
(the half-note and the eighth-note) be played
in succession f In measure 2, should they be
played similarlyt In measure 3, bass, are the
two “F’s” also played one after the otherf
Please show how these should be played.—
A. M. R„ St. Louis, Missouri.
A. Measure 1: the two “Gs” in the righthand are played together (as one note) by
the fifth finger, which holds the note down
for the entire measure while the accompany¬
ing triplets continue their progression.
Measure 2 is played similarly, the G being
struck with the thumb of the right-hand and
held down for the entire measure. In meas¬
ure 3, bass, the two “F’s" in the left-hand

Viola

Teaching an

entire class at once lowers the cost per
pupil, a big factor in interesting more
parents in music lessons for their chil¬

’Cello

dren.

Get full details on Melody Way

and learn how it enables you to make more
Bass

It has been suggested that the parts might
be taken by four voices, soprano, alto, t
and bass, making the soprano and t<‘"“r
tenor high C, actual pitch, and the only G
the tenor could sound for it would be the G
on the second line of the treble, thereby pro¬
ducing with the soprano an octave instead
of a unison. (It is to be borne in mind that
the pitch of the male voice is an octave lower
than the soprano.) Again it is suggested
that the altos divide into two parts on the
second beat of the first measure, for the
first alto to sing “E,” the second alto. G.
Not only are these notes not to be found in
the first measure, but if they are meant to
refer to that second beat in the bass of meas¬
ure 1, the alto could not sing at that pitch,
it being much too low. Whenever two notes
are found placed closely together, touching
each other, they are played as one, and each
note is held for the time indicated.
Good Teclin : the Fourth and Fifth
Q. I am a piano student, very anxious to
develop good technic, but with rather weak
fourth and fifth fingers. Will you please
recommend some exercises to correct the
weakness and indicate some good books on
technic?—S. W., Saluda, North Carolina.
A. An excellent work for your purpose, as
good as any and better than most, is the
“Complete School of Technic for the Piano¬
forte.” by Isidor Philipp. The pages from
6 to 18 inclusive are well adapted to your
needs, while the exercises for strengthening
the fourth and fifth fingers, on pages 19. 20
and 21, are just what you require. But do
not practice them quickly all at once. Begin
each exercise slowly and gradually increase
the speed as you acquire greater freedom.
Don’t forget the good old English dictum.
“Hasten slowly.”
Did I say “English?”
Why, it is to be found in nearly every lan¬
guage in the world. It is universal. In ad¬
dition, you would do well to practice a slow
trill with the weak fingers, taking care to
strike with the finger tips, to play evenly,
with equal pressure in each different style of
touch, to avoid all manner of stiffness in
favor of complete flexibility and independ¬
ence of finger action.
(Continued on page 61)

money per hour.

Mail the coupon today.

Melody Way to Play Violin
Mr. W. Otto Miessner, author of Melody
Way to Play Piano, has applied the same
principles to violin instruction.

Ask for

details on Melody Way to Play Violin.
For class or individual instruction.

Miessner Institute of Music
441 Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis.

Meissner Institute of Music,
441 Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis.
Gentlemen: Send me details on:
□Melody Way to Play Piano
□Melody Way to Play Violin

E-l-29

Name ...
Address .
City .State .
I tqach privately □, or in public schools □.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers
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WRITE US TO-DAY FOR THIS NEW
FREE 1929 “WHOLE WORLD” CATALOG

QanTouTiell?

~

Just off the press, this booklet will be of in¬
finite service to you in the selection of tnt

1. When was Verdi’s “Aida” first performed?

collections.

2. Name the tones of the Harmonic Scale of E-minor

One of the most attractive ca

piano, voice, violin, organ and other inst

1 “The Father of

Every book illustrated, and <
4. What is the meaning of Sforsando (Sfortsahn-do), usually
If you are a teacher, student or lover of
music, be sure to writs us today—a postcard
brings it. (Not sent to Canada or European

THIS NEW FREE CATALOGUE CONTAINS
DESCRIPTIONS AND CONTENTS OF ALL THESE BOOKS

abbreviated as sf?
' 5. Who wrote a famous Wedding March for Shakespeare’s
“A Midsummer Night’s Dream?”
6. What is a Liederkranz?
7. Make whole, half, quarter, eighth and sixteenth rests.
8. What is the meaning of Fine (Fee-nay) ?
9. Name another note with the same pitch as E-sharp.
10. Who has been sometimes called “The most American of

Filing Sheet Music
By Wilfred E. I

D. APPLETON & COMPANY 35N"' Zi

SS'i'aZ.SnotiS1 ^ de' lish"’ Hst
those u^eTfn ffie°stOTes^to kee^music from
being soiled. They may be purchased from
the publishers of this magazine for
^venty-five cents a hundred. These are

Teachers!
MOST EXTENSIVELY USED TEACHING MATERIALS

wi«“prTce/amiCi

' All ^piecTs' 'used regularly during the
teachin£ scaso"
'* filed the same
wa>"- Have a separate shelf in your music
“b.ine]t f°r each trade and file in alpha-

of heavy, yellow paper. 6
ma 6 two copies of the" Mme'”piece''hi each
If you want to file a selection entitled folder, and, when empty, send to the
Dance of the Rosebuds by Keats, write music store and have it refilled
along the folded edge as follows:
In rurai ,

Every Teacher will find this information Vah
Just ask us for our “booklets and lists giving information upon the most

suggestions solving those problems.8 A°wayS° remlmbefthltthe^TheLiore
Presser Co. stands ready to give the teacher every possible service.
'e ah°

^ World's largest stock of music public*

THEODORE PRESSER CO.

AJOUT TBIP fOMHiicTOff
BT ICSUC FAIBCHIlft
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1 <tfHE Musical Home (Reading 'TBable
There Is Still Time To Register

Anything and Everything, as long as it is

Musical Education

MARK HAMBOURG

Instructive and Interesting

Renowned Russian Piano Virtuoso

in the Home

Conducted by

A. S. Garbett
for N[ew Subscriptions to

Conducted by

13he Etude Music "Magazine

Margaret Wheeler Ross

FIRST NEW YORK APPEARANCE
After Many Years of Giant
Successes in Europe, South

L5he Singing Negro Soldier
First Prize

*s**»••

America and Africa

A Grand Tour Of
European Musical Shrines
Value

£1255.22

Plus £200.00 Spend¬
ing Money

John J. Niles, an air pilot with the
A. E. F. in France, as well as a musician,
has done a real service in collecting
original negro songs which he heard “over
there.”
He explains that he began
by trying to collect songs of the white
soldiers, but found them addicted to
Broadway melodies. He tells of better
success with the colored troops, some of
whom, he says, “were natural born sing¬
ers, usually from rural districts, who,
prompted by hunger, wounds, homesickness
and the reactions to so many generations
of suppression, sang the legend of the
black man to tunes and harmonies they
made up as they went along—tunes and
harmonies oft-times too subtle for my
clumsy fingers and my improvised scorepaper.
“In the early summer of 1918,” Lieut.
Niles continues in the preface to “Singing

Soldiers,” “I gave up recording the songs
of white boys and began to put myself
out of the way to find a chance to come
in contact with the negro soldier, who
as far as possible, put a little music into
everything he did, be it marching, digging,
cooking, travelling, unloading ships, or any
of the thousand and one jobs soldiers al¬
ways have to do. The negro soldier not
only had the mellow, resonant vocal quali¬
ties so necessary in singing, but he had an
abandon and an emotional nature which,
with his ability to dramatize trivial situa¬
tions, many times produced the most effec¬
tive performances.
“Whatever may be said for the negro
as a fighting soldier, no one may gainsay
him as a singing soldier, nor discount the
fact that his music had some part in the
success gained by our arms in the past

Age, and Loss in Hearing
Notes high in pitch are gradually lost
to us as we grow older, according to care¬
ful experiments made by Dr. Carl E. Sea¬
shore, the results of which are given in
his “Psychology of Musical Talent."
“It is certain that this upper limit varies
greatly with age and with individuals the
same age,” says this author. “Roughly, it

1 thjs Tvelous trip wiU travel

AovBn* <

vmnnbj said that- if the upper Iimit is
UU.UUU d. v. (double vibrations) for a person of sixteen, it is quite probable that it
will be reduced to 15,000 d. v. by the age
of sixty. This decrease with age seems
to be quite independent of training and of
the use of the ear. It is undoubtedly in
accord with the biological law that the
most delicate structures are the first to
from age' ""

A $1000.22

Grand Piano
Third Prize

sic supplies. ]
rer $1000, th
Fourth Prize

A $250.2?

A $250.2?

Phonograph

Radio
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inCreasing callousness

“The author has had a very interesting
experience with this in teaching. in h£

Brahms as Pianist
As a pianist, Brahms was “capable of
the most amazing feats of endurance and
digital power - says Jeffrey Pu]
- ^

"Hrs bz$L°f t

Fifth Prize

Sixth Prize

Seventh Prize

Eighth Prize

$50 Cash

$50 Cash

$50 Cash

$50~clih

(which he played himself) pmve
But he preferred to relegate that Li •
t. .hopes, of
doubtful whether he ever played a niece

Contest Open To Everyone
eceuenceci contest. The
ubscriptions to THE
E'i i_
MUSICJ3MAGAZIhffi atregular6rateof*Ann.ual.SubscriPtions
*
a lu v-umesiants not winning *>
oneTHEB
of the prizes
ery regular $2 00 annual subscription to THE ETUDE
there is no obligation or mat

earlier years he could usually hear as high
a tone as any of the students in the room
when demonstrating with the Galton
whistle before a class; but now he has
reached the humiliating stage of hearing
nothing while perhaps four fifths of the
class hold hands raised to signify that the
tone is heard, this notwithstanding the
fact -that he has the advantage of sounding
the tone near to his ear. The same situa¬
tion arose . . . .when one of the great¬
est singers of the country was being tested
in the laboratory with her young daughter.
The daughter was responding to higher and
higher tones, and the mother, not hearing
anything, was astonished, and could hardly
be made to believe that her comparatively
untrained daughter’s ear should hear so
many high notes which she. the great
singer herself, could not hear.”

reasonably be oken a. h.vhf.'IJL, "2
composer’s intentions. I„dee| g1 2*
always appears to have been to p™
the composition, not to play the Van"

forte. Nor was it his intention ever to
fieome a professional pianist. ... He was
a pianist only so long as the needs of his
purse required it. In later years, when his
circumstances were easier, he confined
himself almost exclusively, when he played
ihe pianoforte in public, to the performance of his own new works.
H>s playing varied considerably with
his mood. At his best he was highly ar¬
tistic and possessed a most delicate touch;
hut when forced to play against his will,
or m uncongenial company, he would
T!P. V* very crude fashion, with the
pedal held down almost peevishly.”

- REGISTER NOW! -

The Contest closes April 27th, 1929. Write us at once therefore so that
we may register you and send complete details and working materials.

The Etude Music Magazine
Theodore Presser Co., Publishers
1712-1714 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

'She End of a Dream
Scriabin was the inventor of a «t
b°arM°V'fht’’by which s°und and color
are btoded In this invention, obsert
H E. Wortham in “A Musical Odyssey”
JfZ 'l th°U#ht he had tnade a SL
toward the unification of the arts w!
the goals of the Mystery.’
tS’ °ne of

n"But the M7ster>' itself still eluded hin
hi ^ 1° this that in those four year
H had,.been B^ing his days and night:
not ? '2Cd tbe limitation of his art, i
t °f h,‘s vision- He 'night possess n
ke7 to the central enigma of life. Th
(Continued on page 63)

RECITAL

Determination at Towenty'One

T

HE FOLLOWING splendid letter
is published for the encouragement
of other adult readers of The
Etude who may have a secret craving to
play the piano for their own gratification:
Dear Madam:
I am coming to you in regard to a
matter to which I have given considerable
thought. I am a young man twenty-one
years of age. • During my childhood I did
not have the opportunity for a musical
education of any sort either privately or
in the public schools. I have always been
fond of music and have long regretted
that I lacked advantages at the proper
time. I cannot even say for myself that
I have musical talent other than an ear¬
nest desire to play an instrument—and that
instrument the piano.
And now my question is: Do you con¬
sider it feasible for me to attempt to
fulfill my ambitions? I know that one
who would become a highly accomplished
musician must begin early, but my aims
are not so far-reaching.
Although I
would like to play well it would be only
for my own pleasure.
Because of other work, I do not think
I could devote fnore than an hour a day
to practice for the greater part of the
year at present, although, during the sum¬
mer months, I could increase the length of
time and also take two lessons a week. I
would be willing to make considerable
sacrifice to accomplish my purpose. Per¬
haps it would be more difficult in some
respects to begin at this late age, but I am
of sufficient maturity to know my desire
in the matter and to hold to my object.
I recently read an article in The Etude
for March, 1928, entitled “Taking up
Music in Later Life, an Interview with
John Erskine,” according to which Mr.
Erskine advocated the very course I would
pursue.
Sincerely yours,
C. M. B.

Your choice of the piano is wise, not¬
withstanding this instrument presents great
difficulties in its technical mastery and re¬
quires a long period of study for demon¬
strable results. It is by far the best
instrument from which to get a good
musical foundation. Reading several notes
at a time makes more demand upon the
intellect than using only a single score.
Besides you must coordinate fingers, hands,
wrists, arms, feet and eyes—physical re¬
quirements which are greater than those
present with an instrument using only a
few of the body members. The adult
mind can get an early understanding of the
principles of harmony in working upon
the piano, and this feature adds no in¬
considerable degree of interest while the
technic of the instrument is being ac¬
quired.
You must understand at your age the
muscles of the fingers are not as flexible
as they are in early childhood, nor is.the
mind so plastic to receive suggestions. Since
good piano-playing—that is, facility in key¬
board technic—is the result of quick re¬
sponses from train to muscles, you can¬
not expect rapid results, nor a ready
technic, with so late a beginning. And
you will never be able to play the brilliant,
florid, rapid type of music as well as
do those who have been familiar with
the keyboard since early childhood. How¬
ever the intellect being more developed and
the understanding riper than in childhood
gives a decided advantage in mastering
the purely scientific phase of the subject.

Special Treatment
OUR LETTER is pertinent and in¬
teresting because it touches a phase
of music-study upon which much is now
being written and to which teachers are
giving special attention. The problem of
the adult-beginner is a thing of the past
and does not disturb the modern, up-todate instructor. Special study courses are
being published which are adapted to the
mental development and the physical hand¬
icaps of the adult beginner, and the
noble army of beginning music students
who have reached maturity is increasing
with surprising numbers in every com¬
munity and is marching on to certain vic¬
tory. Therefore, with your evident in¬
telligence and keen desire, if you select
a teacher who is qualified to instruct the
adult beginner, I see no reason why you
should not go to work upon the keyboard
and get a great deal of pleasure and
satisfaction out of it.

Y

Loo\ to the Future!
STATE you have an earnest
desire to play the piano, and you
seem to understand completely your limita¬
tions consequent on a late beginning.
Therefore I would say you are adequately
equipped for the fray. But let me impress
this upon you—strive from the very be¬
ginning to look to the future. Refuse to
see the discouragements of the Now. If,
as you say, you can give an hour a day
to regular practice for the greater part of
the year, that is three-hundred and sixtyfive hours. If you can increase it in the
vacation period, as you say, it would mean
something like four-hundred hours a year.
Try to look forward to the end of two
years and evaluate what eight hundred
hours put into the work with concentra¬
tion and determination will do. Then
visualize yourself at the end of this
period of time, constantly dismissing all
discouragements that come with dwelling
upon the plodding process of the present.
You say you know your desire, can
hold to your objective, and would make
considerable sacrifice to accomplish your
purpose. Such being the case, you can¬
not fail. 1 would advise you to begin at
once, and I am certain you will satisfy
your ambition. In making the effort you
will be developing your character and your
(Continued on page 63) .

Carnegie Hall
March 10th
Mark Hambourg is one of the most distinctive personages in
the music world today.

Etude readers, who have been delighted

with his Analytical Master Lessons appearing in this journal, will
doubtless be glad to time their visits to New York in order to
attend these momentous performances.

During his programs Mr.

Hambourg will play some of the Master Works he has analyzed
in The Etude.

Address money orders for seats to

HAENSEL AND JONES
Steinway Hall

New York City

WORLD-FAMOUS COLLECTIONS
Book of a Thousand Songs
and music) which everybody knows a
Contains more than one thousand favor e home,
operatic, sacred, patriotic, sentimental,, college,
other kinds of songs. The
most complete collection in the world. 536 pages.
Beautiful green cloth edition at $3.00.
Paper
edition at $2.00.

Masterpieces of
Piano Music

YOU

A collection of more
than two hundred wellincluding classic, modern,
known compositions, including
light operatic and sacred numbers. Ideal for the
average player, as it contains all the music which
could be played in years.
536 pages. Beautiful redcloth binding at $3.00.
Paper binding $2.00.

II
I
I
I
I
I

|. MASTERPIECES
:

MO MUSK

The Child’s
I
Own Music Book
The most complete child’s music book pub¬
lished, containing nursery rhymes, songs, games
and a series of piano pieces and duets for juve¬
niles. A book which can be used by children
of all ages.
536 pages.
Beautiful blue-cloth
binding at $3.00. Paper binding at $2.00.
For sale where good music is sold. If your
dealer cannot supply you we will send postpaid on
receipt of price. Money cheerfully refunded if
not entirely satisfied. (NOT SOLD IN CANADA.)
MAIL COUPON FOR TT.T.IISTRATODJFOLDCR_WITH_CONTENTS _
The Mumil Publishing Co., Inc.
<
1140 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
(
Enclosed find $.. for which
(
please send the books checked.
( ) PLEASE SEND ILLUSTRATED

Address

> B t of a Thousand Songs.
)
\
) Childs Own Music Book.
( ) PAPER
( ) CLOTH
FOLDER WITH CONTENTS.

.

City . state .
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing

advertisers

^

EDITORIALS

Iphe Supremacy of ‘Personality
e-adjustment, they will multiply the opportunities for the artist
one thousand fold. The material future of music and musicians
was never more promising than now.
The art of the cinema and the art of the stage are two
separate and quite distinct growths, according to the experts
who know the most about them. Seeing a photograph or Mr.
Paderewski does not lessen your desire to see and hear him.
In fact, every time his likeness appears he is advertised When
a famous movie actor comes to town the fans are frantic to
grasp just a fleeting glimpse of their favorite whom they have
never seen except upon the silver screen. The Vitaphone, did
not lower the stage salary of A1 Jolson. It raised it.
Graham McNamee, the famous radio announcer, could
gp upon a lecture
tour and calk to
great essential. We
packed
houses.
have known artists
Many a singer, vio¬
who were not at all
linist and pianist
pleasant to look
owes his larger repu¬
upon but who,
nevertheless,
had
tation to the suc¬
that kind of platcessful sale of his
form charm that is
records or to a repu¬
indescribable
and
tation made over the
alhcompelling. We
microphone.
It is supposed
have known other
performers
who
by some that the
possessed ability of
moving pictures
superlative order
have supplanted the
and a fine appear'
theater and that the
ance but who failed
public
prefers to
dismally. The com'
have its drama pho¬
bination of great
tographed.
This is
proficiency and pernot at all the case.
sonality is, however,
The reasons for the
in most cases irre'
success of the movie
sistible. Paderewski,
are first of all eco¬
Kreisler,
G a 11 i'
nomic.
With the
C u r c i, Schumann'
huge rise in costs,
Heink, Harry Lau'
the movement of
der, Irene Franklin,
road companies beDouglas Fairbanks,
came prohibitive.
Charlie Chaplin
Railroad rates, un¬
and many others all
ion wages for stage
exemplify it as did,
hands, printing costs
for instance, Bloomand such expenses
field-Zeisler, David
rocketed to the skies
Bispham, Albert
over night.
If we
Chevalier and Elehad not had the
anora Duse.
movies at all we
More than this,
should probably be
there is no substi¬
without any form
tute for personality.
of the drama in
Nothing can take
many small com¬
its place in the
munities:
scheme of success
What the mov¬
before the footlights.
ies are really doing
This principle
is
is to cultivate a mar¬
This single playhouse in New York i aintains an orchestra of one hundred and twenty-jive men. Its
the provocation for
auditorium is, in many respects, fine than will be .found in most of the world's famous opera houses.
velous appetite for
this editorial.
,.
the drama. They also create distinctly new theatrical possibili¬
There is now pending a huge period of re-adjustment, in
ties that would have baffled the old dramatists. There are far
certain phases of public appearance, which is giving much con¬
more “legitimate” theaters in New York City now than there
cern to many professional musicians. We refer to all of the
were ten years ago, notwithstanding the huge upward jump in
marvelous present-day devices for mechanically representing,
the cost of admission. All this has come about despite the crea¬
through the sound-reproducing instruments, the radio and the
tion of countless “Cathedrals” and “Chapels” of movie art.
cinema (the Vitaphone or Movietone), artists who are not
The Movietone, the Vitaphone and kindred instruments
visible to the auditor. All of these things are giving untold
will unquestionably deprive certain musicians in small com¬
delight to millions of people, and the future of these inventions,
munities of their positions.
Mediocre instrumentalists will
knows no bounds. They must be ranked with the great bless¬
literally be retired, and, of course, some fine musicians with
ings of the age.
,
. .
.
them. They may for the time being have to seek other employ¬
“But,” you ask, “will they displace the actual artist in the
ment in the musical field which is being broadened prodigiously
flesh?” Generally speaking we answer that, after the period of

HE late and inimitable Charles Frohman, one of the
1/
most astute purveyors of public entertainment the
V/ world has ever known, had a way of saying that the
actor’s success is due first of all ‘ Vitality.
This is
another way of telling us that the vital life element physical, mental and spiritual, is the thing which after all is the
magnet which draws the patrons to the box office and then
sends them home after the performance with that unforgettable
something which brings ultimate success to the performing artist.
Hi<ffi artistic efficiency is, of course, taken for granted.
All of our findings in the arena of music confirm the
wisdom of Charles Frohman. Vitality and personality are
paramount. This does not mean that physical beauty is the
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“Venice,” the Qity of Dreams
Fifth
by epoch-making inventions.
But, though they may suffer
now, it is inevitable that the demand to hear better music will
be enormously increased, and the public, always curious and
human, will in time compel the managers to supply them, in
other ways, perhaps, with living players who will represent
a very high order of accomplishment. Movie managers cannot
fail to find out that the fascination involved in hearing and
seeing a living organist of high skill play his instrument cannot
be supplanted even by the most marvelous reproduction. If it
were not for the box office value of the personality of the or¬
ganist, he would have been supplanted long ago by player-roll
organs.
Mr. William Fox, for instance, has just announced the
erection of a theater building in Philadelphia which is to cost
$16,000,000, a figure that ten years ago would have been re¬
garded as the ravings of an insane man. He also announces
that he will have an orchestra of one hundred and twenty-five
men. We know that it will be composed of as fine a group as
has brought fame to the Roxy orchestra in New York. Twenty
years ago the Boston Symphony proudly boasted of an or¬
chestra of eighty-six members.
The ultimate outcome of the situation is that there will be
in the future more and finer positions for really expert per¬
formers.
In the meantime the symphonic accompaniments
of the Vitaphone and the Movietone are creating an apprecia¬
tion for the best in small communities, which will develop
musical demand enormously.
Ultimately all of these modern forces will increase the
musician s opportunity unbelievably. Meanwhile certain musi¬
cians of a superior order who have been engaged in making rec¬
ords for the sound reproducing instruments (phonographs and
cinema) are said to be reaping a harvest of gold. It has even
been reported to us that many are making as high as one hun¬
dred dollars a day.
Last summer in Kingsport, Tennessee, we passed by the
Public Square one Saturday evening when the high school band
was giving its weekly concert. The square was packed with
people and the streets were clogged with automobiles. At
the end of each number the applause (to say nothing of
the deafening honks of the auto horns) was genuine and
voluminous.
The autoists had motored to Kingsport from towns for
miles around in order to hear that concert. Most of these peo¬
ple unquestionably had radio sets at home and could hear per¬
formances of distant bands much finer in technic than the local
group of young people, though these played really very well,

indeed.

The point is,

different things.

We have not. me
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the Series

or

Musical Travelogues—Pilgrimages to European Musical Shrines

distinctly
g

<By

few

James Francis Cooke
Part

^ A7tdhfist:iotbmeteirmSuTa°ctured optimism. These state¬
ments am based upon the careful observation of the: working
out of all similar advances in the past The radio, the sound
reproducing instrument, the player-piano and the musical
cinema are really collaborators of the musician, which promise
to do in a decade what could have otherwise been accomplished
only in a century.
, ,
The attraction of personality is one of the most powerful
forces in life.
,
A writer in The Nation, with a radical slant toward the
movies, delivers the following pronouncement: Insofar as the
talking picture is concerned there cannot be the slightest hesita¬
tion in saying that it is bound to oust and supplant in the field
of popular entertainment, both the silent picture and the theater
of living actors.”
Insofar as the living actor is concerned this opinion seems
very immature. When your editor was president of the Drama
League of Philadelphia for two years he met innumerable
, authorities on the theater. Even then the talking pictures were
a bugbear to some actors. One knighted Englishman, however,
said with characteristic insight, “The processes for printing in
colors have unceasingly improved and increased for fifty years,
yet the market for fine paintings of permanent worth has grown
greater than ever.”
We cannot believe that, in the drama or in the art of inter¬
pretative music, the public will ever exchange the desire to sec
the living artist for any marvelously contrived facsimile. What
will happen is that thousands who might never have seen the
original may hear and witness the astonishing photo-acoustical
reproduction. Life will be splendidly expanded thereby.
However, there is something magical about being in the
presence of the real actor and the real musician —something that
can never come from the screen. As one brilliant youth re¬
cently put it, It is just the difference between kissing a girl
and kissing her photograph.” Multitudes will never cease to
journey thousands of miles to see the “Descent from the Cross "
The Night Watch,” “Sacred and Profane Love” and the
oistine Madonna, despite the greatest achievements of the
press°f reproducmg great Paintings by the camera and the

THOROUGHNESS IN PIANO MAKING
NE of our friends tells the story of a lady who bought an
facturers hterally ransack the world for the highest quality
old Model T Ford. She learned from the dealer how to
start the car, but, alas, not how to stop it. On her first urban
excursion she ran down a street, bumped into the tail end of
a milk wagon, turned it over, and spilled the driver and his
lacteal cargo into the gutter. The Irish traffic policeman hailed
her with sharp blasts of his whistle, and sharper blasts of pro¬
fanity. She sped on waving her hand wildly and circled the
ability and long expeSnce
§ °
representlng native
block until she arrived again at the wreck of the milk wagon
when she hit it a blow which stopped her own car but did not
injure her. ^ The officer came up inhaling vehemently and
shouted:
‘Great guns, lady, there’s one thing I got to say
have gonedown" becVu^TheyWe11 faded
about you. You sure are thorough!”
principle than for other causes. An deal an
^
Thoroughness of another kind has been sought earnestly
ment from the musical standpoint and
by makers of fine pianos, since the beginning of the industry.
detail of
,„d wotknSip1 tfiT t UP
Music lovers have a great deal for which to thank the manu¬
buyer must procure if he is to have a«||
f- rg whlch the
facturer, in this connection. In the first place, there must be
Thoroughness” is the slogan of all fine 2
^fCt0ry Piana
great thoroughness in the selection of materials. Some manuBuy the best piano yLr

O
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if

I

agreed with our opinion that the Cathe¬
genius of the drama, Eleanora Duse, the
existence of the United States of America
dral of St. Mark is the most beautiful
beloved—and- then the palace of d’Anecclesiastical edifice in the world; but few
to date.
nunzio, the lover who parted from her
will fail to agree in the opinion that it
when her beauty began to fade.
The Barcarolles
is the most impressive. Here is a house
Haunted by images of the most colorful
ORE through your Ruskin, revel in civilization the world has known, you speed of God which seems to have been carved
his appraisals of the artistic and archi¬ silently from arch to arch, past staggering out of gold. The gold mosaics, with the
tectural wealth of Venice, “the enchan¬ boat posts, past exquisite water lanterns innumerable scriptural pictures, seem over¬
tress,” because some day you may find which your gondolier recognizes lightly powering in their significance, when viewed
in the “dim religious light” of the passing
yourself dreaming under the moonlight with, “Benvenuto Cellini ha fatto questo
on the palace-fringed Grand Canal,. lis¬ (Benvenuto Cellini made that). Ah— day. They reach back to the age when
tening to the songs of the. gondoliers. here is a link with an unforgettable past. the populace, unable to read, depended
These amphibious gentlemen have, how¬ You look down at your twentieth century upon frescoes for their Biblical knowl¬
ever, a very limited repertoire. When garb and wish that for a moment you edge. Here we saw the red-robed figure
contemplating barcarolles you think of could glide back through the years and see of a noted cardinal preaching the virtues
Mendelssohn, Rubinstein and Offenbach Venice at the time when the great of mercy from the lofty pulpit. Here we
(strange that the most famous Venetian Willaert was bringing new musical glories heard a choir, with voices of celestial
boat songs have been done by Jewish com¬ to the wonderful Cathedral of St. Mark. timbre, singing medieval music from
posers of other nationalities) ; yet, in
ancient tombs, behind a screen of in¬
Venice you never hear these famous
cense.
Looking up to the Byzantine
Marvelous Palaces
compositions.
What
do
you hear ?
arches we found ourselves floating back
HE MONUMENTS to untold wealth
Largely songs which you have always
to the time when the Venetian school of
rise everywhere. Palaces worthy of
associated with Naples, “Funiculi, Funichurch music was the greatest in the
cula,” “Santa Lucia,” “O Sole Mio” and the art of the lapidary line the great
“Bianca Casita.” Moreover, the voices of canals. It is wholly impossible to measure
the Venetian gondoliers have a coarseness the riches of Venice. Fortunately, the
An Early Music Master
Venetian Origin
which you do not hear in Naples. Their taste of the magnates led them to seek
O THIS glorious temple was called
the greatest of artists to decorate their
HE FIRST settlement of Venice was speaking voices, however, are rich and
Adrian Willaert, in 1527. At that time
palaces and churches. In the eleventh
strategic. To escape Teutonic in¬ orotund; and it is as difficult to forget
century mosaic workers were brought Titian, “il divino,” was fifty years old and
vaders, the refugees sought safety on their warning “Oh-ehe” as they round the
from Greece, establishing an art in Venice Venetian art may be said to have reached
these islands, in the fifth or sixth cen¬ corners as it is to forget the marvelous
then its highest point. The discovery of
turies. The city’s. economic position was skill by means of which they propel their which is maintained to this day. Then the new world had set all Europe aflame;
unusual. It became the half-way house thirty-foot barques through the most in¬ there were makers of exquisite glass, the the minds of men were being reborn.
between the Byzantine empire and western tricate aquatic traffic, without a single filmiest of laces, wrought iron fashioned Willaert, born in Flanders (1480-1562),
like giants’ jewelry, statuary, paintings—
Europe. It was the haven for countless bump.
was the most brilliant musician of his age.
When Giovanni and Beppo do essay to everything to make life happy and beau¬
cargoes of treasure from the opulent East.
It should be noted that he was called to
In the following centuries Venice rose sing, you unconsciously mistrust that the tiful. The artists were the forerunners Venice when Palestrina was only one
to mercantile and manufacturing promi¬ length of their program is likely to be of one of the most remarkable schools
year old. There, supported by the wealth
nence, second to no city in Europe, save measured by their estimate of the size of of painters the world has ever seen of the Venetians, he was permitted to
possibly Genoa. The government, known the fee they, may expect from you. For¬ including Giorgione, Veronese, Tintoretto
found a school which included such
as the “dogate,” or-the government of the tunately, most of them refrain from sing¬ and Titian. These masters were show¬
church writers as Zarlino, de Rore and
doge, came into existence about 697 A. D. ing and do not attempt to interfere with ered with honors and riches. Titian (born
Gabrieli, masters who had a direct in¬
At one time it controlled a large part of the music that instinctively .surges up 1477) lived ninety-nine years and died
fluence upon the church music of the
northern Italy. The republic continued
within you as you glide through a magic a very wealthy man. He bequeathed to whole world. St. Mark’s at that time
until 1797 when the iron hand of Napoleon
city of, measured romance. Here is the Venice, however, art creations now repre- possessed two organs, on opposite sides of
put an end to it. Thus the Venetian gov¬
senting millions of dollars in value.
(Continued on page 53)
ernment, as a nation, lasted for eleven housa of Byron, there the home of Brown¬
We have found critics who have discenturies—seven times as long bs _the ing. Ahead in the residence of the pathetic

J

OHN RUSKIN, son of a London
wine merchant, wrote, in 1851-1853,
his unforgettable “Stones of Venice.’
The brilliant English critic used some four
hundred thousand words in creating a
work which any one who aspires to cul¬
ture is expected to review with rever¬
ence. Ruskin, with his rich experience
and striking gifts attempted to conjure in
the imagination a worthy verbal picture
of the “Queen of the Adriatic.” Yet,
when all is said and done, there is nothing
short of an actual visit which can give
you a proper picture of Venice.
Venice is located in a bay of the Adri¬
atic Sea and is built on one hundred and
seventeen ‘ islands. However, in visiting
the city one loses all consciousness of the
islands and thinks of a community, laid
out as a city with waterways instead of
streets. These waterways are one hun¬
dred and fifty canals crossed by three
hundred and fifty bridges of every im¬
aginable description and design.
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, Articles of this series, appearing in 1928, were Naples
(May and June), "Rome” (July and August), “Florence”
(September and October), "Milan” (November and December).
These numbers may be obtained upon receipt of regular
price of twenty'five cents per copy.

C lnstru'

The Editor of The Etude has read thousands and thousands of letters from Etude frie A
At
experience has divined those themes which seem to be of most interest to our readers W
S ,
‘rom this unusual
subjects which our friends would like to have discussed in these columns. Won’t you let “us hear f ^
hear °f

THE BRIDGE OF SIGHS
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Phrasing—a Key to Toechnical Problems
Py Jan Chiapusso

I

T IS a great error to think that finger
exercises alone can give a student
what he commonly calls technic. There
is of course a certain stage in the devel¬
opment where exercises are of use to
form the hand and awaken it out of its
natural laziness. In a later stage exer¬
cises can serve to smooth out unevenness.
But technic proper does not consist in
mechanics only. It is the means of ex¬
pressing one’s musical ideas and emotions
and therefore consists in the mastery of
rhythm, dynamics, and, most of all, of
phrasing, which all this involves. And
phrasing is more than one would think at
first consideration. It really is the al¬
pha and omega in music. If the phras¬
ing is altered the emotional impression
totally differs, and the inner articulation
undergoes a transformation; there is like¬
wise a different approach to the keys.
Let us study a few examples. We shall
take Chopin’s Prelude in E-flat Major, No.
19. Lack of space prevents the giving of
the complete phrasing. All we need for
our purpose, though, is the inner articula¬
tion. There are three ways in which this
figure can be articulated.
Ex. 1

Jean

Philippe

Rameau

'She famous‘Portrait of the great eighteenth Qentury Master, by Qhardin

Now, though it must be admitted in ad¬
vance that the third manner is the best
one, for the sake of completeness we shall
describe the first manner also.
The first way of phrasing could be of
use since the separation of the triplets
helps us to bring out the melody. In this
case we have to lift the arm entirely from
the keyboard and start the new triplet on
Eb. This note is then struck with arm-

will become very tired and will probably
have to slacken his tempo.
In 2 (b) it is possible to get a little
repose on the low bass note, and this avoids
hurrying the entire passage. In leaping
up from the low B-flat to the high C, one
arrives too soon at the high note to be
able to poise the second finger over B-flat,
because in binding

JAN CHIAPUSSO
motion. That simply means that we shall
not move the individual fifth finger to
make the tone but will hold it rather firm,
not moving the root-joint (the phalanx)
hut using the fore-arm as a lever to press
down the key. The arm raises only slight¬
ly and describes a smooth arc from G to
Eb, arriving vertically poised with the
three fingers over the next triplet, in such
manner that we could strike them together
as a chord. After each triplet raise the
arm slightly; the general movement must
be made smoothly and continuously withcut any sharp jerking from one triplet to
the next. The contact with the key must
be such that it causes no shock against the
ivory, nor against the key bottom. It is
very difficult in this phrasing to keep the
wrist loose.
Now let us describe the third way of
articulation, as this is the proper way.
Here the arm does not need to be lifted
from the keyboard. This way of phras¬
ing provides for a permanent legato, and
the wrist will remain loose, as it has to
make a sideway movement over the long
spans.
We begin the first two B-flats with
downward arm motion, having the thumb
poised over the lower Bb and the second
finger over G. We do not strike the
thumb with individual finger motion but
hold it rather firm and use a slight rotary
motion of the hand, the thumb acting as
the end joint of the rolling hand. As soon
as the second finger strikes G we use this
finger as a pivot and turn the fifth finger
in the direction of Eb. Again the finger

is not moved individually so much as it
is made to act as the firm end joint of
the rolling hand. In pivoting over G we
make a sideward as well as a rolling mo¬
tion with the hand.
This phrasing is decidedly the key to
performance of this little piece. The left
hand especially profits by it. It phrases
exactly like the right hand. Besides, it is
more in the vivace character of the piece
to soar towards the melody note, instead
of the melody having to drag along two
notes after it. Much greater speed and
lightness can be obtained in this manner
than in any other way.
There are only a few spots in this pre¬
lude where the first manner of phrasing is
more practical. These are at measures 29
to 32 and 43-44. The harmonies are
such that here this phrasing is more prac¬
tical.
A similar example of this kind of ar¬
ticulation is found in Weber's Perpetual
Motion, namely in the famously difficult
measures on the third page from the end.
Ex. 2

the second finger cannot possibly reach
B-flat in time. Therefore the short phrase
has to be started from C.
E,4

This enables us to have the second finger
ready, get over the three notes in due speed
and rest a little on the low note to give it
a tenuto character. As in the prelude of
Chopin, this phrasing tends toward the
melodiously outstanding note, and therefore
the inner articulation of the entire phrase
(extending over four measures) coincides
with the feeling of continuity that the
whole figure demands.
Our next example is a run typical of
Liszt, from a cadenza in his F minor Etude
(end of third page) :
Ex. 5

How much trouble do these dazzling pass¬
ages cause the poor student? I remember
very well how I was struck with awe at
hearing some of the great masters “rip off”
any of those brilliant runs. It seemed a
mystery to me how such speed was pos¬
sible, and a discouraging vision arose be¬
m most cases this passage is phrased fore my mind’s eye of years of tiresome
wrongly, as in Ex. 2 (a). The student finger exercises. But I could not suppress
a slight suspicion that these masters were
in possession of some secret trick.
Here is at least one of those tricks.
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Again it is the phrasing. It looks as if thumb
that the fingers 2, 3, 4 become
this run were phrased this way:
poised over the keys of the next group.
The fingers should arrive over those keys
Ex.e
at the same time that the thumb sounds,
the thumb remaining resting on the key
until the next group starts. Never start
And in fact it has to sound this way
play the third finger (the first note
But, to do this satisfactorily,
have of tile
group) until it is poised over
to use a little tact and to make
hidden the keys.
phrasing, as I like to call it. This
■ the thumb
When this swinging
way:
mastered and when the student can do
Ex. 7 a_
without jerking, he can proceed to
*
‘
■
■
"
■ cannot be
*
diminish the pausing until it
heard any more, meanwhile accentuating
the right notes F, D, B, Ab, and
(which, by the way, form a diminished
We never shall get our third finger c
Db in time, if we do not pay special atten¬ seventh chord, a valuable thing to keep
tion to it. It is exactly the moment of in mind).
shifting the hand positions over the thumb
The student must always keep this hidthat enables us to gain speed. As long den phrasing in mind, even if he thinks
as we do not need to swing over the that he has arrived at a point where he has
thumb we can play a small group of n ites the run “in his fingers.” For as soon as
fast enough, especially if we do not w lste technical passages are “in the fingers” and
too much energy by too high finger ac' escape the control of the mind, one can
tion. So these figures alone:
no longer depend on the success of the
Ex. 8
performance. A different piano, a slightly
cold hand or any trifle will cause disaster.
Our next example is the octave run in
the black key etude of Chopin.
But this:
Ex.ll
’

is harder on account of the third finger.
So if we phrase this run in Ex. 6 we are
apt to neglect crossing over the thumb.
,
More than that we ca
nvern°hePthiimh°^ieattention to crossing over
the thumb be¬
cause our mind is focussed on the ac¬
cents on F, D, B, Ab, and similar notes.
Therefore, if we phrase as in Ex. 7 We
__ r__
divide the run in
parts that “lie” well iim
the hand and can be played through easily,
We also pay proper attention to the cort way of striking all keys vertically.
i also watch better the tendencies
of the wrist. The wrist plays a very important part in these runs, but this is a
topic not relevant to this article.
A good method for practicing this run
in to play each section alone at first, rest”’1 the last note of each group of 6

The second motive is with an accent in
middle, as in Ex. 12b; the third motive*
with an accent
12c; and the fourth motive is wit
cent on the last note, as in Ex. 12d
The student must learn each
these^rhotives" separately. It is advisable
tQ j
t]lem at first in succession with
...
lift-inor nf
tl
slight. pause andlxa slight lifting
of the
arm between each one of them. Also a
little anticipation before the accents
necessary. Of course, these groupings,
pauses and anticipations should in the end
be smoothed out so that they are not
heard by the listener. But the pianist must
continue to keep them in mind and not
regard them as preparatory exercises only.
The preparation must consist in learning
this domestic arrangement well by heart.
The speed depends largely on the ease and
clarity with which the passage 's being
; be careful
thought. The student
a play. If
*° tb'n'< just "
he thinks ahead, if his imagination is
swifter than his hands, he will spoil the
passage. This however will not happen
so easily if the entire passage is well
planned.
Of course a good touch, economy of
motion, downward action and proper re¬
laxation play an important part in octaves;
Xhis famous
rarely hears well but lack of space prevents the consideration
•
- - If
- - this
■ ■ octave ri
played.
n is- not carefully of these details in this article.
planned, it will
sound £u if the keys are
vvm ™uuu
Our next example of phrasing to overbe‘ng dipped with a huge rag; and if come technical difficulties is the accompaniall the keys are not struck vertically, there ment figure in Chopin’s Scherzo in B flat
will be a feeling of overstrain in the hand. Minor:
The difficulty of playing a fast passage Ex. 13
on the black keys consists, mainly in the
uneven skips of the intervals. These make
11 hard,,to arrive vertically on the keys;
TfcMall*
, ,
... and> if they do not strike vertically, the thjs
^
dent phrases tfus figure
fingers are in (danger of -slipping off the
keys. This is made all the worse by trying to play the passage very loud,
Therefore, group Bb, Ab and Gb together and play Eb and Db separately,
this seems the most natural way. But
Between each of these groups one has
to lift the arm just a little higher to get i -ariably
Y theI poor student struggles with
wmi

‘“iiffffiijiTm

over the skip of'the third.6 S is most
important now is that the student learn
to think the passage as analyzed according to the following divisions:
and swinging the hand well

jx.i2

”—--

nd
‘ S d° "0t ha'e
phrasLg would
Y S*’ this
notes Te^Lr
Y vY The bass
CL li t ,T* the meas'jre>
must be played

tenuto ; that is, they

should ue neiu a* i.mui as possible. gv
merely holding them a little, they yl
come out enough so as to sound not too
loudly, and yet be heard separately fr(Y
the rest of the figure. Now if you phr
this passage this way:

Consider all bass notes as resting points;
and practice the passage with a pause on
the bass notes, starting the figure each
time from the second note in the measure.
A good practice for preparation and for
the study of the correct motion of the
wrist and a

By

Doris Faraday

Mr. Tobias Matthay, the famous teacher
and writer, makes use of a fingering which
forms two long hand groups :

ball. Continue in i similar manner i
the shorter groups.
3. Use the same movements, playing the
fhe0Uhand
"g
the hand 7*8
to the **next “group ^
position"
immediately after each is played
4. Follow out the principles of No 2 in
groups of two, irrespective of the fingering
groups; accent the fi
f
"nger'"g

HE WORD “prelude” has been used
in connection with musical compo¬
sition for certainly three hundred
years at least, and it is interesting to note
the- various ways in which this term has
been employed and to study the composers
whose Preludes have become renowned
either for their ingenious construction or
their intrinsic loveliness of mood and
melody.
There is a certain fascination in word
history; and so there is interest in a list
of the various foreign equivalents of our
English word “prelude.” Thus we have
Preludium (Latin) ; Preludio (Italian) ;
Prelude (French) ; and Vorspiel (Ger¬
man). There exist, of course, many closely
synonymous words, such as “Preambulum ’
—which Robert Schumann used in his
wonderfully colorful and rhythmic Carnaval, Op. 9—and the names Prcambule,
Fantasia, Intrada, Overture and Siiifonia,
which are to be found at the commence¬
ment of many of the very old suites
The first thing to observe, in studying
preludes, is that they are not associated
with any type of musical form (such as
the sonata form, rondo form, or even the
waltz or march), but many consist equally
well of a short musical period or a long
composition in strict or free style. Al¬
ways remember this formal freedom, since
it is a key to much of the inherent interest
of preludes and also to their popularity
with composers.

preparatory to depressing the keys, swii
mg the hand and arm along with
lingers to prevent any stiffness.
4. Now play the scales smoothly, t
or three octaves, maintaining a co
fortable, well-arched hand. Care shot
>e taken that the weight is evenly balanc
on both notes of the pair. Turn the wr
inwards during the right hand ascendi
and the left hand descending passages a
reverse when playing in the opposite
rection.

in a paper called “The Romance of the
Chopin Preludes,” wrote most interest¬
ingly of how certain of these Preludes
were composed. Chopin was threatened
with serious lung trouble, about 1830, and
George Sand—taking what she was always
pleased to describe as a maternal, interest
the prelude in E minor, commencing thus: in the great composer—carried him off to
the Balearic Isles to recuperate. Here it
Ex.2 Largo
was that Chopin wrote several of the
Preludes—and Mrs. Chance quotes Ma¬
dame Sand's own account of their com¬
and the terse, but lovely, prelude in A position :
major, beginning as follows:
“While staying here Chopin composed
some short but very beautiful pieces which
he modestly entitled ‘Preludes.’ They are
real masterpieces. Some of them create
such vivid impressions that the shades of
The D-flat prelude, though not so gen¬ the dead monks seem to rise and pass
The Beethoven Preludes
erally known, is exceedingly interesting. before the hearer in solemn and gloomy
funereal pomp. Others are full of charm
EAVING BACH, we now proceed to We quote herewith the first line:
and melancholy, glowing with the spark¬
Beethoven, whose “Two Preludes
Ex. 4 Sostenut2_
ling fire of enthusiasm, breathing with the
through the Twelve Major Keys” com¬
hope of restored health. The laughter of
prise his Opus 39. Published in 1789,
children at play, the distant strains of
these are the products of the earlier and
P
£
g
the guitar, the twitter of the birds in the
less-imaginative Beethoven. They may be
damp branches, or the sight of the little
excellent practice for the fingers but, m
pale roses in our cloister garden—pushing
our own last analysis, seem important
their heads up through the snow—would
merely as an aid in studying the gradual
It goes without saying that the serious
development of the master's art. Limited student of music will lose no opportunity call forth from his soul melodies of in¬
for space, as an article of this sort is, of becoming intimately acquainted with describable sweetness and grace. But many
also are so full of gloom and sadness that,
we cannot enter into a discussion of these
the other Chopin preludes.
in spite of the pleasure they afford, the
preludes.
The important thing about these compo¬
Frederic Chopin’s two sets of preludes
listener is filled with pain.”
sitions is their complete independence of
Nearly coeval w.th Chopin was Felix
numbered Opus 28 and Opus 45, are prob¬
any subsequent matter. They stand alone,
ably the most personal—and the most
Mendelssohn, the Bach enthusiast, the neoare supremely complete in themselves
poignantly expressive—of any ever com¬
classicist, the man who at the age of sev¬
posed. Chopin, the great individualist, and thus they differ absolutely from the enteen composed the marvelously imagina¬
here addresses us in his most confidential original conception of a prelude. Only tive and beautiful Midsummer Night’s
Frederic Chopin could have achieved them,
manner.
Dream music.
Mendelssohn, in contra¬
Three of these preludes are so famous and they must forever remain the great distinction to Chopin, wrote preludes which
that anyone who makes the least pretense landmark in the history of preludes.
were entirely impersonal. Perfectly con¬
In the August 1913 issue of The Etude
of being a music-lover should not fail to
structed, marvels of technical skill, they
know them thoroughly. We refer to the Music Magazine, Mrs. Burton Chance, yet gave no slightest glimpse into the
character of the composer. The organ
preludes, Opus 37, are a fine training school
for young organists, as well as for young
composers, and the piano preludes Op.
35, Op. 104, and the Prelude and Fugue in
E minor, constitute valuable additions to
pianoforte literature.
The use of the word “prelude” for the
overture to an opera dates from Richard
Wagner’s “Lohengrin.” His earlier operas
were prefaced by “overtures.” The Wag¬
ner “vorspiel” has no definite form, but
it always presents certain guiding motifs
and develops them with extreme beauty.
Perhaps the two most thrillingly beauti¬
ful of these preludes are that to “Tristan
and Isolde,” commencing thus:

Mention should also be made of the
Bach Chorale Preludes, based, as the name
implies, on old German chorales. These
melodies are remarkable for their lofty
feeling and great dignity, and Bach wove
them into these short compositions with
his customary facility, providing his un¬
exampled figuration to set them off. The
“Chorale Preludes” are, alas, all too
little known, even by many of our leading
organists, and we urgently recommend
their wide-spread study. They cannot be
thoroughly comprehended, however, unless
the student is familiar with the German
text and can thus witness the skill with
which the composer expresses and height¬
ens the emotional content of the words.

Ex. 5

and that to “Parsifal,” the first measures
of which are:
0 Slolto __

rq.i- -k t

;5
AN AUTOGRAPHED SKETCH OF GOUNOD’S FAMOUS “AVE MARIA, ’ REPRODUCED
THROUGH THE COURTESY OF DR. A. S. W. ROSENBACH

>
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Early Preludes
16th and 17th centuries,
and even later, the only office of the
prelude was to form a part of sonatas or
suites, in which it appeared at the begin¬
ning and was generally followed by an
Allemande—a fairly quick dance form of
Suabian origin and written in 4/4 time.
The remarkable violinist and composer,
Arcangelo Corelli (1653-1713), used it in
this fashion, and so did the other Italian
and German composers prior to Bach.
The “Great Cantor” of the Thomasschule,
however, employed the prelude extensively
as an introduction to Fugues. Two of his
preludes with which everyone should be
familiar are No. 1 of the Well-Tempered
Clavichord, and the organ prelude the
fugue of which is universally known as
“St. Anne’s.”
Speaking of the Well-Tempered Clavi¬
chord, incidentally, Haps von Biilow once
said that if all the masterpieces of music
were to be destroyed and the Well-Tem¬
pered Clavichord alone left, we could build
up again anew from this one work the
whole of our musical literature. In Dr.
von Billow’s own words, "The Well-Tem¬
pered Clavichord is the Old Testament,
the Beethoven Sonatas the New Testa¬
ment—and in both we must believe (glauben) implicitly.”
It is not our place here to extol the ex¬
cellencies and perfections of Bach’s style,
though we would like to stress the fact
that the emotional power of his works is
seldom appreciated or understood.
In connection with the Bach preludes
we must point, in passing, to the lovely
and entirely spontaneous-sounding ar¬
rangement which Charles Gounod con¬
ceived of the prelude first metioned—No.
1 from the Well-Tempered Clavichord.
This Ave Maria ,is unliversally famed
and loved: its exalted and reverent beauty
and its ecstatic calm have definitely en¬
deared it to millions of hearts—and we
feel extremely fortunate to be able to re¬
produce in this article Gounod’s original
manuscript of his transcription.

L
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Barrell
prelude in C minor, of which this is the

♦

The latter is very useful for quicker
passages in more advanced work.
».th , d,„, „d "..ingVo, .YS:
The following will be found helpful
suggestions for practice. 1. Shape the To make the most of legato:
hand over each of the groups and practice
’■Jake the. ,Iegato notes alone and plav
the adjustive movements by skipping smoothly, making perfect connections and
Use rhythmical accents on the first
quickly from one position to the next £•&»*?*** of
hand to rest1 1 .e or four notes, in all the different ke;
on the little finger side.
without actually playing the notes.
as m the single note scales,
- Play the legato part along with the
Ex. 3
lower notes staccato (left hJj
tir- <S 8c °d to apr>,-v 3,1 methods of pr;
versa) :
u t hand vice ' * t0 the actual passages contained in
y compositions and not to confi
exercises to “exercise time” alone. Ma
ne examples of this branch of work a
2. Let the weight of the hand fall on
' ° be, found:- Cramer's “Studies.” C
the first pair of notes, as indicated by the
..o11 Is pcadus ad parnassum,” Czern;
accent. “Follow through,” and, at the hst
StuAes,” Chopin's “Etude in Doul
of the group, allow the hand to give a
3. To promote finger independence „„„
™anY works of Liszt, Saint Saei
spring off the keys like the rebound of a
' legat°’ msinS each pair 0f fingerS'

E. A.

3

ESPITE the important part played
by Double Thirds in the develop¬
ment of a more advanced technic,
its study is deplorably neglected by the
average student. Of all branches of piano¬
forte technic, it is surely one of the most
difficult. If we know “how” to practice
and do it in a systematic manner, its
value in the daily routine cannot be
estimated.
Many solutions to fingering difficulties
have appeared from time to time. One
very practical fingering, often favored,
allows the fifth finger to occur once in each
octave. Thus, in right hand sharp scales
the fifth finger falls on the dominant or
fifth note, in the left hand sharp scales
on A, in the right hand flat scales on G,
and in the left hand flat scales, on the
submedient or sixth note.
Three quite comfortable hand groups,
to each octave, are formed in this way:

P>y

DURING the

These are just a few examples of how
technical problems are solved by correct
phrasing. Do not waste time on too many
finger exercises. There are plenty of com¬
positions in the vast repertoire of the pian¬
ist that will present to you all the problems
you need to solve in each individual case.
Practicing should consist in establishing
the correct habit. One should plan care¬
fully what the aim is going to be and then
should think, it out in details of articulation
and touch. Passages should lx- repeated
only as much as is necessary to think them
easily.

How <Do You 'Practice <Double thirds

D

What Is a Prelude?
T

there will be no difficulty in resting a little
on the low bass, as it forms the last note
of the. phrase. In this way you do not
need to feel too hurried to stretch out f0r
the other notes in the passage, which are
otherwise so difficult to reach. Now you
may separate D-flat from A-flat (where
the mark stands) ; and, when starting A-flat
with the third finger, you can already be
poised over C-flat and F with the 2nd
finger and the thumb, and the part of the
passage, indicated 1_J wjn
appear to be very easy and without any
big stretches at all. The only thing you
need to be concerned about now in to turn
on A-flat, as on a pivot and to reach out
with the fifth linger toward D-llat. If the
wrist is loose enough you can easily make
this sidewise turn of the wrist. In those
places where the distance 1*tween the third
finger and the fifth is too large to stretch,
you may lift the arm slightly as here:
Ex. 16
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Mentioning Richard Wagner reminds
one frequently of Franz Liszt, his earnest
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proponent and very kindred spirit. One
And thus we have at last reached the
of the most applauded of all orchestral present time—with its complexities and
works is Liszt’s Les Preludes (The Pre- perplexities.
Among the contemporary
ludes). This, however, is not really a pre- composers who have written preludes of
syiupiiuiuc poem, with
witn pronounced
prunuuntea merit we mention only four
iuui um
hide at all, but a symphonic
oi
verses by the Frenchh po
poet' *Lamartine
' as its
.
of the long list which might reasonably
These are Scriabin, Scott,
basis. It is typical of Liszt’s style, and—if be given here.
h
some find its harmonies rather too cloy- Karg-Elert and Rachmaninoff.
ing—it is, however, extremely high-grade
The Prelude for Left Hand Alone is
“program music,” skillfully orchestrated, cidedly interesting modernism, and it beReturning to the realm of the piano, speaks the musical talent and insight of
in our study of preludes, we find Cesar its Russian composer, Scriabin. Cyril
Franck using the prelude mainly in connec- Scott's Prelude solcnnclle is similarly
tion with other movements of suites, meritorious pianoforte material. KargFranck’s Prelude, Chorale and Fugue and Elert is a German composer—born in
Aria and Finale are often 1879—whose
Chorale Preludes for organ
’ i Prelude,
".
,a7°“
programmed by foremost pianists, and areA impressionistic but effective,
when well performed are works of • imAa for Sergei Rachmaninoff, who does
mense dignity, beauty, and what the Gerknow the fend,d
fm
~,ii
*‘n „ ,,
,
c* Minor, or the more brilliant, but less
feet
1 endlessly
IT’
*
*'****
in and
G Minor?
These are
feet techn.v?
technician, was also
,magmauniversally
famous>
while commending
. . s
live: he had a peculiarly French n»r net .,
...
’
’. ..
...
for „mowhe,ic
morco»„, and „„
able to reproduce the inner hush and hesitancy wh.ch are marks of the highest type
of prelude. Up there in his organ loft
at Sainte Clotilde, dreaming over the keys,
he one day discovered the innermost essence of preludes—and thus he was able to
write such inspired music as the preludes
to the pianoforte' suites mentioned above,
Claude Achille Debussy, painting in
what David Stanley Smith describes aptly
as “the pale blue and violet tints, cold but
lovely hues,” produced some ethereally exquisite, though fragile, prelude-portraits.
Their one—and, to our mind, fatal—defeet lies in their intense objectivity and
impersonality: scarcely a corpuscle of true
vitality stirs in their being. However,,
they are magnificently clever and frequently picture a scene or mood absolutely
unerringly. Of Debussy’s preludes, the
nniMc-lover should certainly be familiar
with that entitled La Fille aux Cheveux
i
,"e f’laxen~halred Girl), and he
should also know some of the themes
trom the gorgeously colorful orchestral
/ reludc a 1 Apres-midi d un Fame.

Meddlesome Neighbors
By Ralph Kent Buckland
,

.

often tends to
An EGOTISM ®
Even though it
mar Pia™s 1
, . . ‘ d necessary for
not ,e
, ,
. jndicated by the
the stnk.m* of the,
‘“importance
ie to feel its o’
neruov me wmu __
and to wan o
impulse comes down
Th'ere is an interfering wob‘digits. They get in one
another’s wav and what should be clean“? b
nCv becomes mere cloudy inde/ ,ij„hted fingers could only
be made to keep8out of thefscene of action
for this brief moment, and to allow the
full sway, what difficulties
important

This does not mean to press down. if
there is any exerted pressure, there will be
no benefit derived. It means just the loose,
natural weight of the arm—the weight as
though the arm were actually cut off *
.
.
ance. With persistence one can sense this
weight of the arm just as it is, absolutely
without muscular pressure. Then, as the
weight of the arm is transferred from
finger to finger, each in turn receives the
full weight of the arm, as though it were
the only finger on the hand—as though all
the others were cut off. Tins mental attitude brings about inactivity on the part of
the other fingers. They hang lax and lifewould be overcome
and careful less.
The weight of the
The training gained in this drill on slow,
,+
uiuugu, a.o w the part it plays in finger inthought
dependence and control tnust be carefully single finger, full arm weight, scale practice
deDendei

T"“ “

each PUPA’s private note book and
learned
_I_
that they call be
repeated
quickly. The pupils may be „i,_:
shown .t—
that
the order of the flats is the order of the
sharps reversed.
The pupil must be taught to distinguish
a half step from a whole step, through
explaining that the latter covers just twice
the distance of the former. Thus, for a
whole step one must omit the middle kev
(be it a black or a white key). Next
the pupil plays the different whole and half
steps called for.
To teach the pupil to form his
lively 1, 2, 3, 4, S, 6, 7 8. Place these m
order over the keys of the C scale. Taking
this as a model scale let the pupil see just
vvhere the half steps occur and then place
the cards with the same system of half
and who e steps, on another set of keys,
.MethU°wId 7 u°T 3t e3St three -keyS
in this way at each lesson.

*S

A

of each scale in his notebook, marking off
Answer/
the tetrachords with a division line. The thev arP r a
j o fr°m the bo‘tom UP.
n,,«;i
- recite
_,
pupil Wilt
will «iU
also do well to
the scales lney are Lr, A and C.
Question 2—Which -- °f this chord
, orally> prefacing each with its signature,
are on lines and which in spaces?
When keyboard work is begun the finAnswer—G is in the space, and A and C Jb:s’ tben- makes certain whether the
gerin§ is Presented in groups 1-2-3, 1-2-3-4,
are on the lines.
Heating accidental” is on the line or in
}~A E^-3-4-5. Play the first group
3—Of the accidentals, which 3 space'
.*d'nS tbree keys down, and the second areQuestion
upon the lines or spaces?
As a test,
!n bke r"an"er- Then, using an imaginary
Answer—The sharps in this case are v «
u" 30
tbese fingerings should be used, both on lines.
'-nclusion-Theref
Conclusion—Therefore if G is the space,
is using. Finger or key
I?3™?
and C are the ”
..
r noacddcntaI'
.
-- and ^A emu
lines bearing sharps, the chord, reading
from the bottom up, ■'» ei a _t—
. For learning merely the theory of scales,
the bottom up, is G-A-sharp and C- strike these
a
A
Have work affords snWfH
sharP- ^Execute according to answers) see L
fdiS Upon your P,ano and
Such chord- construction bearim/^,for yoi,rseIf «f at any time you must
For a while minor scales may be learned
ug
accistop to consider and puzzle over them.
in this way, while major scales are used
for finger work
When two scales are played in contrary
Musical Menus
motion the pupil should name the notes
played by each of his hands. This is
By Alice Horan McEneny
excellent training for rapid thinking and
develops the power of concentration
iife.Ca'eS bread’
* musicaI

JJ*

Beethoven is one of the best examples of what the commentators mean
zvhen they, talk about the importance of form in art, as opposed to matter
Beethovens musical themes are relatively unimportant, compared with what
he manages to say with them. They have individuality of course the
quality of persisting m the memory—catchiness, if you like—that no music
can afford to do without. Still, it is only rarely that a Beethoven melody
has the quality of immediate and arresting beauty that distinguishes a theme
like the Prize Song m Die Master singed or the flute solo in Debussy's
LApres-midi dun Faune. Even the famous final theme of the ‘Ninth
Symphony magnificent as it is, might in other hands come perilously close
to being trivial.’’—Deems Taylor.
V
y

wouiedatbeg ft

V/hy An Investment in Music Lessons Always Days

'

fingers 1 Play any of the scales, the C is a freer swing to runs, a greater brilstudents Tnvestfgate some of the excellent
major scale, for instance, very, very slowly, liancy to trills, an evener interchange of
preludes contained in Rachmaninoff’s Opus
Let the full weight of the arm fall con- finger movement in rapid, close finger posi23 (ten preludes) and his Opus 32 (thirsciously on each finger as the notes follow tions It means tearing down technic to
teen preludes). So far as we know, these
~dT"k"
rock bottom, but it pays.
exist in foreign editions only. It has been
bruited abroad that Mr. Rachmaninoff is
a little weary of the over-emphasis which
Deceptive Accidentals
pianists have placed on the two preludes
cited above; and to dissipate his weariness
By Herman Holzman
we recommend—as we said before—the
investigation of some of his other works
CHORD that bears two notes of dentals is quite baffling to read at sight;
in this style.
adjacent-pitch, either one of which and when such chords appear above or
In conclusion, we would beg forgiveness
is marked by an accidental, is with below the Staff (on the leger lines) the
for all sins of omission whatsoever. These
many" a plague-like impediment to reading becomes more difficult due to the
were inevitable in view of the brevity of
itisicianship.
fact that the leger lines are so short they
the article. We hope that this occasionally
hardly protrude beyond the circumference
Bx.l
rambling account of the history of the
of the note. Any accidentals placed before
prelude will stimulate the reader to fursuch
chords neither touch the leger lines
ther studies on the same topic, and we
nor appear to be definitely placed. They
feel certain that an enriched knowledge
seem "afloat,” so to speak.
of the beautiful preludes of our musical The trouble arises in the fact that it
literature will bring with it a harvest of is the custom to place the lowest of the
Ex.2
happiness for everyday life and an two adjacent notes (in this case, G) to the
awakened sense of the divine power which 'eft of the stem and the higher to the
could create, out of nothingness, the great right. Naturally any accidental placed betwin miracles, Music and Man.
fore G or A of the chord appears as though
it belonged to the G due to its proximity
To ascertain whether or
Minute Drills in Sharps and Flats
t0 ?he following is a
clarification of such dentals are uP°n the ,ines 11 spaces, it is
By Lotta A. Belden
chord construction
xtend the
question and very advisable and practical
leger line in question to the left
such
The sharps and flats should first of all
Scales are taught according to the circle
QTstkTl What
t
to cross the accidental.
be copied down m their signature order of fifths. Let him write down the letters chord?
1_Wh ‘ notes comPosc the

Ptth7af'3ll^4 day m ^^o^getables. for develop-

musical diet should include th /if °?Cr
Eleces—candv.
daily menu:
mC’Ude the fo,lo™g
These well-balanced rations will build
Fmger exercises—meat, givinn strenmh
® P^rfectly developed musical constituand endurance.
P l"g 5trength bon- But watch that one of them does not
too much predominate.
lm‘d
must
be to be nhll 't ™as,to be my best teacher and
be able to produce a beautiful tone."
—Julia Claussen.
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PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF IOWA

how to express that which he knows is as
are derived from the active pursuit of
HE MONKS of the middle ages axiom that music in itself was good, but music. This is the sort of quest which I if he did not know. And so, whenever
used to take daily inventories of it was an axiom that such questions from myself undertake when, as a psychologist, we give ourselves the opportunity of put¬
their deeds and tried to balance the mouths of children were insolent and I search my own experience and try in ting into actual practice that which we
the ledger of their behavior on the debit were to be treated accordingly. So I im¬ terms of modern experimental facts to think, we are thereby crystallizing the
thoughts in our own minds. There is an
and credit side of the page. Although plicitly followed the suggestion to practice fathom the musical mind.
inherent tendency for every idea to ex¬
with us this is not a daily performance every day while one of my parents kept ac¬
press itself in this way and, unless we
we cast our worldly accounts now and again count of the time just as faithfully on the
Self Expression
give a worthy idea the chance to come
by asking the practical question, What other side of the closed door as one of my
Y FIRST thought is that music gives
respected colleagues today keeps time m
cut, society at large may be the loser.
do I get out of it? For the amount of
us a splendid opportunity for selfhis position as conductor of the University
In a certain inner sense, after we have
energy spent, what is the return ?
expression. While many of us do not given them a sufficient private rehearsal
orchestra.
In
my
memory,
at
least
my
With some of our enterprises we are,
believe that an out-and-out behaviorism
beloved
parent
was
as
exact
with
his
hour
to ourselves, we lose the reflex effect of
however, less exacting than with others.
is the best exposition of the human mind, trying our thoughts out on those around
as
my
esteemed
colleague
is
with
his
We should not ordinarily like to be caught
we are convinced, as psychologists, that
us. It cannot be said, of course, that a
with the thought, “What do I get out of measured beat.
As for the more practical fruits that the mind is an active principle in the person who does not express his thoughts
Church or Sunday School?” We might be
world’s affairs and in our own lives and
has no thoughts. But contrariwise, is it
embarrassed to be in the possession of the my music has borne—part of my way
that it tends toward motor expression.
through
college
was
paid
for
by
lessons
true that the expression of one's own
idea, “What good does it do me to help
which I gave. My first position as teacher Psychology more and more aims to give thought does not provoke other thoughts
a child who has fallen in the street?
a dynamic interpretation to consciousness.
came
through
intimate
associations
with
a
And so there are some activities, like
either in ourselves or in the minds of
It
is
an
heritage
which
we
have
from
the
music, that have been spared the search¬ man who recently, as president of one of
writing of Hobbs, Herbart and Bain, and others ?
ing demand of the practically minded to our most famous New England colleges,
■I sometimes feel that the great com¬
in our own country and generation it is
“stand up and deliver the goods.” Music •mentioned the Sundays “when we were
posers of music, as a whole, were men of
best exemplified in the works of James,
is a good in itself. Music, like food, is musical together.” How shall I evaluate
great inner vitality, full of the vim of
Woodworth and Carr. So the old prac¬
an essential need of the human being, •the 'associated friendships which were
life and the desire to test out their
the former nourishes his mind as the lat¬ formed years ago, with professors when I tice of keeping a boy out of mischief by thoughts. Wagner, from all accounts that
ter nourishes- his body. This is axiomatic; was a Student and those formed at pres¬ giving him something useful to do is in we have, was a dynamic personality and
whoever doubts it is a fool. Mountains ent with students now that I am a pro¬ harmony with James’ advice that the best so were Beethoven, Mozart, Liszt and
and great areas of water are not prac¬ fessor? The man who now shares with way to break an old undesirable habit is Tschaikovsky. In other words music was
tically valuable for agricultural purposes me the first stand in the orchestra is a to substitute a new one. Across the class¬ for these men the instrument of self-ex¬
except as one might argue the matter student of mine and there are others every¬ room, in the college where I attended Pro¬ pression. We cannot go to their works
through and show that fertile soil without where about me on the same common level fessor Jenung’s incomparable lectures on without reading their characters.
literature, was written the phrase, Qvi
mountain or sea is an impossibility. There of human companionship.
are a few persons, however, who would
Aside from such practical aspects, how¬ tiovit neque id quod sentit exprimit perThe Essence of the Composition
not admit that mountains and seas are ever, let us examine from a psycholog¬ inde est ac si nesciret, which translated
HAT HIDDEN meaning in the per¬
beautiful and desirable. Without argu¬ ical’point of view what cultural values reads, He who knows but does not know
sonality of the artist can be found
ment we might thus say that the human
in the compositions of the masters is ad¬
virtues, like capacity for friendship and
mirably shown in a reference to Newthe ambition to serve, are generally good
march's
“Life and Letters of Tschaikov¬
things.
So most people think, without
sky.” The almost unfailing presence of
hestitation, that music is a good thing.
a sad motif in most of Tschaikovsky's com¬
Music and health are true assets.
positions can be explained, to some extent
Sometimes we take a more generous
at least, by the appraisal given to his life
attitude and do not expect an immediate
in the following sentences:
return. In this light music may seem to
be an investment whose income is not to
“Those menacing blows of fate—like
be measured so much in terms of quarterly
the opening of Beethoven’s “Fifth
Symphony”—had sounded, although
or annual dividends as in terms of a
muffled and distant, even on the day of
gradually rising market quotation on the
Tschaikovsky’s first concert (March
principal as the decades pass. . In the
long run, with some fluctuation in price,
it will make good. It is said that to per¬
sons with small means wages must be
paid weekly and that, conversely, to persons
of large means income is accept¬
able on an annual basis or even on longer
terms. If the analogy holds in the mental
life it may be said that to persons of
small mental scope, of narrow imagina¬
tion and of limited store of ideas, the
returns on all mental exercises must be
immediate, definite and concrete, while to
those individuals whose minds have broad
vision and a fertile imagination, the out¬
come of energy directed toward things in¬
Now this brings us to an interesting rer
tellectual is not measured either in pound,
flection. It is a bit of a psychological
or in dollars and cents.
truism that, much as we may try to per¬
form a Beethoven sonata as Beethoven
meant to have it interpreted, even allow¬
What Are the Facts?
ing for new qualities of . sound introduced
E THAT AS it may, we do not have
by modern orchestral instruments, it is
to label ourselves narrow or broad,
impossible to eliminate our own person¬
practically or esthetically minded, stupid
ality in the interpretation. We all think
or wise in order to justify our seeking an
we perceive the same objects but discus¬
answer to the question, “What good is
sion soon reveals, especially as we get
there in music?” This is a scientific age
older, that objects do not look alike to
and we are continually asking for facts.
In my own case music came mostly by
all of us. The rock of Gibraltar, as seen
dire duress. As a child it never occurred
by a geologist, an artist and a military
to me to ask myself or others, for that
expert, is three totally different objects.
matter, the question, “What good is it go¬
So we need not be afraid that we are
CHRISTIAN A: RUCKMICK
ing to do me?” It might not have been an
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in the
we wish to o. ot, whereas ^
.... visual
.—r
• fixate
field we must needs
our eyes and->
focus our lenses before we get adequate
perception. In the second place, in the
playing of music there is a certain inner
necessity, a rigorous internal requirement,
that can not easily be escaped. Let me
develop each one of these features separately.
One of the capacities of the normal human mind most highly prized is the concentration of attention. Success everywhere can probably be reduced to persistent

symphony to the
„ntailing aemanu
1—tWe
keyboard, there is
is ail
an unfailing
human
the most stern discipline
mind.
tbat
And lastly a factor °c _
^ our
has not yet been fuly
noi -cal
musical thought. From an j x J .
point of view the progress in
pression of the mind has been in
directions, the increasing n
utterances in speech and song andl the^dett
coordination of finger control,
first we have gained a highly inyolvea

exnriss on but it is In I
nn ° "“j pie have the power of attention but nothing
human exDerience We often ^n t^th! valuable *° which to attend. As the verclassical languages to chanter^ i
the nacu,ar has it, they “put their minds” on
wor d’s hi"torv to eollectfon
of h
The ideas do not have to be

turn have had their reflex effect on
curate thinking, and from the second we
have derived our complicated material m
chinery which makes possible the aeroplane

burying ourselves, losing our individuality
when we perform any work of classical
or modern music. On the other hand,
while we try to be fair to the composer,
we feel after we have played a solo or
conducted an orchestral suite that we
have expressed our own thoughts, reheved a multitude of motor tensions and
have earned repose that is all the sweeter
because of intense effort.
Universal Expression

rtr.,A£ r,r,r! ^
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THE ETUDE

mind, to come back to one 0f
oi/early
he . finds
that
--- points,
.
,
.m lnorp
r(>f„ilv he
he is
carefully
is, trained
trained to
to produce ,rc
hie
thoughts in musical performance the mor
esthetically refined will his thoughts i!
turn, become. We have over-reached our
selves in our educational processes in train"
ing only the mental processes. \\ e
'
more an(j more
rea]i2e that m:nd
a
body are intimately related and that ,
ought therefore to educate voice and h, j
Pcrhaps few of us
h*>d
twelve to sixteen notes a second asg
(,one jn
..
been done in experimental investigations’
we as skillful as some of the
But we can all be better than

g
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Failure Into Fortune

“ id“; r ;he

Damrosch on Digital Dexterity
But they are attended to and then acted development has also, in turn, deve p
—
„„ modern today
»w
,
, ,
,
VT/ALTER DAMROSCH, the veteran
e complicated civilization.
think we are. Many of the same prob- “pon as a mat,ter °f c°urse- and thus thf.v
’ V conductor of the New York Symlems, trials and tribulations of each one of become assimilated There are others who
phony Orchestra, writes delightfully i
us are simply repetitions in another at- !ave a
whlrl of’deas- many ?f
The Goal of Sensory Development
Musical Life” of onc f bj
mosphere of much older experiences. This bem fod- but
the ablIlty to uenterta,n T ET US TRACE the matter a step fur- friends> the noted Saint-Sacns as an in
is equally true of music. The great mas- tbea! Iong enough to make anything out 1^ ther. The cultivation of the human sta„ce of th(, dexteri,v 0f ,he lingers in'
ters have tried to unburden their souls to o£^!ley are A'ft'u
°f mind and the development of its processes playing the piano
He ,larrates
f
us and as we play their compositions we suSSestions that are half-baked.
Ideas bas been very intimately connected with jow;
experience:
feel that they are telling us their thoughts c°me and g0 311(1 lead to nothlng' fur‘ the growth of sensory and motor median“‘This is the way it should be nlavert
in a language that we can understand. To
, isms. We are capable, for example, of gaint-Sacus said, as lie sal ,|„wn
get the equivalent ideas from a foreign
0ne . tbe p^ullar traits of ™uslcal memorizing music in terms of visual audi- piaho and pr()cce,i(.(| ,(l |r. , •
c
language requires much patient toil with Passa§es ls that tbeY compel attention. In tory or motor jdeas iargely because we though still clad in gray list,- |,,vt.c ril8CrS’
vocabularies, principles of grammar and the Perfo™ance of music an enormous are enci0wed with these sensory experi- (he kcys
jtt jncr ‘ 1:1 ,.
, ' n“p
long lists of exceptions to the rules. But
of mental effort is required. In ences. And memory, in the last analysis, titL „av
, " T’ 'kc
in music we can much more easily learn tbe st“dles °f Pnm.t.ve music made by is nothing but the use of these images for "1
a
7'r
IT*
to appreciate in simple phrases the feel- StumP f and yen Hornbostel it was fre- reference to past objects or events: thus Ln,[, be a
t •,
ll.,m b“‘ 3
ings that the composer wanted us to ap- queatly ound tbat tbere
memory .itself depends on our sense organs “*f° C " 3 ™,s:“1.K' '
predate and to experience, without know- fntlve 10 musf> few trib« exl3t that and muscles. xhe same thing appl!cs t0
dis honor, in which Sain, Sams played
ing the technicalities by means of which have no form of music. From this pnmi- other higher menta] procesSes, such as rL»Z" m ,
"rM
these effects are achieved.
five music to our present forms is a long creative
imaginationi
sentiment
and
finKers literally ran away
When we realize the small amount of fep fnd much Process has been made, thought.
. , ,m’ dn( evcrv liroe ,here was a
physical energy that is required to produce but the fact remalns. that we ,sti11 haTe
Now in the long run it appears from
pas£agc he accelerated the tempo to
some of these effects we wonder all the many °.f tbese Prl™tive tendencies within investigations made on primitive peoples s“ch ,an, «tc,1« tba‘
fbl'r P^yew simmore at their results. The late Professor usj Education no longer means the de- of today that civilized persons are not anv $ ha<1, " S(Tamblr aft(r b™ « b«
they could."
Webster, of Clark University, one of the
£unc.tiofs but better equipped in such sensory capaci- theV
COU,d”
The
whole
burden
of
my song then is
tanding authorities on acoustics, has ™e training of the whole man including
ties
as
pitch-discrimination
than
the
less
juiuiruiwuuuauou man me less
Thai
estimated that the average his instinctive +ra,t-c
That means r.,-fur- cuitured people. But we have vastly in- that there is a firm psychological foundator our nrimitive
has a pressure equal only n‘shing a proper outlet for
to a few millionth parts of atmospheric tendencies and through them developing mostly in the direction of voice and hand tbe ba,anced education of tbe entire _
pressure and that ten million cornets played tbe P°wer of attention to the worthwhile Our hands have been the chief mean*
^ot mi,ld °n'-v' "or body only, are trained.
fortissimo would produce only one horse- matlers of, bfe- . If there is any doubt producing mechanical devices which m Wl,“"
.' body
’ ' collaborate
" '
‘ ii'
^bei? bot*1 mind and
- the other hand,
j n.
the concentraenncentra- turn
,_ have reflexly
n . influenced',
. wmen
power of sound. On
Dr. in the reader s mind
mind ahout
ab°ut the
mental 3 un‘ted l‘roKram such as many of the
..
of attention at a musical performance
on
m
arts and especially music, afford, then we
Fletcher who is doing remarkable work
>n the right road to solid culture.
the analysis of sounds of various degrees Iet h™.
Psychologize the attitude of the development6 of the3 voRe and speech
of intensity estimated that there are only a Gall.-Curci during one of her concert ideas and Pconcept°s have b^ “fined fol
fifteen recognized steps between pianissimo appfarances’ or watch with the psycholo- service in thought. These develoomentSELF-TEST QUESTIONS ON
and mezzo-forte singing, depending some- glst s eye the exccuUon of a Beethoven bave alsQ resuited jn artistic nroductinns
what on the quality of sound produced. symPh°uy by the New York Philharmonic of
of the
the mnst
deta!1^ c_f
Productions
MR. RUCKMfCK'S ARTICLE
most detailed_
Taking into consideration, moreover, that Urchestra'
1. H liy is there the necessity, i
Thus a high degree of vocal and manual
y." "•. ’
only about one thousand steps in pitch
training goes hand in hand with cultural
, /
n!",ds’ for <>u',k rrl,,n,s f
variation are used in music, we can hardly
music "the refosiExact Performar^s,
refinement.
----- —
It is sp
-v with the
tue numan
human race t- l-W ,a‘ Sense
understand the great wealth of expression
VSZgZJf.
that is the outcome of rhythmical, melo- BESIDES THERE «
of disciof exact Performance. We used to the exDert
e°ry’ therefore, that pnmry vah{c ,
dical and harmonical combinations in these
elementary factors.
discuss the “formal discipline” derived advancing culture in the T^e Tm ‘ al'”
4'
Particular phases , / music *The majestic' grandeur of Mozart’s . f"irnI-^l!1l:l?CLrI.qU'rCraentTS °f gathers in himself the Z
’"a."d exactitudef
Jupiter Symphony is as impressive as the ****** or classical language or from endeavor. Through''the'‘reflex'^ ,5‘ Hmi' may digi,al dexterit: quicken
Matterhorn; the sweetness of a Haydn the study of mathematics. The many
, 8 lne retlex effect of the mental processes J
sonata is as appealing as the odor of a tenses and moods of the Greek verbs, to
woodland path in spring. The daintiness say_ nothing of the irregular forms, the
What Children Love
of a Bach minuet suggests filigree and various cases of Latin nouns and adruffle and the nimbleness of long tapering Jeptives were supposed to engender careBy Hazel Hawkins-Davidson
fingers. That is why peasant people with- fulness and regard for regularity. The
it many of the advantages of higher edu- P°lnt is that there is really nothing more why dot have them make melodies ?^One
tion can eniov ennd tmisir. Thrnncrli exacting than the requirements of srodd
niusic’s"greatest fascinations is the hear
the tempo and’rhythm of the measure as mu3'c Played ,or sung correctly. The ing of “answers”
“questions” asked.
Yes, I
well as through the changes in tone color raPld. changes in key, in tempo, and in Children easily, grasp the question anH
itself the most primitive people derive Phasing
in
Clough-Houghton’s
The answer idea and find it easy to build im
need not try ; first to write
exRj9hteotis
Branch,
or
the
swiftly
moving
melodies
of
their
own
making
To bee-’n*
h ’
0Ut mel°d*es
mel°d*cs or
.
much pleasure. In some cases even
Righteous
°Ut
figure out time values
vivace
of
a
Hungarian
rbapsodv
demand
first
use
only
the
firct
.
!eg!n’
but
iust fay
*//.« in the same suing in which
treme mental states such as hypnosis and vi™ce ,of a Hungarian rhapsody demand first use only the first five tones of the but just
ecstasy are produced through the aid of Painstaking attention to details.
C major .scale:
the question is asked. Later lie can be
accompanying chants and “medicine”
.ln our laboratory studies of the vocal
*-'
’
taught* the
home (tonic) and half way
vibrato, the regularity of the fluctuati
home (dominant) chords. Then he learns
in pitch and intensity, even to the extent
that the questions end on one of the half¬
of a “parallel vibrato” of both pitch and
way chord tones, that the answers always
Disciplinary Value
intensity, is amazingly smooth in the best
want to come to an end on the tonic and
RUT THEN comes another important of our concert singers. This requires inthat questions like to fill two measures (as
** Phase of music: it has disciplinary finite care and training at first, and then,
do likewise answers).
value. This takes two forms which are like everything else, it becomes second
He may then be led still further into
naturally somewhat allied. Musical se- nature. But all along the line, from the
harmony and form, but just this much
quences naturally have a high attentive amateur musician seriously intent upon
gives him a knowledge which is of great
value. In other words, it is hard not to the correct interpretation of a symphony,
value in interpretation.
attend to music. In fact, the auditory field to the highly trained musical expert transis all about us—we. must hear whether posing at sight an orchestral score of a
"Popular music, after all, is only familiar
mus-.c. —Theodore Thomas.

“I had

none of

“A student must

the alluring methods

his mind

that are now used

whether he.is willing

to coax children on

make up
to give his

‘all in alV

to musical interest

for musical success

An Interview

With the ‘Distinguished ‘Pianist, “Geacher and Composer
Vernon Spencer

shop, and while he was giving a lesson
lisle. The musical advantages in this dis¬ there was almost always a jeering audience
u/AXLY the fact that the editor of could not bend her knee. My suggestion trict, at that time, apart from an annual
of the pupil’s friends on the outside. It
Etude has persuaded me that that she study the violin met with, however, Eisteddfod, were practically nil. Of course
was, to say the least, somewhat disconcert¬
some of the experiences 1 had at no approval. I refused to encourage the there was an inherent love for music, but_
ing, while one was trying to play a scale,
the outstart of my career would prove stim¬ young woman in any way. Subsequently I there were very few means of expressing
to have one’s chum shout outside of the
learned
that
she
was
studying
with
a
ulating to the thousands of young men and
it. The so-cailed cottage organ, or, as it window, “My word, look at ’im—a regu¬
young women who aspire to success in teacher who had made light of her very is known in England, “the American or¬
lar girl ’e is!” Fortunately the proprietor
music has induced me to relate a few evident difficulty.
gan,” was found in many homes.
of the music store had an advancement in
incidents which hitherto have never been
Answering the "Urge"
life. One day the Barnum & Bailey cir¬
"Dry” Methods of Former Days
told and which, however bitter they may
ttQTUDENTS in this category are,
cus was exhibiting near the town, he had
have been at the time, represent conquests
it'T'HERE were comparatively few
^ themselves, very largely to blame for
an opportunity to go with the circus as a
over obstacles, upon which I have always
A pianos. On the whole the musical
trombone player, and my lessons with him
any lack of success. Their desire to be¬
looked with pride.
.
soil was very thin and at the best almost
come musicians often over-weighs all
“One of the first steps in the career of a
sterile. My father was self-taught, and came to a sudden end.
other considerations.
However", if the
“These were then followed for some
student must be that of introspection.. A
had his own ideas about musical instruc¬
student must make up his mind whether student is thoroughly convinced that music, tion. I had none of the alluring methods time by lessons from an old organist who
he is willing to give his ‘all in all’ for of all the arts and all the professions and that are now used to coax children on to came from the neighboring town of Kes¬
all
the
human
activities,
is
the
one
thing
wick,
some twenty-five miles away. The
musical success. • Frequently even talented
musical interest. There were no musical
persons should be deterred from taking up which will bring him the greatest life-joy, “sweet-meats” prepared for me. His idea elderly gentleman was often extremely
a musical career, because of some physical if he is resolved that he will not be dis¬ was that I was to use the keyboard as a tired when he came to the house for a
This “professor’s” method of
disability that would prevent them from couraged by any form o'f privation or any kind of technical tread-mill on which to lesson.
achieving success. Two cases of this na¬ amount of hard work, if he has brought perform scales and various exercises. This teaching was, to say the least, peculiar.
his mind to see that results cannot come
When he came he would assign me a
ture come to my mind at the moment. One
I did for at least several years. Perhaps
immediately,
but
may
entail
years
of
wait¬
Czerny
exercise
and tell me to play it
is of a young woman, who had a cleft
ing, then, and only then, should he deter¬ unconsciously I did lay a kind of technical fifty times, or some other extraordinary
palate, studying with a view to entering
mine to take up music as a career, rather foundation for which I ought to be very figure. He would then make himself com¬
opera. The other is to me rather a hu¬
grateful;
but
at
the
same
time
I
realize
morous request that I received over the than as the most delightful avocation in the that my youth would have been much more fortable upon the sofa, put his handker¬
chief over his head and go off to sleep.
telephone some time ago, from a unknown world.
“My first recollection of an interest in delightful if I had had the musical ma¬ Often he was very much surprised with
lady, as to whether her daughter could play
music is the influence of my father who terials and attractive juvenile methods pro¬ the great rapidity with which I was able
the piano, with a stiff right leg. On in¬
often felicitously said that he could play vided for the children of this day.
forming the lady that it is more usual to
“My next teacher was the proprietor of to get through the fifty repetitions. Some¬
any instrument and, occasionally, even the
play the piano with the fingers than with
a music store who added to his income by times a not too careful auditing was made
the leg, she explained that an accident fool. When I was a child, I lived in the giving lessons in the store itself. His by the performer. This was better than
had made it impossible for the girl to sit northwestern section of England, in a studio was virtually the window of the having no lessons at all, and 1 never
little town called Workington, near Car¬
at the piano and reach the pedals, as she
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betrayed the “professor’s" five o’clock
snoozes to my parents, because I was really
getting assignments of excellent material,
though very little instruction as to how the
material should be played.

days in Germany that I was fired with the
ambition to go to Germany. At first it
seemed almost like an ambition to go to
Mars, it was so far away. There was
only one way in which it could be accom¬
plished, and that was to sell the family
piano. After a conference with my father
and mother they consented to this, much
to my delight. I had made, however, one
serious mistake. Amy Fay had written
her book several decades before the time
when I read it. I had not realized that
<he entire economic situation throughout
the world naturally had brought about an
inevitable increase in the cost of living.
The costs that Amy Fay had stated in her
book were those of another day.

T
. .- anxious to give,
industry I was only too
rcises
In three lessons I dld.
' y mUch.
inand/was als^studying organ,
At this time I w
time
It was very necessary
other

tually ended my struggles, because ^
financial problems were practically
I taught twenty-six pupils at six mart! '
lesson and made therefore about fort!
dollars a week. In those days this
was a handsome income in Germany "1

^rkXTl wafdoingit was very difficult remained in Leipsig eight years.
Trying Piano Tuning
i M BOUT this time my father rewhicln'Homeyer^h^f given » "
Five O’Clock Lesosns
* ceived an appointment as sub-edi¬
way in which I could do this was to watch uT ADASSOHN continued to give
tor of a paper published in Sunderland,
for every opportunity to get hold of the
J lessons in harmony in his home He
on the east coast of England, which had
university organ. I found that very fre- told me to come at five o’clock on Sunthe advantage of taking me to a very much
quently the person who had the first peri- day for my lesson. I arrived at fiVe
larger community where it was possible
od of the day, or eight o’clock in the o’clock and found the servant in great
for me to hear more music and receive
morning, would be absent and if I got at consternation, saying tliat 1 had disap.
different instruction. With this new posi¬
the keyboard at seven o’clock I would be pointed the master. My mistake was that
tion, which pointed to a more ambitious fu¬
able to get in two hours at the organ. Jadassohn meant five o’clock in the momture for my father, our family means were
There was an organist named Nuss, the ;ngj and not five o’clock in the afternoon
reduced, and for the time being my father,
son of a famous Jewish organist, who Thereafter I always arrived at five o’clock
with typical British thoroughness, conceived
evidently had the same idea. One bitter ;n the morning.
In Germany
the idea that it would be a good thing for
cold
morning, I went to the university at
“j was very ambitious and did quite a
GOT fifty pounds sterling (two
me, if I was to become a pianist, to know
hundred and fifty dollars) for seven o’clock. At eight o’clock Nuss came little writing for the Note Zcitschrift /„>
how to tune a piano. Therefore I was
informally apprenticed to an itinerant the piano, seemingly a huge amount. With in and with an exclamation said to me, Musik, the same paper founded by Robert
tuner who found his chief inspiration in the the capital in my pocket I set out to Ger¬ “Have you been sitting here all night?” Schumann. While there I had many distinguished pupils, including the celebrated
bottle. Whenever he needed a little change many to spend a year. My destination
A Teaching Career Opens
conductor Albert Coates. In 1903 I je£t
he would go to the nearest public house was the Leipzig Conservatory. I started
and collect it by tuning the piano. I out from home with a little tin trunk, a a A T LEIPZIG I also studied composi- Leipzig to go to Chicago, where 1 taught
tagged around after him and naturally large assortment of music and a small as¬
tion with Reinecke and piano with and was engaged as a critic <,n two newslearned but little. This lasted a few weeks. sortment of clothes, plus a fruit-cake that Ruthard. The end of the year came, and papers. Then I went to t he Nebraska
Father’s idea was that, if a violinist was my mother had prepared for my forth¬ my father was very anxious to have me Wesleyan University of Mu , j„ Lincoln
obliged to tune his violin, a pianist should coming birthday. The captain of a little come home, largely for financial reasons; Nebraska, and stayed then n>r five years
certainly be able to tune his piano. Alas, coal steamer, known as the Sauber, took but I determined to keep on and refused
“The enormous musical talent to be
I never rose to the heights of a journey- me to Hamburg, and the fare was $2.50. to go back. Finally my money got down found in the western part
the United
When I got to Hamburg I traveled to to the pitiful sum of fifty cents. With States has made a profound impression
“My next lessons were with a Dutch Leipzig, fourth class, sitting on my trunk this I advertised for pupils in English, upon me. Here were tin
fiildren of
’cellist, who was a very excellent musician all the way. A fourth class car at that The landlady extended credit for a month, pioneers with original idea huge energy
and orchestra player, but who knew noth¬ time in Germany resembled the baggage By a fortunate turn I was able to secure ;m<I high ideals. I I, it W
,
ptr'.
ing about the piano. I remember the first cars in America of today. There were no a class in the Berlitz Method, and taught lin, Germany, where I remained fur four
assignment was (of all things) Beethoven’s seats, but a various assortment of cheeses, eighty-five hours a week at thirty-five years, returning to Los
des. which
E-fiat Major Concerto. I was in no way mouth-organs, farm-produce and concer¬ cents an hour. The union scale in many is my home at the present time."'
prepared even to dream of attempting such tinas, being taken from town to town. The trades in America now, is from forty to
an ambitious work, and the only tangible journey took seventeen hours.
forty-six hours a week. I virtually dou¬
results of these lessons from this man,
“I arrived at Leipzig at midnight, placed bled the union working time, but this fi- SELF TEST QUESTION s OX MR.
who shortly disappeared from town, is a my trunk in a little hotel near the station, nancial aid enabled me to remain another
SPENCER’S .-IRTh E
score of the concerto which I still possess. and went out to see the town. Unfortu¬
yea£
, ,
1- When should the "urge
, become a
At the .top of the score, written in script nately I had made no note of the name of
Fortunately for me, Robert Teichmuel- musician be followed /
are the words, “Bravo, Beethoven, Bravo!’’ the hotel, or its location, and I soon be¬ ler was then in the ascendency at Leipzig.
2. Compare the teaching methods of
written by my teacher, at this time. En¬ came utterly lost. 1 made the acquaint¬ He was a very remarkable teacher of pi- the days of the earlv
art Jc
thusiasm for the composer, but hardly for ance of an obliging young fellow and told anoforte, one of the greatest pedagogues with those of today
the performer.
him that my hotel was near the railroad
,eVnf Hv.ed’ a"d was a ver>' close
What makes Amy /,
'Music
“In the meantime my general education station. Then I discovered there were fr.V
fnend of mine. I became assistant to Study in German*" , •'/
had proceeded apace as in the case of all three railroad stations. We visited them, Teichmueller after two years and this vir- book*
3
interesting
English boys. At the age of fourteen I but with no success. The only possible
had had my introduction to German, way to find my trunk was to go to the
French, Gaelic and Icelandic, and had as¬ police station and wait until morning when
A Rythmic ‘Problem
pirations to become fluent in these lan¬ the registration slips came in from the
By Charles Knetzcer
guages, as well as in music. My mind hotels. In this way I found my baggage.
was very active and I wanted to know Thus my first night in Germany was spent
L X*E “ttle
of Richard Strauss,
everything and turned in every direction m a police station—a fact which I care¬ Op. 9, No. 4, called Trdumerci, is one of
fully
concealed
from
my
family.
for information, wherever I could find it.
the most popular of his short composi“The next day I got a little room, five
I studied harmony and composition almost
tions. It is much more complicated than
entirely by myself, and before I was six¬ flights up, for less than five dollars a month, bchumann s Traumerei and presents a
teen had published a large number of including breakfast. You see, I had only number of problems, both from the point
hymns, Sunday School anthems and a can¬ two hundred and fifty dollars to last me ot rhythm and of interpretation
for the whole year, including lessons and
tata.
The group of 32nd notes occurring in
“All the time our frail family exchequer all other expenses. The next day I went the right hand in the opening measure,
still obliged me to struggle at almost every to the conservatory and registered for and frequently repeated during the course
step. My father was a genius as a writer. every accessible subject, taking each week of the piece is often incorrectly rendered
These chords extend through both
He was so absorbed in the artistic and two lessons on the piano, two lessons in by pupils who play the notes
- as
™ if
„ they
llxy stav5s and are to be played evenly, in sucprofessional side of his career that the idea harmony, two lessons on the organ, one
1 .broken or arpeggio-like chord
chord. “sslon’ frotT1 the lowest in the bass to
of making money was alien to him. In in composition, and various collateral sub¬ Thesed
These little notes may
well be
be played
played the hlghest in the treble. The melody
lay well
jects.
some way I managed to get together enough
newnat Hurriedly, with a slight pause "°,te m tbe s°prano occurs on the beat, the
money to study with various teachers for
on the
<
the following
following chord;
chord; but
but they
they should
°thers bein8 Played slightly beforehand.
Fifteen Cents per Day
short periods, only to discover that some
not• sound merely
like grace notes'
mere>y hke
note* ™ .
of them knew even less about the art than “'T'HE RAILROAD FARE and the chord with an arpeggio sign before it
I had acquired in the time I had devoted
conservatory fees had already made
Jrtake V/ea\ Fingers
to self study. This was discouraging, and inroads upon my little capital, and it was
I realized that the time had come in my necessary for me to rearrange my budget.
Curve at the First Joint
life when, if I expected to do anything of This enabled me to pay the magnificent
By Larelda Breister
any consequence, I would have to break sum of fifteen cents a day for my meals.
from home ties and travel along new roads. It seems incredible, but this was the sched¬
When your teacher in school asks the
ule upon which I survived almost without
class to march forward, in which direcexception
for
a
whole
year.
An Inspiring Boo\
T,
’
'°" do y°« go, Jimmy?
“The teachers at the conservatory not
“JUST AT THIS time I happened to only appreciated the ability which I had at
The rhythm of the four thirty-secondMWhy’.ahead«"
J read that extraordinary book by Amy
the time, as. well as talent, but they were tinctl gr,TS, Sh°Uld be brought out dis- J nW’ j" P'ano P,a>'in£' too, you always
Fay, “Music Study in Germany.” Amy
tinctly hke four even taps.
d'S' f° ab*ad- So bring your fingers up and
also enthusiastic about the intensity of
Fay, as so many of the Etude readers will
In the succeeding measures arpeggio
Ward' You
be the captain of
my ambitions and my insatiable desire to
know, was a pupil of Franz Liszt, Tausig,
work. Here the teacher of composition according occur and should be played ITl ^ S°ldiers- Whenever they fall
p,ayed «k, say, forward, march! and then see
Kullak and Deppe. However well she was the great Jadassohn. He was a very according to notation:
—_
bow quickly they obey!
may have played, she had an extraordinary kind, considerate man, with- an optimis¬
gift with her pen, and she wrote such tic outlook upon life. He appreciated
“Interpretation is ba rf
—*graphic descriptions of her glorious student industry, but was hardly prepared for the
from the mf.”-PETRU2ZA
tha‘ alone which distinguishes his music
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An Appreciation of Schubert
An Editorial
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L. Mencken

Reproduced, by permission, from

The American Mercury
Henry Louis Menc\en, author and editor, was born in Baltimore,
Maryland, September 12, 1880. Beginning as a reporter in 1899,
his rise was rapid till, in 1903, he became city editor of the Balti¬
more Morning Herald'’; in 1901, editor of the “Evening Herald'';
m 1906, on the staff of the Baltimore “Sun’’; in 1919, on the Evening Sun.” He was literary critic of “The Smart Set” from 1908
J7RANZ SCHUBERT, at least in An- foundly, as by the spectacle of great grief.
glo-Saxondom, has evaded the inSchubert paid the price that all artists
A
dignity of too much popularity. Even pay for trying to improve upon the world
his lovely “Serenade,” perhaps the most made by the gods “My compos.t ons, he
love-song ever written, has es- once wrote m h.s dairy, ^pnng from my
or-

to 1923; has been contributing editor to “The Kation" since 1921;
and editor of “The American Mercury since 1923.
He is the
author of many boo\s and has done many translations. Among his
books are: “Ventures in Verse,” George Bernard Sha^_Hl^PI^o
“A Little Boo\ in C Major ' and a series of treatises on “The
American Language.”
e moment actually proposed to seek the studio of
Iailedto “"J™?corned "within SecTter, did Tin a sportive spirit. Going
ot Sr t ll““
\ „ his happiness is to school to a pedant would have appealed
reach kLJ nevTexpedenced by ordinary charmingly to his sardonic humor. What
ofa n ‘" even susiTted' but that happens Sechter had to teach him was precisely
men nor even
ppe
,n Arnold
•
...
Bennett might have taught
only seldom.
Schubert the Contrapuntist

within the past week with, new delight^in in terms ^‘^^byrTn"U"„ these oueriH- But indirectly there is the legend that,

S'ms&zsanz
trations and disasters.

music, or the songs. The formerjs played
„„ IMe-fa, jar too
Th.U»r
e yowled in all the music
world, but the populace remains unaware
of them, and so they manage to hold their
dignity and charm. Perhaps “The Erl
King” and “Who is Sylvia?” have got upon
the air by now, but surely not many of the
remaining six hundred.
Schubert, indeed, was far too fine an
artist to write for the mob. When he tried
to do it in the theater he failed miserably,
and more than once he even failed in the
concert-hall. There is the case, for ex¬
ample, of “Heidenroslein,” to Goethe’s
words. Goethe wrote them in 1773 and
J. F. Reichardt set them in 1793. In 1815,
a year after Reichardt’s death, Schubert
made a new setting. Was it better—that
is, considering the homely words? No;
it was harder to sing, but not better.
Twelve years later the text was reset again
by Heinrich Werner, a composer so ob¬
scure that even Grove’s Dictionary is
silent about him, but a man, obviously,
with all the gift for simple, transparent
melody of a Friedrich Silcher. When
“Heidenroslein” is sung today it is to Wer¬
ner’s melody, not Schubert’s.

Storm, rage end- in counterpoint from Simon Sechter- The
He tries to

they delight in discovering^deficiencies
Artist, My guess is that'Schubert, if he

Hundreds of Wor^s Unknown
/^REAT STRETCHES of Schubert’s
music, indeed, remain almost un¬
known, even to musicians. Perhaps a hun¬
dred of his songs are heard regularly in
the concert-hall; the rest get upon pro¬
grammes only rarely. Of his chamber
music little is heard at all, not even the
two superb piano trios and the quintette
with the two ’cellos. Of his symphonies
the orchestras play the Unfinished inces¬
santly—but never too often!—and the
huge C major now and then, but the Tragic
only once in a blue moon. Yet the Tragic
remains one of Schubert’s masterpieces,
and in its slow movement, at least, it rises
to the full height of the Unfinished. There
are not six such slow movements in the
whole range of music. It has an eloquence
that has never been surpassed, not even by
Beethoven, but there is no rhetoric in it,,
no heroics, no exhibitionism. It begins
quietly and simply and it passes out in a
whisper, but its beauty remains over¬
whelming. I defy anyone with ears to
listen to it without being moved pro-

TT IS ASTONISHING how volup1 tuously criticism cherishes imbecilities.

iMtyrsssrsrs
h,.

,,me fore™,, despite the

familiar works. How can anyone believe
it who has so much as glanced at the score
of the Unfinished? That score is quite as
remarkable for its adroit and lovely com¬
binations of melodies as it is for its mag¬
nificent modulations. It is seldom that
one is heard alone. They come in two by
two, and they are woven into a fabric that
is at once simple and complicated, and
always beautiful.
Here is contraputal
writing at its very best, for the means are
concealed by a perfect effect. Here is the
complete antithesis of the sort of counter¬
point that is taught by the Sechters.
No doubt the superstition that Schubert
had no skill at polyphony gets some sup¬
port from the plain fact that he seldom
wrote a formal fugue. There is one at
the end of his cantata, “Miriams Siegesgesang,” and in his last year he wrote an¬
other for piano duet. But the strict form
was out of accord with the natural bent of
his invention: he did not think of terse,
epigrammatic subjects, as Bach did and
Beethoven afterward; he thought of com¬
plete melodies, the most ravishing ever
heard in this world. It would be hard to
imagine him making anything of the four
austere notes which Beethoven turned into
the first movement of the C minor sym¬
phony. He would have gone on to develop
them melodically before ever he set him¬
self to manipulating them contrapuntally.
But that was not a sign of his inferiority to
Beethoven; it was, in its way, a sign of his
superiority. He was infinitely below old
Ludwig as a technician; he lacked the
sheer brain-power that went into such
masterpieces as the first movement and the
allegretto of the Seventh.
Such dizzy
feats of pure craftsmanship were beyond
him. But where he fell short as an artisan
he was unsurpassed as an artist. He in¬
vented more beautiful musical ideas in
his thirty-one years than even Mozart or
Haydn, and he proclaimed them with an
instinctive skill that was certainly not in¬
ferior to any mere virtuosity, however
dazzling and however profound.
Instinctive' Completeness

THIS

Henry L. Mencken

INSTINCTIVE skill is visible
quite as clearly in his counterpoint
as it is in his harmony. Throwing off the
pedantic fetters that bound even Bach, he
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got into polyphony all the ease and naturalness of simple melody. His subjects and
counter-subjects are never tortured to meet
the rules; they flow on with a grace like that
of wheat rippled by the wind. The defect
of prettiness is not in them. They show,
at their most trivial, all the fine dignity of
Schubert the man. Beautiful always in
their simple statement, they take on fre5h
and ever more enchanting beauties when
one supports another. There are passages
in the Unfinished, especially in the first
movement, that are almost unparalleled in
music, and there are passages equally fine
in compositions that are seldom heard,
notably the quintette. When Schubert
died the art of writing thus seemed to pass
out of the world,
until the
colossal figure of Brahms
' ^at it
found another master.

ing of Beethoven’s tortured wooing of
beauty—that his first thoughts, more often
than not, were complete, perfect and incomparable,
Art that Conceals the Artisan
T-kEAD A HUNDRED YEARS, he reLf majns jn his peculiarly exhilarating
and ,oveIy way the greatest of them all.
Na composer 0f the first rank has failed
to surpass him in this way or that, but
he stands a,,ove aII of thcm as a contriver
of shcer beautyj as a maker of music jn the
purest sense. ' There ;s no more smell of
the lamp in his work than there is in the
lyrics of Shakespeare. It is infinitely artIess and sp„ntaneous. But in its artlessness there is ,
sign of that intellectual
often shows itself, for
poverty which
example, in Haydn. Few composers, not
even Beethoven and Bach, have been so
seldom banal. He can be repetitious and
even tedious, but it seems a sheer impossibility for him to be obvious or hollow.
Such defects get into works of art when
the composer’s lust to create is unaccompanied by a sufficiency of sound and charming ideas.
But Schubert never lacked
ideas. Within the limits of his interests

Bahds AND Orchestras
(Conducted Monthly (By

T
USIC is, a has often been said, a
__ _ _ yet music also owns
^intellectual stimulus and appeal
underlying spiritual content which
and
no other art can claim. The music of
Johannes Brahms combines, to our way of
thinking, a most perfect example of an
allied trinity of artistic expressiveness,
Because of this he may be called the
“crown and climax” of the Romanticists,
And, too, we can find in Brahms’ use of
shifted and crossed rhythms an augury
of the rhythmic trend of the modernist.
Brahms owns the inheritance of Bach
and Beethoven. Hadow tells us that “he
claims the counterpoint of the former and
the structure of the latter.” Not only has
he entered into this inheritance, but "he
has put their legacies to interest,” writes
Hadow, “and has enriched the world with
an augmentation of their wealth. He is
no mere Alexandrine, no grammarian poet,
content to accumulate with a patient and
laborious industry the gifts that have been
lavished by a previous age. The artistic
heritage is not won by right of labor,
and its dynasty falls only to those who
are born in the purple. Erudition, in short,
may copy the work of Genius; but Genius
alone can develop it.
Sometimes the first audition of a
Brahms work may not reveal its greatest
beauties.. It is not necessarily a complexity
of design which prevents an appreciation
but rather a complete absorption. A first
glance into a treasure chest may not reveal
the intricacies of beauty which that coffer

M

Godli\e Failures
OCHUBERT DIED on November 19.,
^ 1828.
v#»a
1828, na hnwlrprl
hundred years
ago. No man
of his generation remains more alive today. He was, to music, its great heart, as
Beethoven was its great mind. AH the
rest begin to seem a bit archaic, but he
continues to be a contemporary. He was
essentially a modern, though he
was born in the Eighteenth Cen¬
tury. In his earliest compositions
there was something far beyond
the naive idiom of Mozart and
Haydn.
Already in “The Erl
King” there was an echo of Beeth¬
oven’s fury; later on it was to be
transformed into a quieter mood,
but one none the less austere. The
man lived his inner life upon a
high level. Outwardly a simple
and unpretentious fellow, and con¬
demned by poverty to an unevent¬
ful routine, he yet walked with
the gods. His contacts with the
world brought him only defeat and
dismay. He failed at all the enter¬
prises whereby the musicians of
his day got fame and money. But
out of every failure there flowed
THE GREAT HALL OF THE SCHUBERT
a masterpiece.
Tham' S° I? u ™
C n'Ch'
SONfO FESTIVAL, VIENNA, AS SEEN BY
ness of his musical thought requires more
In all the history of music there
than a transitory hearing.
THE ARTIST OF THE Vienna Nfeuest
has never been another man of
J^achrichten.
such stupendous natural talents.
thilm^l IVm* Wh£re the mU5ic °f
It would be difficult, indeed, 1
l
VTT m°7 a,PPTahle
match him in any of the other fine and curiosities he hatched
l
6 med,mn
°f- V16 Ph0n°..good ideas orranli.
exnrrssivp
-.r.oiri
graph.
Its" expressive
potentialities
yield
arts. He was the artist par excellence, in his thirty-one years than all the
moved by a powerful instinct to create of mankind has hatched since the begin- and reyield this wealth of pattern and
thought, with each successive audition.
beauty, and equipped by a prodigal nature ning of time.
The
spiritual
qualities
unfold
in
the
with the precise and perfect, tools.. The
Music is kind to its disciples. When
:r of the rose, petal by petal, until a
gabble about his defective training probably they bring high talents to its service they
i of the
is revealed—a
comes down to us from his innocent friends are not forgotten. They survive amonir
iT fullest
‘u“C!iL beauty
IJcauty is
»d Mow, h vm- They never „d- ih, d„bly “Lite
“
its existence
mated him at his true stature, but they at men, the remembered men. Schubert be' ' s appeal.
least saw that there was something extraor- longs in that rare and enviable company,
dinary and even miraculous about him Life used him harshly, but time has made
An Epic Achievement
—that what he did could lay far beyond up for it. Dead a century, he lives on.
ttt? ocv-Yt.t't- .
the common bounds of cause and effect. He is one of the great glories of the
“Vinlb,ECrNT , ‘S»Ue °
Brahms’
We know next to nothing about his mental human race.
„ .
Violin Concerto,
performed by
processes. He was surrounded by thirdBerlin gtoTWa rf £°t, ^Iedl and tbe
raters, who noted with wonder how sav- SELF-TEST QUESTIONS ON MR.
epic achievement* ‘
rchestrq, marks an
agely he worked, how many hours a day
MENCKEN’S ARTICLE
vLlinist now at ffieeCOrdm?' Tb!S1great
he put in at his writing-table, and what
1. What is the reason for Schubert’s
, now at the crowning height of
wonders he achieved, but were too dull lack of popularity with the “musical mob?”
is a "confident gbw of
? b£St' • Tlwe
Th J AT A .artl.stry
f '"tf !n*‘ went °n inslfle bis
2. In what way is the life of the artist tb;s
this sett Qff di
l,A y m
111
head. Schubert himself was silent on that quite sure to be a personal disappointment? up
un by
bv Kreisler
KreisW in the
I m ° £ th“* Is
,s bui,t
built
subject. From him there issued not even
3. What' ..
..up
in the
the manner of
-r-,•
P Dy
7 Nreisler
SlOT m
an anchithe chief characteristic of tectural
structure
0™
superior beauty.
the fragmentary revelation that came from Schubert’s counterpoint f
Mozart All we know is that his ideas
4. /» zvhat way 'does Schubert’s par- BraLTvio'lin wHtint° hh£ difficlubies °f
flowed like a cataract—that he knew noth,,--,19
laums violin writing become ohvinns tn
the listener ii
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A iMusical Story
By Ada E. Campbell

Victor

We doubt whether a finer player than
Kreisler could have been chosen for this
concerto. This work is issued on five
twelve-inch discs as set number M 35.
From the National Gramophonic Society in London was recently received another interesting Brahms’ work. This was
his Sextet m G major. Opus 36. It is
well recorded and most commendably in.
terpreted by the reinforced Spencer Dyke
Quartet. Here is a work Y extremely
elaborate polyphonic structure but definitely imbued with a spiritual beauty and
an absorbing intellectuality. It would seem
impossible for anyone to comprehend its
intricacy of thought upon a single presentation. But, if one docs not hear all
the melodies at once, it is "t ,r the simple
reason of their abundance.'' But lor all of
this, this work is not mm
scholastic
concept. It is the work of a i i-.tcr craftsman who has liecn touched 1 the wand of
inspiration. You may, if
i will, claim
that it has an appeal more ini - lU ctual than
sensuous. But it is none the less a definite appeal. Those who enj., score-readjng will find by so doing . closer and
immediate intimacy with this ,,rk.
Briefly analyzing this .SY
\ the first
movement is conceived in the manner of a
musical dialogue. The Seller.-,, or second
movement is characteristic of Brahms who
c0„id not a)wavs ll(. jocu|ar.
ous expression with only the underlying
rhythm and a short sectio,
humor to establish its appclhu >u. There
is a thoughtful beauty and an i itrospective
The last
nuaHty to the third mover
movement is the only truly nr ional one
of this work. Here Brahms i its aside
his seriousness and' become- 'unite “gav.
There are four twelve-inch - in this
set- "umbers 105-108.
A Debussy “Swan Song’
^~\NE OF Debussy’s last works was a
sonata for flute, viola and harp. It
a work which was conceived somewhat
the style of Rameau or Couperin. An
expression in the miniature, embodying
simplicity of thought, this sonata does not
attempt to equal his larger works. It is,
In fact- a reproduction of the subjectivity
of thought which we encounter in his
songs.
Tt is written with characteristic finesse
and refinement and with a charm and grace
which «t would be difficult for the most
captious to eschew
There is a wistful
qUa,.ity in its trendy of thought and a
sP>ntual
’1'“llual subjectivity
sunjectivity which might lie
be said
to outIine Debussy’s alliance with that un!°
- - of- eternal sleep; for it was
known world
a the last work he v
e before his
untimeV ^<^11^501*13
well inter¬
nretoa .1_ , ,

fere are, hoUver^aTwavs4
M°ise’f M' G'not and MIleTUskine."it
intimacy ol
will be criticTed ffi he
ah!Ch 3 W°rk which> because of
•- - 11 . e finest rendition concept, gains ' 1 recording, ince it pera a closer proximity
;.z bet we the
u.s. listener
...-

as recording gNes^Th"6 repetitive"nSUC-b

An analysis of a piece always aids in
The pupil, with the teacher’s help, finds
its mastery. The young pupil might be told these places and marks them. After one
that his piece is a short story just like or two illustrations as to what is meant

S^Sso^d?” "£
*®ch Oror’companTwX'etien-inS
h*
a
u
°ther lnterPTter would discs.
P y on three te
n
C brettfr ,Ilere and there. PerThe Schubert
,, , „1lt

th'~*r. The
by
i„ ,hi,
ft,’,,””
of the piece » the title of the story There fhid. the child very mxioos to ,how how
are paragraphs, sentences, capital letters easily he can do it by himself Interest
(accents), periods and commas all the stimulated by the child’s own achievements
y through the piece.
bring, the l,rg.„ result,

“ n'rf TSi, " A rTrt*“'
”>* <be
oft TmS
o
. fl. oB *"7“ ,0 b' «>163, end hi, oS, in F MaiS Opm
l
, ts splendld worth. One mav 166 The
, !
Major, I
Brahms^muslc tha^b ”g friendshiI’ with of its kind in’existence "if wS^fW
tSkfUSSSSt " t
-St3L“.jr7, L
s work.
(Continued on page 19)

HE THINKING bandmaster of to¬
day is striving to attain in his en¬
semble beauty of tone rather than
mere brilliancy. With this object in mind
the use of high pitch has been universally
abolished; the thin-toned Eb cornet has
been relegated to the discard, and the
shrill, nerve-racking Eb clarinet is rapidly
following its relative of the brass section.
In the campaign to raise the musical and
instrumental standard of the amateur
bands of America, due consideration must
be given to the right place and correct
use of the cornet and trumpet.
We know that the trumpet is an instru¬
ment of antiquity while the cornet is an
instrument of rather recent development.
The trumpet has been in use since early
Biblical times, though it attained its
present worth only in recent years—having
reached its greatest development, by the
addition of valves, at about the same time
that tlie cornet was developed.
Valves were first applied to the various
brass instruments—making possible the
performance of chromatic passages—dur¬
ing the nineteenth century. This was ac¬
complished by the Prussian bandmaster,
Wilhelm Wieprecht.
The trumpet was originally much longer
than the Bb trumpet, which is now used
almost exclusively. The compositions of
the earlier symphonic writers specify
trumpets F, E, D and other keys. The
present orchestral trumpeter transposes
these parts to the Bb instrument.
The trumpet which was most widely
employed in the large orchestras was the
large instrument pitched in F. This in¬
strument had the same pitch and range as
the French horn in F, its basic open tone
being the F below the staff. By reason of
the great length of tubing, it had a wide
range of harmonics. Above the 7th, a
scale of open tones could be played. That
is, F, G, A, Bb, C, D, and so forth, above
the Eb (fourth space), could be played
open, thus requiring a very sure embou¬
chure.
This instrument possessed a large tone
of noble, heroic and majestic character,
but due to the difficulty of performance
in the upper register—where so many
trumpet parts lie—it has been almost whol¬
ly displaced by the smaller instrument in
Bb.

J.

Grabel

FAMOUS BAND TRAINER AND CONDUCTOR

T5he Qornet and trumpet in
Band and Orchestra
the instrument manufacturers began to
prano of the brass choir of the large or¬
make and advertise trumpets more exten¬
chestra.
sively than
orchestra
Many symphonic
sympnomc and
aim operatic
oyeiam. composers
ujmyuow = —■—j
- cornets. Theater
,
have required both trumpets and cornets leaders began-without any rhyme^ or; reathe performance of their scores—the son—to follow the example of the jazzcornets for melodic passages and the ists. Unfortunately, the amateur bands¬
trumpets for passages where the trumpet men displayed as little judgment as the or¬
chestra leaders and permitted themselves
tone is preferable.
In the band the only logical instrument to be led astray by the advertisements of
for first position in the brass section is the manufacturers.
Now that the peak of blah-blah, wowthe cornet. It surpasses the trumpet in
mellowness and purity of tone, in flexibil- wow. laughing, braying, moaning, hicity, in coloring and in ease of articulation, coughing jazz has been reached and passed
The trumpet peculiarly excels m fan- qnd dance music is again beginning to
nore than petulant
• passages requiring
....••
_romvl
cnmptnimy mon
fares and. in
especial
sound like something
brilliancy, but it should be allotted the rhythm, jazz leaders a e beginning
leading melody only occasionally for the cover that the cornet is a far more satispurpose of securing contrast. The trum- factory instrument to employ in a small

Prima-donna of the Brass Band
TT WAS shortly after the development
of valved instruments that Sarrus, a
French bandmaster, developed a family
of brass instruments called Saxhorns. In¬
cluded among these was the cornet (or Bb
soprano Saxhorn) which, though of the
same pitch as the Bb trumpet, had a larger
tubing which was conical throughout the
greater part of its length. This gave to
the cornet a fuller and much more mel¬
low and suave quality of tone. In con¬
sequence, it immediately became the primadonna of the brass band.
In the band many of . the leading arias,
melodies and obbligatos are allotted to
members of the brass section, and the
comet, by reason of its great flexibility
and full pleasing quality of tone, is pe¬
culiarly fitted for the leadership of the
brass choir. The symphony orchestra, on
the contrary, employes the brass choir
largely in percussive passages and as inner
harmonic voices. The trumpet (together
with the trombone) is particularly effec¬
tive when so used and is the logical so-

A large number of high school bands
solo cornet or first cornet parts.
No great bandmaster has employed the use a trumpet on the first chair of the
cornet section—to the great detriment of
trumpet except on trumpet t parts.
e cor- the ensemble. These players and banderally a proportion of four c
rate the judgment of a
nets to two trumpets has been_used.
;, Godfrey, Sousa, Pares, Pryor, Gold- jazz leader more highly than the welllnnes and Conway have all set this founded judgment and artistic taste of a
nple
Sousa or Goldman. The writer once heard
a great concert band, of foreign origin,
which employed trumpets to the entire
Cornet Soloists
exclusion of cornets—but he trusts that
0 TRUMPET soloists have been
gaged with
witn any oi
of inese
these bands,
uauus, wi- his ears may never
- again be assailed by
net soloists being obtained instead. We such a shell-shocking barrage of sound
can readily recall a great host of artists
I was assisting in the judging of one of
who have won fame as cornet soloists— the state band contests recently when EdJules Levy, Mathew Arbuckle, Paris win Frank Goldman, conductor of the faChambers, Herbert L. Clarke, Herman mous Goldman Band, was asked to judge
Bellstedt, Bowen Church, Alessandro Lib- the class of soloists on brass instruments,
erati, Steve Crean, Walter Emerson, John At its conclusion Mr. Goldman stated that
Dolan, Frank Simon, Bohumir Kryl, Del he “had heard several very meritorious
Staigers, William Tong and countless cornet solos—but they were all played on
the trumpet.” He stated that they would
others.
have ------—
sounded much better if played
on the
How many trumpeters ever gained
- much renown and public favor as any of cornet and that the players could have
these? Such great artists as Solomon (of played them much more easily on that instrument
—indeed,
the London Sym¬
that they were
phony Orchestra)
greatly handicap¬
and Edward Lle¬
ping themselves by
wellyn
(of the
the use of the
Chicago Sym¬
trumpet.
phony Orchestra)
Solos of Clarke,
could easily have
Levy, Bellstedt,
done so.
They
Arban, Hoch and
chose instead to
other writers were
play trumpet in
intended for the
these'great orches¬
cornet and are far
tras and forego the
less pleasing when
career of soloists.
When the pres¬
ent age of jazz was
inaugurated
the
adopted by the
multitudinous jazz
cause of its pierc¬
ing, strident qual¬
ity of tone. Since
these organizations
were given a great
deal of publicity,

insist upon the use of the cornet for
the performance of first parts and for so¬
los. He may sometimes find it necessary to
use the trumpet for these parts, since the
players have provided themselves with this
instrument, but,he should use his influence
to popularize the cornet and give it the
preference in his organization.
The trumpet has an important place in
the large symphony orchestras, but there
is absolutely no reason for members of
high school and other amateur bands pur¬
chasing trumpets except from a desire to
play only second and third parts.
The trumpet, as leader of the brass sec¬
tion, is permissible in a small carnival dr
circus band of the blatant variety for the
reason that three trumpets can produce
as much atmospheric disturbance as five
cornets.
A thinking bandmaster will
scarcely accept such bands as a standard.
Bandmasters should use their influence
to induce players to provide themselves
with instruments best suited to their pur¬
pose. With the cooperation of all ambi¬
tious bandmasters the cornet will soon
again assume its rightful place in our
bands—with a consequent improvement in
the band tone.
The player who desires to become a
first-chair performer or soloist in a band
will do well to devote his time to the
study of the cornet. Should he later wish
to engage in symphony work he can readi¬
ly adapt himself to the trumpet.

pet, while such
numbers as Nevin’s Rosary, Bart¬
lett’s A Dream,
the aria from
“Robert o,” and
similar numbers be¬
come almost a trav¬
esty, when played
on the trumpet.
The progressive
bandmaster should

Tohe Art of Substitution

F

By Robert Price

ORTUNATE is the orchestra leader
who has learned the secret of clever
makeshifts. Especially true is this of
^
school supervisors and those who work
jf rural communities where the available
players are usually not the well-rounded
group needed for an ideal orchestration. It
is surprising what a little scheming can
do in transforming the common violincornet-saxophone-piano aggregation into
an artistic, harmonically balanced whole,
to be used as a firm basis upon which to
build a more efficient organization.
We shall start with the double-bass. A
common substitute here is the bass hom.
A tuba, a baritone" or even an extra trom¬
bone may be used quite efficiently. Per¬
haps, too, one may be lucky enough to
find a B-flat bass saxophone. (It is as¬
sumed that the reader is familiar with the
proper transpositions necessary.) If none
of these instruments is available, the part
may be played on a reed organ, on a
harmonium or even quite effectively on
the lowest register of the piano by a
player other than the accompanist.
Cellists are frequently missing. Here
a C-melody saxophone or, better, an E-flat
alto saxophone or, best of all, a B-flat
tenor saxophone can be put on the cello
part. With none of these available, the
never-failing reed organ or the harmonium
may be worked judiciously.
Viola players are even more scarce.
Fortunately, however, many orchestrations
provide for this exigency by including
substitute third violin parts which are
quite effective. Or, if necessary, the con¬
ductor can transpose the viola score for
the lower range of the violin.
(Continued on page 53)
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today has been criticized for
-ver-emphasis of the purely intel¬
lectual and the purely physical training of
youth and for its serious neglect of a third
fully as important an aspect of the indi¬
vidual, namely, his emotional nature. In
as far as insufficient attention is paid to
the proper development and fusing of
these three elements, the child fails to
obtain a well-balanced, thorough education.
The rapidly developing art and science
cff systematic personality development and
reconstruction points with apprehension to
this grave omission in, the bringing up of
youth, which jeopardizes the homogeneous
socialized development of many children
and leaves room for their enmeshing themselves in pernicious anti-social and a-social
habits, traits, preferences and practices.
Institutions sheltering, treating and
disciplining the socially-wrecked house
an appalling number of public school and
college graduates, whose earlier or later
downfall was caused not so much by
physical, intellectual and vocational deficiencies as by their emotional immaturity,
weakness and perversion or emotional
lopsidedness and over expression.
Conditions in College and High School
TNt_.
THE colleges
and universities
; .
..- snrnricino,
found a rather
rmmKpr
. . .
\ r 6r surprlsmg number of
Infl"1 JIn°? 't ‘°„nl
rCleS’ 0
i destru t e v annv ove. tb, ^' T
and fnXTL
y
Phf-S1 3
kck of ha anLPT \
a
a
rempdipd at
’ i aT .re<r°®nlzed and
remedied at an early date, is liable to cause
grave disturbances breakdowns and catasAto th°nL,r ^ t, erj ,
.
ti,A d i
t
• j° i°yS 3nd ^ S m
the adolescent period of emotional cont"np Ug? d
1° ‘
US,h dang£r_
ous valleys of despondency and soar to
Qp impPri210 fS he'ghts of e!at'on; They
",
d e n'nk °f b[uak:
downs
„„„ Ll?.fiy d° C.°daPS,e’ wlth”ut
any serious indication of such change for
the worse having found expression in their
school reports. Many of these unfortu-

VYtusic for Sub'J^lormal (Children
of the Public Schools
<By

Willem van de Wall

future. Often he is finally stranded as a
misfit or an undesirable in one or another,
of the public institutions, a burden upon
society.
These children have in common with the
collegiate and high-school breakdowns
identical emotional and other functional
deficiencies which cause all of them earlier
or later to fail.
The general problem before us is,
“What can the school system do to prevent
or minimize such breakdowns?” Also
“What can it contribute to the improvement of the vital efficiency of those tending toward incompetency?” Our special
problem is, “What may be expected from
music in this particular treatment of the
ungraded, retarded and deficient children ?”
The Psychiatric Approach
'T'HE RETARDATION and the obstructing conduct of these children
;s symptomatic of physical, emotional, intellectual and social conflicts, deficiencies,
weaknesses and pathological conditions of
which the children are the victims.
Bef°r<= any Purposeful method of improvement of pedagogy can be attempted,
the physical, emotional, intellectual and sociaI status of the chiid has to be ascer_
tained in order to have the causes of his
deficiency established and the particular
line of treatment and education prescribed,
For ‘his reason a diagnostic class is the
first consideration. The child is studied
by the psychiatric staff, consisting of the
Psychiatrist, the psychologist, the social
worker or visiting teacher and the teacher.
suggested that he be kept in this
class until it can be ascertained in which
of the following groups he should
properly be placed: the physically handi-

importance, because many of the retarded,
problematic or handicapped children are
liable to suffer from a sense of inferiority
caused by their early academic social setbacks, a tendency which operates as a
strong factor in much of their problematic
conduct,
Stimulation Through Music
/-tittc- rPFAT sionifieanre of music
X f ,,
j jg,_ ... •
t
an
^ for the ungraded classes is,that if apN>ed sagaciously, ,t offers opportunities
0 a11
^ of. ^.capped children
partake in a socializing activity which
? parta.ke “ 3 snPla,,Mmr aPt,v,tv which
and which permits
,ey ”a ura
them
express (instead of repress) some
em to
n evnPI“!
of their youthful longings for spontaneous
and, at times, exuberant release of emo¬
tional energy. It also allows them emo¬
tional quiet if this is their need, or, again,
satisfies to some extent their desire for
success.
The ungraded children facing at the
outset of the struggle for existence continuous conflict and defeat, are in dire
need of moral support. It is the music
‘ocher’s privilege and duty to give that
‘hem by giving them what music in
Itself Promises—an attractive and emotionally full and constructive music hour,
What further has music to offer? Our
ungraded children, it may be said, have
been less favored by Providence with vital
energies than the more fortunate brothers
and sisters who left them behind. The
retarded children incline to be sooner exhausted organically and functionally. To
function even as well as some of them do
they have with less inherent strength to
struggle against their own organic, functional and social impediments. To overcome themselves, their physical lagging
emotional
spasms’ of indifference,
a well
'HI I-'
'
socially often unfavorable environment,

After assignment t
LheK“ldir0;°,Vhe Cntlre PerSOI?a'ltJ: a"d educated in accordance with the special port which the music session cLn suddIvt
g,.°. 'g H ,gr?Ve ejnot'onal dlstUEb‘ principles and methods, both medical and considerable measure.
'vh”h,! p.«. wMch,„i; 8™P d,r„d,
been acquired intellectually.
The Deviating
~ Child
r I 'HERE IS found in every grade
A school a number of deviating children
who, on account of their peculiarities, do
not keep up with the step nor follow in
the direction of their classes and who become obstacles to the normal progress of
these classes. These children were segregated in special classes for two reasons:
(1) to permit the regular classes to proceed unimpeded, and (2) to allow for
special efforts to make the most of the
deviator’s possibilities and preserve and
prepare him, if possible, for a useful place
m organized society.
When dropped from such division the
deviating child tends to become an inhabitant and victim of the no-man s-land
of no school, no vacation, no job, no

^lrL;lr:rc,Arouad
educational and disciplinarian propositions
HAS been found to increase
for school administrators, teachers and,
general physiological activity and
last but not least, the children themselves. . us to increase the impulse to become acThe curriculum of these classes should tlve- Music, the chosen language of many
be flexible and based upon the limita- of the instinctive urges, has been noted to
tior.s and possibilities of each group as a mcrease the mental functioning in general
whole and the capabilities and needs of cause a direct feeling of satisfaction in
each individual in particular. The ultimate Erease imagination, suggest moods ’persocial and industrial usefulness of each s°nally and communally beneficial
It
pupil ought to be kept in mind constantly, practice draws on forms’of communication
Thus the goal of the ungraded classes within the power of the most handirannJ
should be the child’s straightening out as well as the most intact individual
medically, first of all; his ultimate return it has a fascinating message for tb ’ if
to regular classes, his training in voca- not only musical per se but of
tional or industrial lines, and as a part of ideals of the most varying esthetic5 con
the physio-psycho-therapeutical work, the tent.
con~
development of pleasant moods and disThe handicapped child ha?
.•
positions, and feelings of security, success need, that is, the need of the
M d're
and satisfaction. This last point is of great healthy inspiring personalitiesThicIT at¬

THIS DEPARTMENT IS DE¬
SIGNED TO HELP THE
TEACHER UPON QUESTIONS

tract him as does a magnet and share with
him a great love for an idealistic activity.
Such a personality will be his ideal. He
will breathe and feel and think and act and
improve, drawing from her energy, lean¬
ing on her mentally, following her example.
Music is the bridge between the strong, the
weak, the normal, the abnormal, the re¬
tarded and the progressive, the isolated and
the social, between the emotional impulse
and the esthetic deed. The competent
music-loving, child-loving music teacher,
prepared and willing to cooperate with
the medical educational authorities, is the
preferred guide of the retarded child. She
has within her the ability to bring about
through her work with handicapped chil¬
dren as much of an improvement as may
be possible with the inherent capabilities
of each individual child.
The Program of Musical Activities
AN APPROXIMATE music program
Tr arranged to achieve these ends is sug¬
gested along the following lines:
Length of session, from twenty to thirty
minutes.
Frequency of session, daily at least once.
The musical grouping of children accord¬
ing to their natural endowment and thera¬
peutic compensatory trend.
For those who can carry a tune, the beau¬
tiful singing of as many inspiring, lovely
songs as possible.
Sight-reading and sight-singing only
for those who can carry it and will have
a use for it.
Music appreciation which will not stifle
but develop individual and original musical
imagination and convictions and which
will have a practical bearing on the chil¬
dren’s own music work.
Rhythmic floor work as much as possible
for all who can possibly partake, despite
physical handicaps, beginning with the sim¬
ple kindergarten rhythmics and including
eurythmic and esthetic, natural and social
dancing.
Toy symphony and regular orchestra
or band work in as far as the individual
is endowed and generally suited for it.
Creative music work, including the mak¬
ing of'instruments as planned by the Cole¬
man system; the composition of little
poems, songs and tunes, not so much for
the sake of technical perfection as for the
unburdening of the soul through such
avenues.
Musical dramatic activities, from drama¬
tization of songs to the performance of
little plays, with music, song and dance,
are strongly recommended, because there
is no other activity which will enlist to
such an extent the combined physical,
mental and social potentialities of the un¬
graded child, appealing at the same time
to his natural inclinations and to the thera¬
peutic trend to overcome his own peculiar
weakness.
Related Activities
'T'HE PROGRAM should encourage
the practice of individual forms of
music making, which, although not taught
in class, may be proper and dear to an
individual child—such as playing the oca¬
rina, mouth-harmonica, ukulele, mandolin
°r even the jew’s-harp. Although the
(Continued on page 53)

especially in dealing with the complexities instructions. Don’t worry! Time
of the polyphonic school to which Bach soon enough remedy the defect of extreme
belongs. Concentrate on single measures youth!
_
D
a notation not in practical use. When
or phrases until you are able to trace each
MEMORY PROCESSES
ADVANCEMENT ?
this interval occurs, it is generally written
one out by making the proper motions on
Please advise me about memoriz¬
top
of
the
keys,
without
sounding
them.
ing I do not visualize my music,
Ex.4
pns,
xo
auvauxe
1
...
--Gradually put measures and phrases to¬
but after I have learned the notes,
or to push them rapidly ahead?
with fingering. I find that I can play
gether in the same careful manner, until
I recently heard a little girl who
a piece automatically without the
has studied for two years and is ad¬
...
T onn mpnionzft ChODin.
your grasp over the entire situation is
vanced to the fifth grade. She lives
complete. And do not imagine that the
on a farm and has to help her folks
n its harmonic form.
a great deal. During the. busy sea¬
work ends here: for a piece must be
Bach with the notes I seem alwaj
son she even has had to miss several
to stumble. I have a good technic:
studied and re-studied often inany times
lessons. She likes music but has no
USES OF THE SOFT PEDALbackground, but I will not be sati
extreme
talent.
What
is
the
best
«.,/i n.Tfii T nun memorize Bach
before that surety is attained which should
thing to do when a pupil of that
invariably precede public performance.
sort comes to you from another
teacher.—R. R.
playing loud chords? I have never
We may distinguish four types of
been told to use the soft pedal with
A PROSPECTIVE TEACHER
Unless the pupil whom you mention is
any piece.—M. E. B.
ory work, namely, the visual, the muscular,
a heaven-sent genius, like Mozart or
the structural and the interpretative. Let
The two pedals may be used at the same
Raphael, she has been rushed altogether
us examine these types in order.
especially The Etude, and many
time
with perfect propriety, since their
books on music. I took lessons tour
unwisely, since it is incredible that she
By visual memory is generally under¬
mechanisms are entirely different; but you
and a half years and have studied
should properly cover five grades in two
stood the power of recalling the exact
many classics and modern piano
certainly would not press down the soft
years,
especially
when
so
handicapped.
A
notation of a given piece on the printed
compositcapaj)je
teaching? Will
pedal when playing loud chords, since one
pupil should be carried along as quickly
page. Here a factor notation is introduced
vou kindly furnish names of books
of its functions is to soften the tone.
for me to read on the subject?
as she can to master not simply the notes
which is only a working symbol of the
Reserve the soft pedal for pianissimo
2. What would-be ^JesJ£°t'begin
but also all details of technic, fingering
music and not the music itself. Hence,
passages where a delicate, mystic tone is
and expression, but no more quickly.
although many players rely largely upon
desired or for echoing passages where it
A pupil who has been pushed too rapidly
it, it should be regarded, in my opinion,
wouia cause pct'Ric
, A.will help to give the needed contrast. Ob¬
respect for me than they would have
is a difficult problem, for she naturally
merely as a temporary aid to memory, to
if I travelled about from house to
serve that it is seldom used for single
resents being “put back to the beginning”
be dispensed with when memorization has
house. However, I am positive that
chorus, since its chief office is to give a
I could obtain many more pupils if
—or, in other words, being drilled on
become complete and automatic.
r did the latter. One teacher in¬
new quality of tone to an entire passage.
Another species of visual memory, how¬
fundamentals which have been grossly neg¬
formed me (she has forty pupils,
Generally speaking I should not employ
taught in their own homes) that pu¬
lected and which must be understood if
ever, is concerned with the sight of the
pils take the slightest occasion to
the soft pedal in playing the earlier music,
she is ever to play decently. Take care
motions made by fingers or arm. This
escape lessons when they come to her
say written before 1800; and in modern
but that, when she goes to them,
not to discourage such a one by giving
species is closely allied to the second type,
all this is avoided. I am twenty
music I should use it only when prescribed
extremely easy material; but, while as¬
muscular memory.
but am often taken for sixteen. Is
by the sign una corda or when a contrast¬
this a disadvantage, as some have
Muscular memory is the retaining in the
signing music that is fairly hard for her
suggested ?—E. E. B.
ing pianissimo passage plainly demands it.
mind of the muscular movements employed
to read, keep her at work on technical ex¬
Una corda which is a sign to press the
in playing the directions taken by each
(1) I see no objection to your starting ercises that will build up the needed
soft pedal down is regularly followed try
finger and the distance it should go for to teach, provided that you continue to foundation.
the sign t. c. which is a sign to release it.
each new key, the arm adjustments build up your own technic and general
You are wise in judging that thorough¬
necessary and all such muscle play. This musical knowledge. You should study ness is vastly preferable to mere rapidity
THE REED ORGAN
species is. therefore, solely occupied with musical theory—especially harmony and of advancement. Remember Davy Crock¬
A young teacher (O. F.) asks about
form_also books on the subject of piano ett’s celebrated motto, “Be sure you’re
technical details.
A knowledge of the structure of the teaching. For these purposes I suggest right and then go ahead;” and so keep reed organ material for a pupil to whom
chords, of the phases and finally of the Preston Ware Orem’s Jiarmony for Be¬ your pupils well in hand until you are he has already given Presser’s Beginners’
piece as a whole is an immense advantage ginners, Stuart MacPherson’s Form in confident that they are prepared for loftier Book. He is anxious to find pieces that
are adapted to the instrument and that are
in memorizing. Just as, in visiting a city Music and my own Piano Teaching—its flights.
at the same time of good quality. He
with which you are unfamiliar, you will Principles and Problems.
NOTATION PROBLEMS
feel more confidence in your whereabouts
says:
(2) Music Play for Every Day, recently
(1) How is the following played?
if you have studied a map of its streets
I should like to give him the easier
classics, such as Schumann’s Kinderin advance, so a clear idea of how the published by the Presser Company, is an
stucke, if they will fit into the organ
details of a piece are articulated unifies ideal book for young beginners. John
compass. My problem is to choose
Williams’
First
Year
at
the
Piano
is
also
for
him something that is easy, yet
these details in your mind. This type of
not “easy sounding” nor yet “high
memory work presupposes, of course, a valuable. Then there is the comprehensive
working knowledge of musical theory and thorough Standard Graded Course, by
A good course for reed organ pupils is
which should indeed be every pianist’s W. S. B. Mathews, in ten books.
the Practical Method, Op. 249, by Louis
possession.
(3) There are advantages in either
Kohler, of which the three books (which
Interpretative memory assumes a clear method. If you teach in your own studio,
can be purchased either together or sepa¬
conception of how the thought of a piece you have all your materials ready to hand,
rately) cover the ground from the very
is developed, how each phrase mounts up and can also save time by scheduling one
beginning to a considerable advancement.
to its climax, how various phrases and pupil directly after another. On the other
Occasionally some of the studies or pieces
sections are dynamically related and how hand going to the pupils’ houses gives you
how do you obtain the correct num¬
should be omitted as not effective on the
ber of half steps in the diminished
the piece, is made a consistent entity by outdoor exercise and also shows you under
third on the tonic of G flat?—N. J.
organ.
a gradual growth of interest from the just what conditions each pupil practices.
Organ pieces should, as a rule, empha¬
(1)
The
first
note
is
struck
but
once
beginning to the very end.
Why not try both ways, teaching some
size melody and harmony, rather than
In the ideal memorization of a piece
pupils at your own studio and some out- and is held through the time of the sec¬ rhythmic accent; and those of a sustained
the second type, concerned with the mech¬
ond. Two parts are involved, each two
anism. is combined in equal proportions
beats in length, the one consisting of a character are especially desirable. As to
When teaching at your home you can
compass, remember that the early classics
with the fourth or strictly musical type.
solve the problem of lost lessons by charg¬ sustained half-note and the other of two were written for a short keyboard and
In this way the pianist, having made sure
quarter-notes. But, since both of these
ing for them, unless you have been duly
that most elementary music occupies only
of his muscular movements, may properly
notified well in advance, say, the day be¬ parts start on the same beat, the two D’s the middle register. Many of the Schu¬
subordinate these to that element of ex¬
fore. A firm stand taken on this matter occur at the same time.
mann pieces which you mention, for in¬
pression which should be his chief aim.
will save you constant trouble and irri¬
(2)
Theoretically,
the
upper
note
of
a
stance, are well adapted to the reed organ.
If the visual memory be added, so much the
diminished third from Gb is B treble flat Examples of simple music may be found
better; and certainly a familiarity with tation.
As to your youthful appearance, this
in the works of Bach, Handel, Haydn,
the structural details will still further in¬
ought not to be a serious drawback if
Mozart and Beethoven, many of which
sure self-confidence.
you can once get a start and if your pa¬
Let me add that, to gain such a mastery,
(Continued on page 63)
trons grow to have confidence in your
time and patience should be unlimited,
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T5he cBugle(fallsfor(J5echnic
By

Arthur A. Schwarz

No “tune” is more vital to the boy and
girl of to-day than the Bugle Calls. Then,
why not the Bugle Calls for technic? The
teacher can give the Bugle Calls in the dif¬
ferent keys, a simple matter, since the
tunes are based upon some form of the
triad.' Here the pupil may be shown how
to transpose by the simple means of hold¬
ing the chord and slipping one finger at a
time up a half tone.
Here is what can be done with the
Reveille:

.

*

* 4* * i

At i

<Better Use of Pedal
By

Esther Haas

A good way for young musiciaw.to
So many, especially young players, spoil
understand the use of the pedal is to take a
the sound of what would otherwise be
beautiful music by the wrong use of the piece where the bass has a tone followed
by chords. For example:
On some pianos there are only two ped¬
als, the soft and damper. The damper
pedal is not really a loud pedal, although
in sustaining a chord it produces a louder
sound than if no pedal is used.
Some pianos have three pedals, the two
just mentioned and a practice pedal.
The damper pedal should be pressed
down when the first tone is struck but
Press the pedal on octave B-flat m bass
released before the next is sounded, unless
the second tone is the same or in harmony and sustain the tone through the two
with the first. Then the pedal is sustained chords, releasing the pedal before striking
the
next chord. Pedal marks are used in
through these notes and released just be¬
some pieces to designate where the pedal
fore the harmony changes.
Holding the pedal with tones of dif¬ should be pressed down and released.
Soft pedals are used for expression
ferent harmonies produces a discord by
effects and for accompanying a singer.
running several tones together.

i I f 1

The left hand is first played an octave
lower, the. teacher saying, “That sounds the
way one feels when he has to get up at that
hour.” The first chord is depressed with¬
out sounding the notes, and, during the
exercise, all notes are held after they have
been sounded. Different rhythms, such as
are suggested in Philipp.’s Complete School
of Technic may be tried, and the pupil
should finally play the notes of the Call
in the form of an arpeggio.
Taps is another fine Bugle Call that
affords technical training, and the march¬
ing melody that is played in the Scout’s
parades is excellent. Here you have it,
and a good rollicking tune it is.
Ex.fc

irr.g.if.rPiPrUp^i

This tune is not easy to play, holding
down each note, but, like other Bugle
Calls, it will be learned with pleasure.
When I was in the army I taught these
tunes to some soldiers who could not read
a note, giving them to each one in a dif¬
ferent key. I even checke'd a real fight
between two huskies who accused each
other of playing “that thing wrong, I tell
ya,” by explaining that both were playing
the tunes right, but that I had taught it
to each in a different key. So we all puffed
a “fag,” and no casualties took place.
Although I did not win the Noble Peace
Prize for averting a private war, 1 did
learn that the Bugle Calls could be used
for technic.

Then note improvement in your scale and
arpeggio playing.
The second exercise is not easy, but it is
remarkably effective:

tv
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Practice slowly and heavily at first, each
hand separately. And do not forget that
it is impossible to obtain the best results
unless you play the exercise in all the keys,
Note how the weak fingers gain strength
and suppleness. This is excellent prepara¬
tory material for the playing of double
thirds, one of the bugbears of thousands of.
pupils. At the same time it is a valuable
exercise in extension and for cultivating
the side motion of the fingers. Practice
legato and staccato. Avoid excessive fa¬
tigue. This exercise, will ah
erve as ex¬
cellent preliminary work before grappling
with Chopin's “Butterfly" I t Mr.
The third figure is an exercise for de¬
veloping flexibility of the fingers and

Play both legato and staccato in all the
keys; and do not forget to vary frequently
the quality and the volume of the tone.
Above all bear in mind at all times that
even technical exercises can and must be
played beautifully.

Too 'Mothers of Music'Pupils
A MASTER ORCHESTRA

By Florence Ellis Shelby

If the practice hour is made to seem
of real value in the eyes i the child
—if, for instance, each quarter of an
hour of earnest practice means a penny
in his pocket—he will be led
gain a
real enthusiasm for learning his lesson.
There is even an incentive to practice
fifteen minutes extra if there
he can
^jhree Effective Exercises
proudly produce a whole nickel for his
day’s work.
By W. A. Hansen
Another “bargain” that has worked
amazingly well with a certain small
Infinitely more benefit can be derived play with both hands together, first in
from practicing a few comparatively simple parallel motion, then in contrary motion, as daughter is being allowed to sit up fifteen
minutes
after her bed-time for every
exercises in the proper manner than follows:
quarter hour she practices of her own ac¬
by rapidly and carelessly wading through
cord beyond the required hour-a-day.
volumes of studies. The following exer¬
Again the mother may carry enthusiasm
cise will strengthen the fingers and make
to the pupil by sitting down in the room
them supple and independent. It is also
and asking to hear “what daughter has for
good as an exercise in extension and for
her
next lesson.” be it scales or what not.
flexibility of the hand. If practiced care¬
She is not to criticize, however, but merely
fully it will produce excellent results.
to say, at the right time, “That's fine!
I just hope you surprise Prof. Musicteacher next week!” Enthusiasm is al¬
ways contagious, especially in youth.
Little pleasant ruses of this sort may
easily be multiplied to suit individual cases.
And they are oh, so much wiser than
nagging and punishment—or a neglected
lesson. Too many mothers learn to “play
Practice each hand separately at first and
the grouch,” while Johnnie or Susie is
in all keys, both major and minor. Play to make your thumbs more nimbi
learning to play the violin or piano.
slowly and loudly and do not forget to dextrous, use the following fingerii
touch key bottom. In the course of time a number Of weeks:
you may gradually increase the speed and R. H. 123132123132 1321313132
vary the quality and the volume of the
We are living in a contrapuntal age.
123143134143 1431314143
tone. After a few weeks try to practice L. H. 132131313123 1231313123
Perpendicular harmony no longer inter¬
rapidly, both legato and staccato. Then
ests us—even perpendicular dissonance has
143141314123 1341414123
lost its fascination.—Marion Bauer.
The amusing and interesting picture was made for M. Epstein of the
Beethoven Conservatory of Music, in St. Louis. The following masters are
playing in the imaginary ensemble: Raff, von Bulow, Schumann, Gounod,
Rubinstein, Mosz\ows\i, Wagner, Brahms, Saint-Saens, Scharwen\a, Godard,
Verdi ,and Goldmar\. Can you pic\ them out?
•

Other Music Sections in this issue on pages 3, 39, 75.
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Sprightly and original a study in registration.

Andante
J
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Manual

(

SOUVENIR ROMANTIQUE

Ctuor Gtf-S^-rfute, Dulciana.
Ped. Soft 16'-acc. coupled.
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SHOOTING STARS

SHOOTING STARS
PRIMO

# From here go back to % and play to Fine-, then play Trio.

WALTER R°LFE
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SECONDO
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THE SONG OP THE KATYDID

A popular favorite. In demand as a duet.

Katydid, Katydid, Katydid!
Sounds from the grass and the vine,
We all hear the welcome chirping
In the good old summertime.
CARL WILHELM KERN, Op. 19, No. 2

Allegretto

m.m.

J = i20

SECONDO

Copyright 1928 by Theodore PresserCo.
British Copyright secured
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Educational Study Hotes on Music
in 'Ghis Etude
By Edgar Alden Barrell

Looking Forward In Music

A

A s another year opens, the mind turns naturally to thoughts
of coming days. And never did the world offer more to

those whose visions of the future give music a foremost place.

KIMBALL
PIANOS
have always been identified with advancement in music. With
every passing year, the Kimball of that day has
LfS*
expression to some new step in the progress of the crafts¬
manship and art of piano design.

J&?

The Kimball today reveals a greater external beauty and a
purer richer tone than at any former time. This is illustrated
not only in the larger gtands, but in all instruments bearing
the Kimball name—the medium sized and smaller grands,

mnm~

and the uprights of varied sizes and styles. An especial fa
vorite among the smaller instruments is the dainty little

mMwS

"Junior” upright, only 3 ft. 8 in. high, but with exceptional
tonal beauty and power. There is a Kimball for every home.

r rs"i“ “= - - rij?,s=augs
£tss

J B --
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Catalogs on request. If you are not conveniently
near to a Kimball dealer, we can supply you direct.

w. W. KIMBALL COMPANY
(Established 1857)
_ ,
Department KE, 306 South Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, U. . •
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"visit England, France, Germany, Austria,
Italy, Switzerland — See the Rh.ne, the
Alps, Paris, London! AT NO EXPENSE.
—FOR DETAILS

SEE PAGE 10
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Songs of
universal appeal

‘“Middle Voice First”

Edited for January by
fEAD TONES
Eminent Specialists
. portant tones in the voice. They
are the overtones and should vi¬
IT IS THE AMBITION OF THE ETUDE TO MAKE THIS VOICE DEPARTMENT
brate in all tones, even in the lowest, to
“A VOCALIST’S MAGAZINE, COMPLETE IN ITSELF.”
give to them brilliancy and carrying
power. Nothing should be cramped. Ev¬
ery article and book on voice culture em¬
phasizes this advice. But the trick to
overcome this cramped condition is not al¬
ways clearly presented. Adults lose the
juvenile trait of unconsciousness in high
action because children are more under
the direct influence of relaxation.
In much untrained singing, the tone is
c.By Lotti Rimmer
pushed from the throat. If this is done,
the breath is forced out violently and the
; amount of flexibility, to blend well
muscles, in consequence, contract.
To
. -u: „c
overcome this obstinate interference and
that objectionable throaty slur. Therefore,
rigidity and to insure an easy attack on the
head tones, observe the rules here given
it is important to help the muscles to do
and you will discover the much coveted,
.
,
their work without interference. As the
pure floating head voice.
highest note and the ascending from the
First, open the throat wide, below
lowest first note adopts the timbre and
the larynx, before sounding the note.
quality of the first note, the fundamental
The higher the notes, the less breath;
This excellent advice is given in the
note needs to be manipulated very care¬
but greater control over the increased
theory of the eminent psychologist,
fully. For should the first note be badly
breath pressure is required. Sing these
Janet McKerrow, and is a great help
, .
.
produced at the start and slip back, then
exercises
in a flute-like
ispermg
effeCf 0f t[,e s^jp ;s a failure. There¬
to effect the relaxed position of the
condition.
used muscles; at the same time assist¬
fore, if great care is given to the first
Ex. 3
ing the rib action and indirectly in¬
^
note the following ones will largely take
Fast
>
ducing the larynx to move down¬
^ *'
care of themselves.
wards.
To follow the “send-off” properly,
Second, inhale through the nose and
start the tone by whispering into the note.
start breathing at the waist.
This is necessary, particularly in the soft
Third, mentally lift your ears.
low tones, on account of the vibrations
This helps to place the muscles which
taking a longer time to swing. Avoid
pass from the tongue bone to the
closing the lips or the teeth, as this would
skull so they may act more vigorously
m - ne na p - ang mi-ne na n - ang prevent the joining of the notes smoothly.
and promotes the focus of the tone.
yeeh_ yoo yah- yeeh _ yoo yah_
Keep the tongue loose in front, with the
Fourth, make a groove in the
Increased stretch of the membrane gives
„ placed
, high,
-, mentally.
-tongue, so that the space behind the
increased upward pitch.
Remember always to start singing by
tongue is free for the action in vowel
Ex. 4
first opening the neck below the larynx
origin.
before making a sound. Practice these
Fifth, thinking of ee “like in feel,
Z
f
St’ •and, acceIerate
induces.a smiling position of the mouth
the tempo later, always using head tones,
yah yeh,yee,yoh
yeh yah_
Ex. 5
Finding Responsive Tones

Improving the Head Vones

3

,

;i°A

aT-rs r i r

N°

TOW BY WHISPERING into the
tone, and with the breath expansion
under control, every high or low note
should respond fully to the desired head
quality.
Sometimes indisposition or a tired feel¬
ing or depression affects the singing of
head tones, due to the vocal imitation of
body action.
Practice these exercises first piano,
whispering, or make an imaginary pause
before sounding the note, so that the larynx should have time to move downwards
first to make room for the expansion
of the note.
The n and m insure the use of nasal
~Ce- .
.
Whisper into these notes. Repeat six
times—not more.
Ex. 1

“6

«

nine yoh
, these exercises
s'lould be practiced only once at a time,
J^nc* ‘n singing these high notes, imagine
you have to strike a still higher note. This
w*11 Ile*P to ilead voice action,

nine yeh

na - ng yeh yoh
Intervals
JN MAKING a leap from one tone to
another, in passing from a low register
to a higher, the student should first attain

fine mine

mine young

fine

yes nnine nang fine

-e- L5—1
a-augnine young shine yeh yooh

T N SCALES, the head resonance is espeA ciallv necessary, as the head ravirfa.
need to be filled with resonance, as well as
the nose cavities. Scales are to be practiced daily, for strengthening the breathing apparatus.
Ex g

\

Let me stand behind you and press mv
fingers against the muscles of your sides
with my thumbs under your shoulder

Foundation First

without
preparation.
preparation.
Start the scales of Ex. 6 in the same
manner as the intervals before treated,
with head voice, so that the ascending
notes which follow can climb up unhamP^ed and be freed from the interfering
false cords. And remember that correct
tone-placement is no pressure from the
throat. The notes should lie firm, close
together, not disjointed; and the pressure
of the breath, in ascending, not diminished
but, on the contrary, augmented in the re¬
sisting action.
Do n
ah, but the nasal diphthong,
ang, as was given in the first exercises;
or use yeh, yee and yooh. Practice the
scales first only in groups of notes, and
later proceed to the entire scale.
Patience is the watchword of the sing¬
er s success. Work slowly, carefully, en¬
thusiastically, thoughtfully and energetic¬
ally, and the native powers of the voice
it takes time, and then more time, for an
art to mature. By practicing these studies
with this thought in mind, beautiful head
tones, within the capabilities of the indi¬
vidual voice, are bound to be accomplished.

h .35c
The set ol “Etude 1929 C'U.EC.' ok"request.

George Chadwick Stock

* is wen for every young singer,

Homes Henley

urged the undeniable fact that, if the mus¬
cular effort employed in singing were con¬
fined to this region, the throat could not
but be left fr.ee to perform its lovely functions Later, you are going to come to
see that there is no real difference in the
statement made by Melba and Melius and
that made by Galli-Curci.
They are
merely two ways of expressing the same
thing.

MUSICAL READINGS

By

^

proper ^-^akem

Mme. JOAN O’VARK
Studio 706 Steinway Hall

T. S. DENISON & CO.
Dramatic Publishers
623 S. WABASH AVE., DEPT. 73
CHICAGO

109 West 57th St., New York City

L^ToTthat yLuLake it when some trial of your abilities comes
See to it that you ma e
^ ^ ^ indifferently prepared.-lVcw

■,hrS,.d«»ce c» be placed .« g-e-ing
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vhe First Vocal Lesson

(Continued from page 48)
The other exercise calls for your
ing a deep, deep breath very slowly, con- •suming a period as lengthy as possible, a
half minute, at least, at the beginning
When the lungs are filled, hold that
breath whilst counting mentally twenty
slow counts, and then exhale as slowly
as you inhaled. Eventually you should be
able to extend the period of inhalation and
of exhalation to fully a minute
At this point you may profitably join
your breathing to the act of singing by
striking a comfortable note on the piano
and singing a tone on any vowel, interrupt¬
ing that tone with brief silences (the
breath to be suspended during these
silences, but no new breath taken). Thus ,
one beat song, one beat silence; one beat
song one beat silence, and so on until the
breath is exhausted. But the exercise
must be done on the same breath, inen
extend the time of both song and silence :
two beats song, two beats silence; three
beats song, three beats silence; four beats
song, fom beats silence. This exercise
Exercises for Lung Development
will be found particularly good both for
S FOR exercises for lung develop¬ breath and for tone control.
ment, I could show you a hundred,
I have dwelt thus long on your breath¬
but I shall actually show you only two, ing for the very excellent reason that un- ,
because they are the most directly prac¬ lefs you come to have some intelligent and
tical, and because one of them, at least, practical mastery of it, you can never
has come down from the great Italian hope to sing as you should. For proper
masters. This one consists merely in brLhing is the very bed-rock foundation
counting aloud, either in the speaking or of all that follows, and by it a,one cala
the singing voice. Probably your first at¬ you exercise that freedom of the throat
tempt will reach about forty or forty-five. and head-spaces which is imperative if
Each day try to increase the number. your voice is to express the sentiments you
When you have reached one hundred and wish it to.
fifty on one breath (as Tito Schipa is said
(Part III of this article will appear in
to have done), you will have a breaththe February Etude.)
control worth all your efforts.
r tigers always mention THE ETUDE. It
When you write to our adve

about maintaining the chest in an arch.
This requires quite a bit of strength, and,
if one attempts it only during the time
of practice or at lesson periods, it will be
found somewhat arduous. You will re¬
member how deep-chested have been all
the great singers whom you have heard
and seen. Those powerful chests were the
result of right breathing and of maintain¬
ing themselves in an arched position con¬
stantly for the deep breaths that filled
them. But the strength for that per¬
petual arching must be built up gradually.
So I recommend that you hold your chest
ip that high, vaulted arch many, many
times a day, but only for a few seconds
at a time—five or ten, not more. Never
permit yourself to become fatigued, in
the end you will find that the position
maintains itself when you sing, and you
will also find yourself possessed of a royal
walking-carriage of the body and of a
splendid chest development.
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Part II
But n
must control that breath
for steady and ordered emission, and that
requires the aid of some very powerful
muscles. These are found at the sides
In the foregoing, “ment”
pronounced of your body, under the arms, and in the
“mahng,” as in the French.
back—under the shoulder-blades and ex¬
In the next study, whisper the to
tending down to what is called “the small
with a smiling position of the mouth.
of the back.” Both Melba and Luella
Ex. 2
Melius declared that the support of their
breath and their tone came from this posi¬
tion which is used to press the breath
yeh, yee, young yeh, yee, yoh you
powerfully against the breast-bone and the
year, yard, yonder, year yellow yeard,
diaphragm; and they very reasonably

Sidney Bushell

Tone is the first vibrations of the vocal
ROFICIENCY in mastering the “mid¬
dle” of the voice, not the ability to cords, augmented and amplified by the
produce a tolerable “G” or to probe various resonating chambers—chest, mouth
and
the bony cavities in the face and be¬
he profundities of the F clef, is the
r
Lion of vocal technic and success. hind the nose.
In both words and music Oliver Music Com'
Just as the materials comprising the
‘T in order to ascertain what portion is
,any songs strike the exceptional note that
the middle voice, one must determine the metal pipes of an organ determine the
inds response in the emotions of thousands.
th
voice one possesses. Here qual- quality of tone emitted by them, so
In, “Omar, the Tentmaker”, a poem of unor “timbre” must be considered. Let the quality of the human voice is largely
determined by. the size and shape of the
usual
color by Oliver Murray Edwards, is com'
go voices sound a tone at the same pitch.
resonance
chambers
and
to
some
degree
by
bined with music by William Berwald, that
One will be of a quite different character
interprets the true spirit of the Orient.
t* the other. One may sound higher the character of the bony material com¬
Hear it at your dealer’s...or write us for
ttan the other, with an unmistakable prising them.
After discovering the type of voice the
enor quality compared with the fuller
thematic folders.
Stone.of the second. Yet precisely the next essential is to train the middle of
that
voice
until
it
is
capable
of
being
used
same number of vibrations of the vocal
THE OLIVER MUSIC COMPANY
with all the gradations of coloring and all
mrds produces either tone.
DEPARTMENT 8, JAMES STREET
the power (always subordinate to beauty
There is something besides pitch, then,
Syracuse, NewYork.
of tone), which rightly belong to it.
that determines the type of voice-an eluWith the foundation thus made secure,
' Le quality, not compass nor range, which
the voice will easily accomplish the occa¬
settles the question for the individual voice
sional flights demanded by the normal song.
THE FUNDAMENTALS
for life. Then, as a great authority has
Since it is by singing too long away from
said “There is a middle to every voice
The clever pianologue merits a place on every enter¬
the middle of the voice, in a position not tainment
OF
program. For either stage or home use, we
It is about this that the tessitura (texture)
natural to it, that is injurious, the chief especially recommend the fallowing as musical readings
of the music and practice should be woven.
TONE PRODUCTION
point to be seen to is that song and voice or as vocal solos:
In singing terminology “voice” embraces
are mutually suited and that the pattern
all the tones that the vocal mechanism is
of the melody favors the tessitura of the
By
capable of producing with artistry and
voice. The song unsuited to the voice is
ease The “middle” of the voice comprises
ct Door (Humorous)
Joan O’Vark
sure to be sung ineffectively. There will
nvr t .
(Tnsnirational)
those tones, usually an octave or so, which
be a discomfort to the singer which will
are produced in the easiest and most etIn this excellent work, tone production
be surely felt by the audience.
is reduced to its simplest and most natur¬
fective manner.
al basis. Under its guidance any voice
can be formed or re-formed.

.

T5he First Vocal Lesson
By

By
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blades. Now breathe. But breathe out¬
ward, horizontally, never upward, verti¬
cally. That is quite right. Again. Right!
nut the shoulders must not rise, remem¬
ber. Now again, but quickly—like a snap¬
shot, and mind that you “bulge out” your
muscles just where I am pressing in.
Capital ! That sensation of the sensible
stretching of the very skin, around the
chest and the back, is an indication of the
correct tension in the proper region.
And now I want to say a word to you
(Continued on page 49)
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What Constitutes Good Chorus Singing?
By Edward

'Biie ORGANIST’S ETUDE
Edited for January by

O

NE-MAN recitals are so
sarily as regards the number of
performers but as regards compos¬
ers represented. Organ recitals and Sun¬
day evening church musical services can
be made most interesting and attractive in
this manner. Far from lacking variety
they may have more of it than a program
of many composers, but with compositions
representing a single mood.
In arranging a one-composer program
the organist should be sure to choose a
composer of varied moods and inspirations.
Variety should be the keynote of every
musical program, most of all of the organ
recital and musical service, both of which
have come to be regarded as less interest¬
ing than other types of musical entertain¬
ment because they have in the past been
lacking in this essential.
In the following programs additional in¬
strumental soloists will be found very de¬
sirable. Or one’s own choir, if it be a
church affair, can be brought into use. If
the church will not enlist the aid of outside
instrumentalists, however, the greater
number of suggested instrumental solos
can be played on the organ. Some typical
programs follow:

Organ—Meditation in D Flat.Cadman
Prologue from “Evangeline Suite”

Eminent Specialists
IT IS THE AMBITION OF THE ETUDE TO MAKE THIS ORGAN DEPARTMENT
"AN ORGANIST’S ETUDE, COMPLETE IN ITSELF”

One'VYCan Becitals
*By

Alanson Weller

Sacred music predominates here since
Rossini Program
Gounod reached his greatest heights in it. Organ—Overture Tancredi or William Tell
The extract from “The Queen of Sheba” Vocal
Solo—Laudate Dominie, from
and the movement from his seldom-heard
“Messe Solennelle’-'
symphony make an agreeable change, how¬ Violin Solo—Prayer, from “Moses in
ever. If you must, use the hackneyed Ave
Egypt”
Maria, But refrain, if possible.
Vocal Solo—Cujus Animam, from “Stabat
Mater”
Tschai\ovs\y Program
Organ—March of the Priests, from
“Semiramide”
Organ—Andante from “Symphonie Pathe¬
tique”
Chorus—Inflammatus and Finale Amen,
from “Stabat Mater”
Violin or Cello—Melodic, Song of Autumn
Chorus—Hymn to the Trinity
Such a program might at first seem im¬
Organ—Autumn, from “The Seasons”; possible but the introduction of the sel-.
Interrupted Reverie; Dance of Flutes, dom-heard parts of the Mass and the opera
Beethoven Program
from “Nutcracker Suite”
Semiramide, together with the overture,
Organ—Adagio from Sonate Pathetique
Violin or Cello—-Chant Religieuse, Chant make a brilliant program.
Violin or Organ—A da gio from Moonlight
sans Paroles
-1
Sonata
Chorus—Legend
American Composers
Vocal Solo—Penitential Song
Organ—Andante Cantabile, from “5th Organ—Song of Joy.Stebbins
Organ—Larghetto from “Second Sym¬
Symphony”
Violin—Romance in A, By the Water of
phony”
The two sacred numbers add variety to
Minnetonka .Lieurance
Violin or Organ—Romance in F Major, an otherwise secular program, and the con¬ ■Chorus—Any short, brilliant anthem by a
Menuct in G Major
trast between the sombre style of some of
representative composer such as Shelley
Chorus—Worship of God in Nature
the numbers and the joyous and romantic
or Huerter.
Organ—Menuct from Septet, Egmont style of the Chant sans Paroles and Flute Violin'—Arioso in A Major.Grasse
Overture or “5th Symphony,” Andante Dance make up a pleasing program.
To A Wild Rose.MacDowell
Chorus—Hallelujah Chorus from “Mount
of Olives”
Much variety can be worked into this
program.
Handel Program
Organ—One or two movements from any
of the Organ Concertos arranged by
Best or Guilmant
Vocal Solar-Where e’er You Walk, from
“Semele”
Violin Solo—A movement from one of the
Violin Sonatas
Chorus—See the Conquering Hero, from
“Judas Maccabaeus”
Violin or Organ—Largo from “Xerxes”
Vocal Solo—My Tears Shall Flow, from
“Rinaldo”
Organ—Mcnuet from “Overture Bere¬
nice,” Fugue in D Major
Chorus—Hallelujah Chorus from “Mes¬
siah”
Here we have representative extracts
from the master's greatest sacred works
interspersed with instrumental solos and
portions of the operas to give added bril¬
liance and interest.
Gounod Program
Organ—Andante from “Petite Symphony”
Vocal Solo—Ring Out Wild Bells
Violin Solo—Invocation, Hymn to St.
Cecilia
Chorus—Unfold Ye Portals from “The
Redemption”
Organ—March, from “The Queen of
Sheba”
Violin Solo—Vision de Jeanne d’Arc, Offertoirc from “St. Cecilia Mass”
Chorus—Motet Gallia

Banks

Violin—Love Song .Nevin
Vocal Solo—Trees .Rasbach
Organ— Wedding March .Hosmer
There are so many successful American
composers that several programs might be
made up in this manner. The above, how¬
ever, is fairly representative of the best in
American composition to-day. A very
interesting program can be arranged from
Negro spirituals for the chorus and In¬
dian numbers such as Mr. Orem’s Rhap¬
sody, Mr. Skilton’s Fantasie and shorter
arrangements from Cadman and Lieurance
for the organ solos. The possibilities of
this type of program are limitless.
Most of the above programs are de¬
signed especially for Sunday evening mu¬
sical service, since every church organist
is called upon to give these. All of the
above can be prepared with no more ex¬
penditure of time and very little more of
money than the inevitable Holy City, Eli¬
jah and other overworked cantatas which
everyone has heard many times. With all
due respect to them, is not a little variation
pleasant for A change?
The programs given here are only sam¬
ples. Beautiful combinations can be made
from the works of Mendelssohn, Grieg,
St. Saens, Wagner and others. Most of
these programs can be easily adapted to the
short noonday organ recital which is be¬
coming so popular in the large Episcopal
churches, to the radio recital or to the
regular preaching services, simply by
shortening and omitting certain numbers. •
If well done the idea is bound to find favor
with congregation and audience and will
give the organist a reputation for original¬
ity as well as for musicianship.

Getting the VYCost Out of a (Country Organ
By Eugene

F,

Marks

1st. Diapason Tones. Principal foun¬
dation stops of a timbre peculiar to the
• organ. These are connected with metal
pipes open at the top; therefore the tone is
loud, bright, full and sonorous. This tone
combines favorably with any and all of
the others and is the basis of all loud com¬
binations. The Diapasons are also des¬
ignated as Principals, Octaves, Fifteenths
or super-octaves. The Dulcianas (metal
pipes of Flute quality tempered with the
Gamba) are classed as Open Diapason
tones. However, the Stopped Diapason is
m reality a Flute stop erroneously termed
Diapason, as it has wooden pipes closed
at the top, and yields a powerful, fluty
stop

S°Und'

If Combines with a11 other

’"/ Clean-cut attacks and releases. That
5 all voices within a part should start and
stop at precisely the same time and this
at a sign from the conductor. All attacks
should be sung with confidence but -should
not sound brittle.
II No yelling, shouting or screaming.
Singing should never be louder than lovely.
III. No scooping or sliding from low
to high tones, or vice versa This is true
not only of large intervals but also under
every condition.
IV. Legato singing; that is, linking
the tones together, but not with the “to¬
boggan” or “trombone” slide effect men¬
tioned in HI.
V. Watching the conductor at all times.
There must lie unity of aim.

A.

Furhmann

VI. All syllables and words naturally
accented; each vowel distinctly sounded;
no consonant slighted.
VII. Correct pronunciation of all
words; every singer pronouncing each
word in the same manner.
VIII. An effect as of four big voices
singing. No individual voice should stand
out; neither should one section be more
prominent than the other, unless it be the
soprano section, or any one carrying the
characteristic melody.
IX. Soft singing. A good chorus of
several hundred voices should be able to
sing so softly (if the interpretation of the
music calls for it) that an eight day clock
may be heard above the singing and at the
same time every word be distinctly under¬
stood.
X. Complete familiarity with the text
and music.
XL Shading. All singing should have

pulse—equivalent to a heart throb—and not
be stiff as starch; should be resilient;
should have flow and ebb, light and shade.
XII. Breathing.
All singers should
breathe at the same place, and these breath¬
ing places should not be at any point where
one would not breathe in conversation. tmm [iin^fwith^fliitrumenta ol smaller scope.
They should be' largely governed by the
punctuation marks of the text, with due
165 Woodland St.
Hartford, Conn. J
regard for musical phrasing.
XIII. Expression. Every chorus should
sing with spontaneity (as though it wants
to sing) ; with confidence and dignity (but
not with’ haughtiness and'coldness) ; with
the spirit of helpfulness (not one singer
trying to outsing the other) ; with en¬
thusiasm (but with restraint) ; with de¬
DR. WILLIAM C. CARL
I
Director
voutness in sacred works, and with respect
for the composer, the conductor and the
Students Aided in Securing Positions
accompanist.
.
Free
Church, Recital,
XIV. Final aims: discipline and har¬
Scholarships Theatre Courses
mony.
New Prospectus Ready

AUSTIN ORGAN CO.

guilmant
ORGAN SCHOOL

17 E. Eleventh Street

From Swell to Great'Qrescendo

j

New York

By Sidne Taiz
Suppose the diapasons of the Great are
coupled in the full, or nearly full, Swell.
The Swell has been in use and a crescendo
is desired by the addition of the Great.
The better way would lie to open some¬
what the swell box before dropping the

Of course the reverse operation may be
hands to the lower manual, and then to brought into play when an opposite( effect
close it again just as the Great comes into
is desired. In fact, this method will be
use. This will have a tendency to cover
found to be of advantage in the adding
the discrepancy in tone; and a little prac- or dropping of any stops of considerable
tice will develop considerable skill in this
power or of penetrating quality.
device.

Getting the Most Out of the Country Organ

Choice of tine Masters
GEO. KILGEN & SON, Inc., Makers
4032 N. Union Blvd. : : : St. Louis. Missouri

VELAZCO ORfiAN STUDIOS

New York’s Finest Theatre Organ School. Direction
(Continued from page 70)
of Emil Velazco. Former Featured Organist of Paramount-Publix, Stanley and Roxy Theatres. Three
a 4 ft. Flute played an octave lower, gives
Manual Theatre Organs Used.
6th. How can its quality be enhanced?
a tone different from the 8 ft. Flute.
“Voces” which may be used with other
By this method of analyzing tones the
1658 Broadway
New York
After all the registration directions upon
light stops and nearly always with the
organist will understand why the Dulciana
tremulant. Vox Humana is an 8 ft. reed
a piece are only to give an idea of tone¬
is classed as a Diapason rather than a string coloring which must be adapted to the
stop with a veiled diapason quality said
tone, and why the Salicional which closely
HOPKINS ORGAN SCHOOL
to imitate the human voice. Vox Angelica
particular instrument at hand.
resembles the Dulciana is enumerated
(.Peabody Institute Diploma)
It is through such experimental adapta¬
or V6x Celeste is a 4 ft.'Stop with qualities
among the Gambas, or why the Vox tions, testing here and trying there, that
3025 Rosalind Ave., Baltimore, Md.
similar to the Vox Humana. Unda Maris
Celestes is classed by some as a Reed and the small organ proves a most valuable
Study pipe-organ in your home town
is an 8 ft. stop pitched a trifle lower thanfrom nationally known organist.
surrounding foundation stops and, through by others as a Diapason. It is by such asset for calling forth ingenuity and
differences closely observed that the best knowledge in musicianship. It is out in
Send $1.00 for self-instructing course
vibratory interference, producing an undu¬
combinational qualities of the stops of the the quiet of country surroundings that the
lating effect in tone. The Vox Humana
organ in hand, especially for solo combina¬ organist is apt to realize and evaluate his
may be .-aid to represent a choir near, while
tions must be decided. However, in the opportunity for permanent progress. As
the Vox Cc leste represents it at a distance.
end it will be discovered that the builders
The Vox Humana in combination with the
Longfellow says,
have placed the stops in convenient groups “Not in the clamor of the crowded street
Stopped Diapason and Violina gives a
The true Standard of Exbelonging to each keyboard, usually ad¬ But in ourselves are triumph and defeat.
charming, soft and agreeable effect.
vancing in an orderly crescendo with each
All Harmonic stops such as Mixture,
next stop. So, in case the nomenclature
Winner of the highest award
SELF-HELP QUESTIONS ON
Sesquialtera, Cornet, Twelfth, Teirce,
is missing, the organist will hardly make
MR. MARKS’ ARTICLE
should be used with full organ only.
a mistake, after he has learned the direc¬
Special Orgoblo Junior for
1. How does organ legato differ front
How to begin experimentation in com¬
Reed and Student Organs.
tion of advancement by drawing the next
bining tones becomes a question 1 Draw a stop. (However, as an exception, the piano legato?
THE SPENCER TURBINE COMPANY
2. How may a sense of pedal location
stop; sound it and proceed to treat it Sowriter has encountered a 16 ft- stop in;
Organ Power Department
be
gained?
cratically, thus:
Hartford
Connecticut
terposed in the midst of the 8 ft., much
3. In what zrnys may accent be obtained
1st. Are the pipes metal or wood?
to his surprise and embarrassment.)
2nd. To what genus does the stop beEven with a small organ numerous addi¬ in hymn playingt
4. Name four types of stops with the
l°ng?
'
„ , ,
tional varieties of tone colors may be ob¬
tone quality of each.
3rd. Is its pitch a 32-16-8-4 or 2 ft..
I Gems
! of the Roat P
tained in solo work, by using a stop alone
5. How may the Reed . Tones be pre¬
4th. Is it a tone that can be used alone? and at a different pitch. For instance, a
Post,
5th. With what other stop does it best 16 ft. Bourdon used an octave higher, or vented from “flaring?’’

0RG0BL0

PART ffl
The Inner Shrine
T T IS WITH delectation that the young
± organist enters the inner shrine of
organ playing, the chamber of tone colors,
wherein he becomes so entranced that he
is frequently tempted to besmear his back¬
ground with glaring novelties. He adds a
new tone here and another there so that
often the main color-scheme of the musical
picture is diffused into meaninglessness.
But there are a few mainstays which, if
well understood, will hold him steady and
directed in a right course. This is the art
of registration, and, as it is very extensive
and each organ (through builders’ various
nomenclatures) possesses colors peculiar to
itself, the embryo artist can only gain a
grand, general view of the entire field and
then let his musical taste lead him onwards
until he secures the very best results from
bis own particular instrument.
But let him be wary and not allow such
fantastic tone-painting to entice him to
vary every _ motive or sectional phrase.
Rather let him adhere to the same coloring
for an entire sentence or movement and
thus sustain a recognizable connection.
Four distinct types of stops control the
expanse of organ colors, and their tone
qualities are governed by the pitch, the
shape and material of which the pipes are
composed:

Aside from interpretation and all that
„oes with it, the technical points given
®elow are essential to good chorus sing-

family. They are rather delicate in ton
and slow of speech, so are assisted usuall;
with a soft 8 ft. Flute stop, through whic
the penetrating Gamba quality easily cut!
Among these stops stand: for the peda
16 ft. Violone (Double Bass) and 8 f
Violoncello; for the manuals, Gamb;
Viol da Gamba, Salicional, Geigen Prir
cipal, all 8 ft. pipes, and 4 ft. Violins
Gamba tones are the most difficult to com
bine; for instance, the Gamba and Reec
or Gamba and Diapason, do not set wel
in simple combination, the resultant souni
being too meagre.
4th. Reed Tones. Such tones are pro
duced through a complicated mechanisn
of wood and metal constructed to allov
the free vibration of a metal tongue. TIt
Reed stops are: Posauna (Trombone)
trumpet, Oboe, Horn, Fagot or Bassoon
Clarinet, and 4. ft. Clarion. These ar
imitative stops and easily liable to flare
so they should be reinforced and steadiec
y a Bourdon or Flute stop of the sam<
pitch.

2nd. Flute Tones. These are delivered
through pipes of wood and are valuable to
impart richness and roundness to loud
combinations and to give body to solo Reed
or Gamba stops. In addition to the term
Flute, stops of this character are further
designated as Bourdons (32 and 16 ft)
Clarabella and Melodia (8 ft.), Flute D!
Amour or Flute Harmonique (4 ft )
and Piccolo or Flageolet (2 ft.) Flute
tones combine with all others.
The “Voces"
3rd. Gamba or String Tones. These
I
ADE>ITION to the above genera
pipes are constructed of metal and are in¬
there are a few fanciful stops termec
tended to represent the strings of the violin
(Continued on page 50)
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“TKfGieiN HAVING
Two three-manual and one two-manual
Wurlitzer and Kimball theatre unit organs—one a new $25,000 Wurlitzerfor lessons and practice. SpeciM coums
for pianists changing to organ. Advanced
pupils have the advantage of lessons be
fore the screen. Graduates are m
constant demand at big salanes.
Part scholarships available.
Write for Catalog E

COURSES IN
CHUR(
AND R

ORGAN PLAYING

Modern electric action church and concert organs for lessons and practice.
Special courses for pianists changing to
organ. Advanced pupils have many
unusual advantages. Graduates are
in constant demand.
Part
scholarships available.
Write for Catalog E2
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Band and Orchestra Department

WANTED

ORGAN. AND CHOIR QUESTIONS ANSWERED
By Henry S. Fry
Former President of the National Association of Organists,
Dean of the Pennsylvania Chapter of the A. G. O.
Ho question will be answered in THE ETUDE unless accompanied by the full name
and address of the inquirer. Only initials, or pseudonym given, will be published.

Theatre Organists
Positions paying salaries of $50
to $ 150 weekly are so many that
finished players are practically
assured of engagements through
the College.
Students have lessons and practice before the Screens provided by the Col
lege in its studios. New two, three and four manual Wurlitzer and Moeller
theatre organs for lessons and practice, owned and operated by th,
ollege.

Direction:
CHARLES H. DEMOREST and HENRY FRANCIS PARKS
Famous Theatre Organists

Winter Session Now
First Year (Beginners)
term—First working registrations.
term—Playing of weekly news features and song slides.
term—Short feature films and jazz.
term—Long feature films and cuing.

Second Year (Advanced)
term—Actual screen playing of feature films.
2nd term—Improvisation including waltzes, marches, jazz, etc.
3rd term—All scenics, effects and constant screen practice.
4th term—Screen playing before audiences.

LENGTH OF COURSE
•
w.„e which will be consumed in covering the course will be determined
to a large extent upon the ability as organists of those who take it. Students
who never have studied organ previously will require two full years to finish
Experienced organists may cover it in one year or less.
NOTE—Church and concert organists of experience are eligible to enter the
advanced course.

COMPLETE CATALOG ON REQUEST

STUDENT DORMITORIES
:n and women in college
milding. Piano fum

rZlZ*toe’pipes" Opposite directions ^XfoJueuTa cTsteUprin& “’4

hwsisut

the reed tongues.”
Q. As I expect to take up the study of
Motion Picture Playinq will you kindly saggest a list of hooks which would help me
prepare for screen playing! Where can I
secure such material!—R. R. M.
We suggest the following books pera- -----1—1-"ir„„ical
Aeenmeen playing:
“Music
anpaniment of Moving Pictures,” Lang an(
West ; “Organists’ Photo Play Instructions,’
May M. Mills; “Organ Jazz.” Eigenschenk
“Organ Interpretation of Popular Songs,’
Charles. These works may be secured fron
the publishers of The Etude.
where I can
lustic Chart

... ... ...

piano keyboa
HO! This i
second.—C. 1

a successful in find-

on the subject may be found in “Musica
.Sound,” Edward Watsou ; “Science of Music,’
Sedley Taylor; “Music and Musicians," A
Lavignac. From the latter we quote the vi¬
brations for the .notes included in the oc
tave extending upward from “Middle" C—

MUSICAL
60 East Van Buren St.
University of Music

. 345.2
1 matter °namelva
ich'octave shove
ach
<o.u octave
oe.a.e below
ueiuw
Middle C . 25!
Tenor C (octave lower). 12!
I’4 (octave higher).
;
The vibrations at other pitches mav be i
cured by use of a table of ratios, which m
be found in the books we have named. Thi
may be secured from the publishers of Tj
In other octaves is a sim
doubling the number for
and halving the number fo

h7ard PU Called
word should he “siXhing."

Joolc of *U8ic \c%fch u.in hare ZtesM^Z
opening and closing of stops.—F. M. \V.
a. We are presuming the instrument von
piay is a reed organ. There is really u0t
much variety of tone color possible iii the
specification you quote. The difference in
tone color of reed organ stops are not as
marked as in the stops of the pine organ
The probability
nrehnhilitv ie
.I..,,....1;
i tl.nl e,,„e
__the instrument include
combinations you use sound well
to use them and experiment for ot
possible with the limited equipn
though you do not state the pit
stops, we shall endeavor to give
idea of the character of those <
Diapason is the 8 ft. foundation I.
... _
organ. Dulcet is probably a softer ,H ft. tone
principa’ *--■•»*
■
4 ft. I*.-.
Fron
«t we judge
ie left-hand
Forte inIM.ip.
is
of
tthe
am stop if
creases th5„p?.wl
couples the keys one octa
exilian1 the
—» -= played. ...
.
probable 4 ft. stop for the right hand side <
the keyboard. \Ve do not know what tt
Echo Horn ^na^ be, perhaps a soi l s ft. sto

Swell

We presume the Melodia to be mi S ft.8 sto
for foundation tone on the rigid hand shl
of the keyboard to match the Diapason sto
on the left-hand side. The Celeste is prol
ably an additional 8 ft. stop, flute Fort
we presume increases the power of the Meli
dia when the knee swell is nqt open. Treb]
coupler couples the keys oim octave highe
“Roe
Some reed organ’'books .
Player,” by Lewis; “Classic
for the Organ,”
by JaV—
l„-t!nna
lections for r’hi.rot,
Church TTfl
Use," “24 Pieces cn
libre pour Orgue ou Harmonium.” I.y VI
“59 Original Pieces for Harmonium,
Franck. Landon’s “Reed Organ Met hoc
eludes an article on “Stops qnd Their

COLLEGE
&SfiSSSSS>
Chicago, Ill.
HERBERT WITHERSPOON, President
LEON SAMETINlf Vice-President
RUDOLPH GANZ, Vice-President
CARL D. KINSEY, Manager
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1" miniature first violin
I and solo cornet parts
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* jMobs’ Album of Master Clanic! tor Orche.trs
for Band. 14 numbers; 38 separate books,
Jacobs’Ensemble for Orchestra, Band and S
Rand 14 numbers; 41 separate books.
jacobs’ Folio for School Orchestras and Other Y
daC°- -.a] En!emble». Parts (or 47 instrum

(Continued from page 28)

D J«l7F.lio ofCl«.ic.f.
ics’for Orchestra. 2vo
15 nu

I
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f Check, Clip and Mail with 1
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120 Boyl.ton St._Beaton, Mas.,
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We suggest the following for your pur^Z^Ho^^ark ! Wi.e^1'JAt

also enable us to prove that—
—
nnlv a Buescher gives you these extra fearn: Snap-on Pads, greatest improvemen^
easy to replace, no cementing — Patented
Automatic Octave Key—perfect Scale Accu¬
singing of the latest “hit” ought not to tellectual and social salvage work under¬ racy—convenient key arrangement.
lie the regular policy of the class, the oc- taken in the special class, and the music
casional indulgence in a song, again of teacher 0f the class is an important dygreat importance to a certain child, may namjc fact0r in the organized efforts of
be a charitable deed toward him, waking thg modern public school educator and adup within him sentiments of thankfulness, lnin;strator to give due attention not only
The perfected Buescher Saxo¬
good will and security.
...
to the physical and the intellectual, but
phone is a marvelous instru¬
ment. It is the instrument
used by the greatest profes¬
and incompetent. Inasmuch as everybody vidual school child.
sionals — record-makers like
in supposed to go to school and not everyInasmuch as the same consideration wm
Clyde Doerr, Tom Brown,
body is born equipped to carry this load be gJven to the more complex and subtler
Bennie Krueger and Joseph
naturally, -e will drop
(m» emotional wants
of the
older high
. out even
•— wains ux
uic uxuci
xng
Smith. Only a Buescher satis¬
the ungraded class. However, others may school pupils and conege students and
fies them — only a Buescher
be helped to struggle on successfully in inasmuch as music will be called upon for
is good enough for you. It is
very important when learning
to have a good instrument.
CLYDE doerr The Buescher Saxophone is
Zm 1* .C,
„d ^...or .1 «* ¥mSSZSS5*ern perfected and simplified
that it is the easiest of all instruments to
worthwhile, even from the standpoint of dynamic function of body and mind, t
the proverbial hard-hearted taxpayer, to work of the music teachers will help the learn to play.
_■ .
whom a school child costs only five cents educational authorities to bring about a
a day while an institutional inmate costs more accurately balanced and proportioned
from’one dollar to three dollars and personality development of the newer Coraeq^rumpet, Trombone or other instrument.
over.
generations, as they knock successively at
Buescher Band Instrument Co.
2657 Buescher Block_Elkhart,_n _iana

IMusic for Subnormal (Children
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“The Periodical of Cultu«”

The AESTHETE Magazine H""» BiKf Par‘‘*

A bi-monthly periodical (six issues per year) for the
aesthetically inclined. A
^“sdli^fetc!
foHigemfbm not highbrow. The music in each issue is
wsstands.
,00 per yearSubscription:
by mail: 3-_
tteiMETt, 111 .. Room 1630, 32 West Rsadolph St. Chicago

Attention, Piano Teachers!
METRONOMES

Q. Will you please give me a; list of com¬
positions and collections oj easy onion music.
especially n._.

EASY*" PLAY
EASY *° PAY

jsrss Ji-s^raSs i. y — — - -

Tempo and Peachy an
predation «>t Rhythm.
Our Metronomes are
the finest quality i

ts^&^asgsgsass

E—

ft

in Z

5S3 — t »«.!», •» .< living.

w.(482 ;
Gentlemeu:WIthoutobliggtIng me m gpy way please send J

Venice, the Qity of Vreams
J. L. T
V
the matter-— The French Clock (with chimes), Franz BornA. The word used is “ciDherimr” son
schein; Wedding Chimes. Win. Faulkes;
use has been a anestim.
™L»r.lts from the South, James R. Gillette; Swing
The word is found in som" musical diction' S<!n®’ Ja?.les R- Gillette; Legend, G. II. Fedaries, the definition given agreeing wH^ the SS? i, H“>>s}nacht, J. Frank Frysinger;
accustomed usage but withoutsuzfosT.W IS! festivity Cyril Jenkins; Two Choral Prederivation. Our investigation
haiFrasultorMn
S’
■ Slclliano. Henry S.
nvestigation has
.
m Fry; Scherzoso, James 1. ...
» following opii
explanations wi [eh
so, R. JH. Woodman ; In Summer, C. A, Steb^ question, c
~
e a gtebbins; The Guarreston
» ‘fteerKr- C°r“

writCfette SunERS1*'
Aar

being of oblong formation, suggests bvits
^ Si Sff,',rmS *or Church and Recital,
shape a ‘cipher’ (0)."
"“SSests Dy Its Orem : A Book of Organ Music, Rogers : Thirty
J. C. Ungerer, St. Patrick’s c»rt,»,i„i at
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melophones.
Oboe and Bassoon Substitutes
horn parts on alto horns
if course in E-flat,
'T'HE OBOE and bassoon are frequentThe^arl a few of the makeshifts pos-*■ ly omitted from small orchestrations, ^ fof the energetic leader. Fortunately
but when necessary they may be simulated many of tliem jjave long been recognized
likewise on the reed organ or the harstandard publishers who utilize them
monium. Or the oboe part may be as- extensively in preparing orchestrations for
signed to a C-soprano and the bassoon to school and community players. It is needa baritone saxophone. The range and less to add that only one or two substi’
'-|
quality
of»’ voice
are- similar in
each mm
case tutes can be used very successfully at the
and possess that peculiar reedy color which same time in any one group and then only
discretion. The
harmonic balance of
these instruments give.
with discretion,
me naiuiuuiv.
Flute and clarinet parts may be played the whole ensemble should^ be the
You may have in your ^
consideration in any plan.
on the reed organ or harmonium or even
But remember, a substitute is only a own home for 6 days one
on the high register of the piano. Con¬
of these latest Buescher \
ductors have i in Used the E-flat soprano substitute and should be tolerated on y Saxophones, without or
until there is a possibility
substitute for the flute.
poss.uuuy of
ui domg with.. gation to keep it.
saxophone as a 'substitute
Frequently' saxophone parts make up out it. ^ the meantime the Pr°Per P^
also for the missing French horns in F.‘ should be in training to take the required
If not, extra cornetists may play French part.
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the church, demanding two choirs. Tins
led Wilbert to create what has smee been
known as antiphonal slngm®’in'V h ;
service is divided between the two etioir
The traditions of Wi laert
nificently sustained at St. Mark S, and
hope that our readers may somettmes b
in Venice on Sunday and lend themselves
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and not at the crowds °J r«‘less
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the voracious pigeons.
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TlfE ETUDE

Playing Over the Pptdio

The VIOLINIST’S ETUDE

A

Edited by

J

UDGING by the number of letters re¬
ceived on the subject by the Violin¬
ist’s Etude, the question of just what
can be accomplished in violin playing, in
the case of a late start, is of great inter¬
est to thousands of people. There are vast
numbers of people who having never had
the opportunity of studying the violin in
childhood, when it is the easiest to learn,
yet develop later on a keen love for the
instrument and a great desire to study it.
They do not care to take it up if there
is no prospect of acquiring a fairly good
technic and the ability to master composi¬
tions of reasonable difficulty.
The following letter, received from
...
gentlemen who started late but
who
_...
meeting with success
i professional violin
playing, sets forth with great clearness the
story of his musical education and gives
the steps by which he achieved success notwithstanding his late start.
From One Who Has Tried It
NOTICED in a recent numb r f
1 The Etude lour reX tnTfraw!
tion as to whether one could begin the'
study of the violin at the age of twenty
and learn to play the instrument fluently.
“Possibly my experience may encourage
some who are doubtful as to what they
can do and may lead them to give it a
thorough trial.
“I began violin study, at the age of nineteen, going to Rochester, New York, once
a week for lessons. This continued during
one season, and then I went to Chautauqua,
New York, and studied with the late
Bernhard Listemann during the summer.
I continued with him the following year in
Chicago, and later had short periods of
work under two other eminent teachers in
Chicago, the late S. E. Jacobssohn and the
late Theodore Spienng.
“This is the extent of my formal study
under instructors, but I have no hesitancy
in saying that I have learned much that
has been of vital importance through observation, reading and self-analysis. This
has been carried on continuously, and I
find that I make steady progress toward
perfection .which all should aim at but
which so very few attain.
“When in Chicago I played in public with
the late William H. Sherwood, the eminent
pianist, giving the entire Kreutser Sonata,
This will give an idea of what I have done
in a technical way, at least, and it is the
technical problem that is chiefly affected by
a late start.
Serious Handicap
tt'T'O THOSE who may attribute what
1 I have done to more than ordinary
musical ability, I say that, at the start my
ability to distinguish differences in pitch was
far from what it should be. There were
those who even said I never could learn to
play. But, by most careful listening, I have
trained my ear so that the most intricate
double stops and chords, such as those in
the Bach sonatas, give me no trouble, and
the accuracy of my intonation has often
been specially mentioned. So it may be
seen that, aside from the late start, I have
had to overcome a serious difficulty with
which many would not have had to conXt’
,
.
In view of all this I feel justified in
holding the opinion, that, except in very

Robert Braine
IT IS THE AMBITION OF THE ETUDE TO MAKE THIS VIOLIN DEPARTMENT
“A VIOLINIST’S MAGAZINE, COMPLETE IN ITSELF.”

A. Successful Late Start

“As I see it the argument against a late
start is based on questions of physical
conditions—a certain lack of pliability in
i°’nts and muscles. Of course, it cannot be
denied that these conditions are a handicap’ ®ut * contend that they can be overco™e“I must here state emphatically that a
vast difference in the ease or difficulty in
,Iearning win result from the correct or
mcorre<3 manner of holding the violin and
bow' 1 myself’ through the culpable neg°f
“y teacherS (I am speakblg- of
“T °f
°W" part'c“lar, cf«) ‘°
me the exact position of the left hand, had
t° “X tr0ub,e *n hold'"g the.,vl0lm> that
! Je^ry gav<; 1.t up’ Naturally, I began
°
that
ate Start Was t0° great
an obstacle to be overcome.
u °£’ .°^ever» 1 fee^ perfectly at home
Ti*
, 6 lnst.™rn®nt> ne'’pr use a pad and
t
P ay . w‘ , out a chin-rest, although,
Jor “e ~s sake as well as my own,
Zf
XX'' My earnest advice,
therefore’
a11 beginners and to others
ZL^ 6
Tw T u 18 tha‘
SUre that they have no fau,ty
P
p
.
, „. n
Practice of Difficult Passages
“R EPEATEDLY in The Etude and
ot^er publications I have seen advocated the methods of study and practice
which I have worked out for myself and
have passed on to my pupils.
(Your
*ast 'ssue had such a case.) Though' I
have studied Etudes of Kreutzer, Fiorillo
R°de> Bach, and other such composers
most of my technic has been acquired
through exercises invented from passages in my own repertoire; and I have
before me now quotations from Auer,
Hoffman, Godowsky and Bauer emphaticaPy endorsing this method.
“It: is'also a generally accepted opinion
that those who have to work hard to acquire any given skill or knowledge are
those best qualified as teachers to pass on
to.others tbe ®ethods by which such ac‘1,uire«ient has ^en made possible. When
'7 havue’
add‘tlon to tlus- a genuine love
*
®nthus.ias™ for teaching, and a protOUnd rea,lzat!on of the responsibility in-

volved, t is a reasonable supposition that
they a : exceptionally well qualified to
teach.’’
Our correspondent is to be congratulated
in overcoming the disadvantages of a late
start, in his own particular case. In enu¬
merating the obstacles which must be over¬
come, however, he overlooks the most im¬
portant of all, the coordination of the right
and left hands, arms and fingers. If it
case of training either hand separately.most ot tne disadvantages or uic
>a* «&rt would disappear. But each hand
has to execute simultaneously a number of
dissimilar movements, and the brain is
called upon to direct these motions. It is
a good deal like writing with the right
hand and drawing pictures with the left
hand at the same time. It has been
found that the power of the brain to divert
these dissimilar motions simultaneously is
increasingly difficult after the age of childhood and the early “teens>> have been
passed.

The Stiff Brain
c a nr
THf
dlfficulty
.
playlng the piano when a late start
has been made. Every piano teacher knows
that pupils of this sort< while ihW seem to
a.^e t0. ma^e considerable progress in
playing with each hand separately, are
helpless ^ when trying to “put the hands
together’’and play both parts at once. The
brain does not seem to be able to direct
the movements of both hands in coordotation as successfully as it would if
the study of the instrument had been begun in childhood, when muscles, joints,
brain and nervous system were in a
plastic state and could “grow” into what
was required of them. Many people put
down their failure in mastering an instrument in the case of a late start to
“stiff fingers.” In nearly all these in¬
stances it is a case of “stiff brain.”
However it is undoubtedly true that
a certain number of violin students have
succeeded in building up an advanced
technic, in the case of a late start. There
arc cases on record of violin students
starting in the “twenties” progressing far

Keeping Up With the Pubil
or
r
Rv Edith t vwwnnn Wtxtvt
y
™ LYNWOOD WlNN
In the public schools teachers are sup- assigned
5 him to play. Each lesson is
posed to prepare their work for the n
graded and commented upon.
day. The private teacher should do
When one goes to one’s physician he
also.
He should prepare the ex
takes a large book and looks up all preamount of material to be used, keep „„
the treatment and medicine
account of the previous lesson output and given He
is now ready, to compare his
select new music so as to avoid delay at patient’s ore
s present condition with the past,
hould be in music teaching. The
vffilliXfbicntl^'X
“ill
'TV0'^
thC
X
'eSSOn
“d
be
°n
time'
“Wel1’
what
So
;t
should
violin fluently, even though beginning as have we today?” is the comment of
teacher should keep a careful recording
late as at twenty or twenty-five years of teacher who "does not “keep ud” She of mmir otnfl.Vd
efrffiPr0Vffled be.or, shviS 7Pable °.f eX' Sb°uld know what the pupd has- She work and general avfra'ge Ts to work
ertmg sufficient miens,ty of mental and should refer to her note book occasionally. In this way a definite course nf It J
'
phystca! effort.
No pupi, can avoid pIayi
what has bey
way
dehlpte course of study ,s

\ LMOST EVERY violinist, great
and small, plays over the radio now- •
L
adays* Still there are a few excep• , Fritz Kreisler positively refuses to
ooear at the “mike” under any circum¬
stances, notwithstanding the offer of daz¬
zling sums for a radio recital. Paderewski,
among the pianists, never broadcasts, al¬
though he, too, could make large sums for
radio appearances. A few others might be
mentioned, but the number of eminent vio¬
linists and other instrumentalists who do
take go°d radio engagements is growing
steadily larger..
When the radio was in its mtancy musi¬
cians with a reputation fought shy of it.
Some thought broadcasting beneath their
dignity. Others thought that static, fad¬
ing and crude transmission would give the
radio public a very poor notion of their
ability and that their professional stand¬
ing would be damaged thereby. The fees
paid for radio engagements were also only
a fraction of what are paid today to a
good artist.
,
, ,
The present-day violinist, as he looks
at it, feels that he cannot afford to neglect

enough to master the standard violin con¬
certos or the first violin parts of the
repertoire of symphony orchestras. Many
“ have succeeded as teachers after a
late start. Such c
5 are comparatively
however, and all violin authorities
agree that learning to play the violin is
increasingly difficult after the age of child¬
hood.
Practically all the great violin virtuosi
of the world began before ten years of age
In answering correspondents of The
Etude, prospective students and friends
who have sought advice before making a
late start in violin study, I have always
advised against such a start where the in¬
tention was to make violin playing a pro¬
fession. This would involve several years
of hard study and the outlay of several
thousand dollars, and the risk of dis¬
appointment would be too great. The ma¬
jority of all violinists doing the better
classes of professional work have com¬
pletely finished their musical educations
before the age of twenty.
But in cases where the student wishes
to study the violin as an accomplishment,
or for a pure love of the instrument, I
am heartily in favor of all attempts, he
they late or early. Where they have talent
and are really musical, every one of these
late starters can learn a certain amount,
some more than others, of ouirsc. They
may not be able to learn the Bruch Violin
Concerto, it is true, but they can learn to
play The Swan, the Berceuse from "Joce¬
lyn,’ the Gavotte by Gossec, and hundreds
of other beautiful pieces. Playing the violin
is a delightful accomplishment. It is a
rare pleasure to play even the simplest
melodies.

the immense publicity which comes from
an appearance before the ever-widening
radio audience. He feels, moreover, that
the radio public knows enough by now to
make allowances for static, fading and
other unpleasant effects. Besides, now
that practically all concert violinists play
for the radio, the handicaps of statics,
fading and poor radio sets are their com¬
mon lot.
At first it was believed that when peo¬
ple had heard a violinist over the radio
they would not go to the trouble and ex¬
pense of attending a concert to hear him.
It is now thought, however, that the radio
appearance only whets the desire of the
public to hear and see the real player.
They reason that his playing will give
much more enjoyment to them when they
can hear it without obstruction. If this
view of the matter is correct more engage¬
ments on the concert stage will result.
Among eminent musicians who, while
they recognize the value of the radio, do
not personally care to have their organiza¬
tions broadcast, is John Philip Sousa,

America’s famous composer and band
leader, whose band has never been heard
over the radio. Mr. Sousa discusses the
matter in an entertaining way in his late
book, “Marching Along.” He says :
“At the moment radio is undoubtedly
wielding a tremendous influence over the
public. By this medium the masses are
becoming acquainted as never before with
the.best of the world’s music. It is pleas¬
anter, moreover, at times to give one’s self
up to the charms of music with pipe and
footstool at hand than in the crowded concert hall. 1 cannot tell whether this influence extends to the student of music in
his practice.
“The radio fulfills its purpose just as
the movies do, but its scope is limited.
The rapport between performer and
audience is invaluable and can be fully
attained only through actual vision. I
have refrained from broadcasting for this
very reason; I am reluctant to lose the
warm personal touch with my audience.
Still, the radio is excellent for our busy

Tahe (fountry Fiddler <Boom

liance and shadowy, invit¬
ing depth to the eyes. The
easiest eyelash beautifier to
apply ... Perfectly harmless.
Used by thousands.Try it. Sol¬
id or waterproof Liquid Maybelline, Black or Brown, 75c
atall toilet goods counters.
MAYBELLINE CO.. C1HICAQO

Tdhe ‘Poor Fiddler’s Ode
His Fiddle

Speaking of the extraordinary revival
of interest in the country fiddler, and the
old time jig tunes, which America has
enjoyed the past season, the Springfield,
Massachusetts, Republican says:
“The boom might not have got very
far, and certainly it could not have made
such stupendous progress, but for the in¬
tervention of radio, which has enabled mil¬
lions of people to discover for themselves
what the old-time fiddling was like. To
be sure these veterans of seventy years
and over who were dug out of their long
seclusion would hardly pretend that their
elbows are as lively or their fingers as
agile as in the good old days before rec¬
ords, player-pianos and jazz bands were
though of.
“To musicians trained in orthodox fashicn, reading notes almost as soon as they
learn to read books, it is astonishing how
much the old-timers managed to pick up

by ear, perhaps with no lessons at all.
Simple in a musical sense, the old jigging
tunes to which so many generations danced
are technically rather intricate with their
snappy bowings and little quirks and
graces which are among the great charms
of fiddle music. It is surprising that so
many of the old tunes have been trans¬
mitted so accurately by ear, in many cases
the fiddle having preserved a folk song
the words of which were long since lost.
“It is an interesting phase of the art of
violin playing, and the old-time fiddlers
are a pathetic survival of a day when
amusements were few but perhaps all the
more fondly cherished; certainly the fid¬
dler who got a livelihood playing for the
old-time dances got more fun out of it
than the jaded musician in a modern jazz
band; and in his own modest way he
could style himself a son of the muses.”

of trial offer c

Get together
By

Caroline V. Wood

To share in the inestimable benefits and
pleasures of ensemble playing and accom¬
panying, one need not be an accomplished
musican. Practice works wonders and
every rehearsal means progress.
If the student plays an instrument he
should lose no opportunity to play with
others. Nor should he wait for someone
else to take the initiative. Let him start
something himself. There are countless
opportunities around him which he is
letting pass by unnoticed or unclaimed.
Aside from the valuable experience for
which he may be thankful some later day,
there is a world of joy in playing in trios,
quartets, orchestras and piano duets and in
accompanying singers, violinists and ’cell¬
ists. Many popular pieces of the better

uuiers ailing,
Nurse a railing,
Billy hooping,
Betsy crouping.

With gay and brilliant sounds,
some sweet, tho’ t ransient solace lend.
Thy polished neck, in close embrace,
I clasp, whilst joy illumes my face.
YVnen,0 er thy strings I draw my bow,
My drooping Spirit pants to rise;
A lively strain I touch — and lo!
I seen, to mount above the skies,
mere, on fancy s wing I soar.
ut skip o’er the strings,
.,s„my.,1,1,1 fiddle sings.
Cheerily oh! merrily go!
■' *ood master.
well
"I
will
"FX!1JLUp, ‘n mo’ t0
dmv" fmlow.”
Fof ssolemn”?
Z'LZrt1 “Ct?on’ m»'™nihe”sinumismaei:m;

sort have been arranged for small in¬
strumental combinations, and the chamber
music of Haydn, Mozart and other makes
interesting practice.
The same general advice holds true for
those who sing. If the singer enjoys sing¬
ing by himself, the chances are that he
will find even more pleasure in participat¬
ing in vocal duets, trios or quartets.
Many an amateur who apparently plays
solo numbers quite well fails miserably
when called upon to play with anyone
else. The reason may be due to shyness
or to carelessness when playing alone.'
But he should not let such habits of mind
stand in his way. He can overcome them
by playing or singing with others if he
is prepared to get the most out of such
practice.

"The first experience of playing with another or supporting instru¬
ment preferably stringed, should be continued in one form or another,
until’the pupil has gained competent command of the technical resources
of the instrument.’’—Gustav Saenger.

bSr°nbroSteq?bly:
An? an<!
my cyS »lS*trare o’erfl!
r?»,J)?rS!at.l0n mild’ soon smooths my wrinkled bro1
Iteedy Hautboy may squeak, wailing Flaulo may squall
me Serpent may gruni, and the Trombone may bawl,
-0U ; my old Piddle’s the Pri"“ of them alL
Could e en Dryden return, tby praise to rehearse
His Ode to Cecilia would seem nigged verse.
Now to thy rase. In flannel warm to lie
Till call’d again to pipe thy mast er's eye.
‘Apollo.’’
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Vhe ‘Minor Key Signature
By Herbert Wendell Austin
What is the minor key signature?
Many students refuse to admit that it has
a signature at all on the theory that the
sharped seventh is an accidental. Certain
theorists deal with this same degree of
the minor scale as an accidental; others
declare that it is a part of the minor key
signature. Under these conflicting con¬
ditions what shall we call the sharped
seventh and how shall we know the minor
key when we encounter it?
There is such a thing as a minor key,
and it is distinctively different from its
relative major. Moreover, we enter into
minor keys more often than we realize in
short modulations. Less frequently we
have entire compositions in the minor.

Now it is true that the sharped seventh
has all of the appearances of an accidental,
but it is one of the component and char¬
acteristic tones of the minor key. In the
minor key, then, it is not an accidental—
it is a part of the key itself. It is a lead¬
ing tone of the minor, and, by its weird
tonality, establishes the key. Assuredly,
therefore, the sharped seventh must be a
part of the minor key signature.
But this seventh note is not always
raised by the sharp character. In flatted
keys the effect may be produced by a nat¬
ural, and, in some sharped keys, by a
double-sharp. In any case the raising of
the seventh degree (the fifth of the rela¬
tive major) can establish the minor.

Self'Made Musical History J\[ote <Boo\s
By Blanche Pickering
Making their own musical history note¬
books containing the lives of classical com¬
posers as well as the modern ones gives
the pupils an enjoyment almost unbeliev¬
able.
When pupils have finished a piece and
have played it from memory, they may
be given a picture of a famous composer
to be placed in their note-books. The
pupil must then look up the life of that

composer and write a brief sketch of it
in the note-book under the picture. Also,
it is well to write down the name of the
piece that has just been learned, together
with its composer.
When the note-books are completed the
pupils have not only gained a knowledge
of musical history but have also added
many new pieces to their repertoire. For
each picture represents a new piece learned.

"In many respects Wagner resembles Napoleon III. Like him he al¬
ways had faith in his work, notwithstanding the most adverse circum¬
stances. All the means which could help him toward the goal of his as¬
pirations he has employed with an energy which no musician has possessed
before him to the same degree.”—Ferdinand Hiller.

D.

By Olga C. Moore

Hopkins

A

antecedent or thesis, the second the con¬
ll MUSIC of any value has a
sequent or antithesis. In the next eight
well-defined plan, just as have all
measures the first period is exactly re¬
buildings that lay any claim to
peated. After this there is an entirely new
beauty.
Examine the melody of Ola
melody with a different rhythm, a different
Folks at Home. It has a four-measure
direction of melody tones and a higher
pitch register. This is followed by another
Antecedent Phrase.
four-measure phrase which will be found
to be identical with phrase two.
The melody therefore has six phrases
(four measures each) combined in pairs
into three periods. The consequent phrases
of all the periods are identical and the
antecedents of one and two are also alike.
But the antecedent of period three is
different. The composer did this because
of the fact that more variety is secured
by having something entirely new at this
point. It is this variety that makes the
melody more interesting.
The diagram given below is the mold in
which Old Folks at Home is shaped.
It will be noticed that each phrase is
given a letter. When it is repeated the
same letter is used, but with some mark
to distinguish it from the first letter. Thus
A, repeated, becomes A'.
Here we have the two principles upon
phrase at the beginning, then another four- which all music is constructed : (1) there
must
be repetition in order to get symmetry
measure phrase almost like the first one

Inn ml limml ll
Antecedent
phrase
1st

3rd PERIOD

2nd PERIOD

1st PERIOD

Consequent
phrase
2nd

phrase

ll All
Consequent
phrase
6th

Vhe <Business'Li\e teacher
By W. F. Gates
punctuation and rhetoric. Or, better, he
hires a stenographer one day a week
to write collection letters, solicitation let¬
ters, press notices and programs.
The modern teacher expects to secure
the respect of the profession as well as
the patronage of the public. He uses the
pupils’ abilities to prove his success as a
teacher. Not, however, by loading them
down with “exhibition pieces” but by giv¬
ing material entirely within their abilities
and seeing that they give it musical as
well as technical qualities.
Finally, the modern teacher forms hu¬
man associations. He does not keep boxed
up within his shell. He is social and dem¬
ocratic. He does not try to attract by
assuming vagaries of dress or manner or
repel by donning the “high hat.”

Tone Silent Tjrumpeters
By Samuel G. Altizer
Rossini once attended a luncheon given
to Meyerbeer, at which he disappointed
his hostess by refusing to eat a bite. In
answer to her enquiries, says Louis Engel
in “From Handel to Halle,” Rossini ex¬
plained that “I never eat between my
breakfast and my dinner. Of course you
will ask me why, then, I came to a
luncheon party? I will tell you. The
other day I was invited to hear a per¬
formance of-my ‘William Tell’ Overture.
At the moment when the allegro begins
1 saw twt> men in the band putting their
trumpets up, but I could not, for the life

A lively interest in arpeggio practice every other octave accented. Last, he
v be created by varying the accents, plays the arpeggio very quickly.
The student first plays the following:

CHICAGO
MUSICAL
COLLEGE
62nd Year

HERBERT WITHERSPOON, President
LEON SAMETIN1, Vice-President
RUDOLPH GANZ, Vice-President_
(Continued from page 26)

WINTER TERM NOW

it is fully replete with his own spon'tarfe- I
virtually the composer s Swan Song, hav¬
I
ing been composed two moults previous ous and exuberant melodic beauty.
It is said that Schubert regarded this I
to his pathetic end. Although “death with
work as a study for the great “C Major I
150 teachers of world-wide reputation.
Private lessons I
gentle premonitory steps had stolen on
Symphony.” Certainly, if one should wish
him, in September,” he nevertheless was
to consider it as a study, they would have I
able to compose several works before the
to admit it as a. brilliant hnd beautiful I
creation at the same time. It is quite
lengthy but always interesting. It may I
well be considered as a miniature sym- I
Schubert’s Swan Song
phony, although strictly speaking its form I Classical Dancing.
HERE IS in this C Major Quintet an is different. The recording of this work I
almost perfect tonal balance and a is very clear and most convincing. The I No entrance requirements except for
modulatory concept which breathes of the performance of the Lener Quartet and
I and Degree Courses which are accredited by all States
sensibility of its composer's spirit. It is their associates is about as perfect as we I
and Institutions.
perhaps one of the most humanly appeal¬ could expect in a work of its kind. These
ing works of its kind ever written. One eight musicians prove themselves of the
writes of it but to adorn, for here, apart finest, and, in coming together to record this
from mere sentimentality, is a work of octet, they have wisely considered Schu¬
genuine poetry only to be described by a bert’s spontaneity as the keynote for their
similar complimentary sincerity. The work interpretive concept. (Six Columbia discs,
is played by the London String Quartet numbers 67458-67463;)
I
Theatre “Little Theatre” and Recital Halls in Q,ollege
The Etude wishes to recommend the al¬
with Horace Britt. We mark it as one ot
the finest and most impressive recordings bum issued by Victor of the complete opera
| Building for debuts in all branches of Mysic and Dragiven to us through Columbia’s Centenary ‘•La Boheme.” It is sung by good singers and
matic Art.
movement. There are six records m this presents an artistry which is very, com¬
mendable. Also, Columbia’s releases of
set, numlier 67448-67453.
Schubert’s “Moments Musical” and the
Schubert’s Octet in F Major dates from
four Impromptus, Opus 142, as played
the early part of 1824. It is written for
bv Ethel Leginska, projects a technical
clarinet, horn, bassoon, two violins, viola,
dexterity that is commendable, although
’cello and double-bass. It was modelle
scarcely praiseworthy for any poetic feel¬
upon Beethoven’s Septet, Opus 20. in
ing This pianist seems to perfect her
fact, each movement of Beethoven’s work
technic to the detriment of her sensibility.
has a counterpart in that of Schubert.
The Sonatina in D Major, issued in the
Regardless of this imitation m form
same album as Moments Musical, played
Schubert’s Octet is an original work. It
by Sammons and Murdoch, is a delightful
may be looked upon as a compliment to
work of youthful charm perfectly inter¬
Beethoven, but it also must be recognized
preted by two sensitive musicians.
as an achievement for its composer; tor

T

B

Antecedent
phrase
5th

but with a different cadence. In singing and unity, that is, a sense of oneness; and
or playing these eight measures you will (2) there must be variation or contrast
find that they make a fairly complete in the repetition to relieve monotony. In
melody by themselves. Such a bit of fulfilling both these requirements Old
music is called an eight-measure period. Folks at Home, by Stephen Foster, shows
A period must always have two balanced itself to be a true song and one of the
phrases, the first of which is called the highest type.

What is the progressive musician doing
that is different from former years?
In the first place he is letting the public
know who he is, what he knows, what
he can do. This is called advertising.
Not to advertise in the best local mediums
today is to admit one’s self unknown to
the public. And the public, be it remem¬
bered, is the one that pays the freight!
The public used to hunt up the man who
made the mouse-traps, we are told. In
1927 one has to go to the public, trap in
hand. Merit is no less necessary than
formerly; but the merit must be ad¬
vertised with dignity and persistency.
The modern teacher writes to the people
he wants to interest. As most teachers
are not Spencerian adepts, he uses a type¬
writer, after brushing up his spelling,
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of me, hear one note; so I asked the man¬
ager why they did not play.
“ ‘Oh, that is very simple,’ he said. ‘I
could not get two trumpeters, but I
thought I’d get some men to hold up the
trumpets. It always looks well to see
trumpets in an orchestra. But, of course,
as they can’t play, you can’t hear them.’
“Now, I can’t eat any more than they
could play; but, as Meyerbeer who is so
superstitious would have taken it for a
bad omen if 1 had sent an excuse, I
thought I would just sit behind my plate,
because it looks well to have old friends
sit down around one’s table.”
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by Kelar Bela, Orientate h.v Cui, Meditation
from * Thais * by Massenet, Serenade Badine
by Gabriel Marie, Obertass
Wieniawski tlerrcuse bv Renard, Berceuse
from “Jocelyn” by Godard, Fantasia from
“Traviata” bv Singelee, Cavatina by Raff.
Polish Dance by Severn. Difbesjrcud by
Kreisler, Caprice Viennois (dim milt)
Kreisler, Waifs: in A Major by I‘ra^8’A, "
loldtanz bv Eherhardt, Souvenir de WieniawsM by Haesche, Hungarian Dance by the
same composer.
How Well are They Learned ?
J. L.—Whether or not you ha n lee !
progress in three years in learning tne ust

you name.
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Kreutzer before attempting tb<i pieces to
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A “Different” (Recital

Sight ‘Reading, a Supplement to the ‘Regular Lesson
By

AMERICAN
CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC
I. HATTSTAEDT

Chicago’s Foremost School of Music
Offers modern courses in Piano, Voice, Violin, Organ,
Public School Music, Harmony, Composition, Orches¬
tra Instruments, Dramatic Art, Expression, Modern
Languages, Dancing, etc.
Eminent Faculty of 125 Artist-instructors.

While sight-reading is to a certain ex¬
tent a gift, it is nearly altogether intelli¬
gent, day-by-day toiling. It must be
regular or the mind will forget what it
has learned; it must be intelligent, for
thoughtless, slovenly practice leads one no¬
where.
To make his study of real value the stu¬
dent should remember to choose all types
of music, but music which lies well with¬
in his range. The music department which
most libraries possess is an invaluable aid
in this regard. For here the student can
get folk-dances, exercises and studies,
back numbers of the Etude, beautiful

An Ounce of Prevention
Superior School of Normal Training Supplies Teachers for
Colleges
School of Opera, School of
Theatre Organ Playing,
School of Acting, Class Pi¬
ano Methods in Public
Schools, Children’s Depart¬
ment, etc.

Teachers’ Certificates, Di¬
plomas, Degrees conferred
by authority of State of Il¬
linois. Unsurpassed free ad¬
vantages, desirable Dormi¬
tory accommodations. Stu¬
dents may enter at any time.

SUMMER MASTER SCHOOL

By

A. : 5. West

Teachers all know how many times
pupils come for their lessons with colds—
coughing and with poor little noses “run¬
ning.” There is a frequent bringing of the
much-soiled pocket handkerchief which,
alas, is not always used. The hands, in¬
stead, are often about the face, and then—
onto the keys they go!
After such'a pupil leaves it is well al¬
ways to wash the piano keys before touch¬
ing them or allowing the next pupil to play.

Or, if the pupil coughs a great deal, the
teacher may take just a few moments to
hastily wash out her mouth with an anti¬
septic. Inihis way she avoids contracting
her pupils’ colds and protects the other
pupils as well.
This may sound somewhat “fussy,” hut
it is always right to be “on the safe side,”
especially where the health of children is
concerned. The day for hygienic careless¬
ness has passed.

June 24 — August 4,1929
Send for free catalog.

Address Secretary

AMERICAN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
57* Kimball Hall, Chicago, Ill.

g>tarn>tt School
CONSERVATORY of MUSIC

COSMOPOLITAN
“:r music*"™™

By

Ethel Willard Thorniley
numbers for solo, ensemble music and
many other kinds.
If he is a real student he will find that
fifteen or twenty minutes each day will
give him a broader and more facile tech¬
nic, a more sympathetic and intelligent
interpretation and a better understanding
of music.
It will also supplement his regular in¬
struction in giving him additional examples
of the problems in technic and interpreta¬
tion which he has been studying, and in
giving him far more phases and types of
music than would be possible in an hour’s
weekly lesson with a busy teacher.

Letters from Etude Friends

Vida Roper

(Cincinnati (fonscroatorjg

As the girls came toward the other side
One day in preparing the program for
^nnthlv piano recital, a piano teacher of the woods, they spied horses and wagons
discovered that practically all the titles had and dark-eyed children playing about.
“Oh
1” they cried, “a Camp of the
7 d0 with birds, flowers, trees or. other
u* 5 or experiences met with in the Gypsies!” As they drew near an old gypsy
woman saw them and, anxious to make a
rountry in the summertime.
As the class consisted of fifteen girls little money, told them that if they would
lived in a seashore town, she con- “cross her palm” she would tell all their
reived the idea of arranging the recital in fortunes. As they complied she told them
a Curious Story. After that they were
tory f°rm depicting a summer day’s ad¬
entertained by the performance of a Jug¬
ventures in the country.
Each girl was told to listen for her cue gler. Then a couple whirled around for
, . name of her selection) as the story them in a Tarantellc. Last of all a Span¬
s related and without further announce- ish gypsy sang to the accompaniment of
Went to go to the piano and perform, his guitar a Spanish serenade which he
fter which the story was resumed. They called In Old Granada.
As the girls started back to the farm
were also given printed programs which
ve them some idea of their place on they stopped awhile to listen to the Song
fhe program and informed the others who of the Robin and afterwards watched the
flight of The Swallows. Twilight was
the composer of each selection was.
As they did not know the story or their beginning to fall as they neared the farm¬
exact place in it, they were all kept on the house and they began to feel tired after
their many adventures and to wish for the
alert listening for their cue.
The story was as follows; Once upon quiet that falls in the country When Eve¬
time a group of girls who lived in a ning Conies. By the time they reached
seashore town thought they would like to their destination they were ready to go to
spend a summer’s day in the country. One sleep. Before long they were all Dreamof them had grandparents who lived on mg.
The programs handed them read as fol¬
a farm not so far away. The farm house
was big and roomy and the old folks wrote lows :
that they would be glad to see their grand¬
daughter and her friends. So they all
A Day in the Qountry
went there to stay overnight.
Sparrows Chirping.Behr
Early in the morning they were awak¬
Morning Prayer.• Streabbog
ened by The Sparrows Chirping. When
Fun in the Country.Oesten
they arose and came downstairs, they had
Boating .Hudson
a regular country breakfast and then they
In the Hammock.Ferber
all gathered together in a room while the
Wayside Rose.Fischer
old couple held their usual Morning Dance of the Wood Sprites.Forman
Prayer. After that they talked over how
they should have a day’s Fun in the Coun- Camp of the Gipsies.•-Behr
Curious Story..Heller
■ try Mary decided that she would like to
go Boating. Frances said that she would Juggler .Dutton
Tarantelle .Burgmiiller
rather stay in the orchard swinging In the
In Old Granada.Smith
Hammock. The others started for a walk
Song of the Robin.•.Warren
towards the woods. On their way Anna The Swallows.Bachmann
plucked A Wayside Rose. As they came When Evening Comes.Hudson
into the woods they suddenly heard music. Traumerei .Schumann
They went toward the sound and, as they
The recital was a great success and the
remained hidden behind the trees, they saw girls were all delighted with the idea. It
a Dance of the Wood Sprites. At a slight can readily be seen that this plan permits
noise made by one of the girls, the sprites
of infinite variation.
took fright and disappeared.

wh0

Questions and Answers
(Continued from page 7)

semhle instrument, full symphony orches¬
tra, opera, all branches of theory . Dramatic
Art, Languages, Dancing, Public School
Music (accredited).
——_
Ten acre woodedjampua. ^ AU .
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that the pupil’s sense of rhythm is nil:

120 Claremont Ave.
New York City
FRANK DAMROSCH, Dean
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Let him in this way get a clear notion
of the rhythm of each new composition
before he begins to practice the notes.
You may help matters also by playing
his piece for him, emphasizing the accents
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Publisher’s
Calendars
The January Etude goes to press long
before it is possible to gauge the total
demand for our Musical Calendar for
1929, but if there is any dependence in
beauty of design and color effects as an in¬
centive to buy so seasonable, useful and in¬
expensive a gift there will be but few of
these calendars left when this notice is
read. Everyone who has seen this hand¬
some masterpiece of artistic color print¬
ing and mounting- has been impressed by
its charm and good taste. Any music
lover, any student, any teacher will ap¬
preciate this calendar, depicting an his¬
toric episode in Mozart’s child life. Hang
one in your studio or music room and
note how everyone stops to look at it! An
early order will probably be filled, but don't
wait too long! The price is 12c each or
$1.25 a dozen. See complete description
on page 961 in the December Etude.

INSTANTANEOUS WORLD-WIDE RECOGNITION
✓7*=> HE instantaneous recognition given to
( <") “Music Play for Every Day,” the new be^ ginner’s book for very little children start¬
ing to study the piano, has been world-wide.
Single orders for quantities from 250 to 500
have come from distances as remote as 12,000 to
15,000 miles.
It has been one of the sensations of the musical
educational field.
Written by experts with inimitable opportu¬
nities for understanding the real needs—teachers
verywhere immediately recognized this book as one they had needed for
Its irresistible sincerity, charm and human qualities a
likely to be equalled.
Here is a new epoch in juvenile piano training.
When the teachers tried it out with their pupils they found the children
so fascinated and realized that the book insured such rapid, scientific
pedagogical progress we were overwhelmed with letters of unbounded en¬
thusiasm.
More than this, the book has proved a “business maker” for hundreds ot
teachers. That is, the pupils are so delighted with the work that they tell
others who in due time seek out the teacher using it. Scores of letters
report this.
The book may be used equally well in private instruction or in class
instruction, in the studio or in schools. It is composed of twenty “play¬
times” and is published with the entire twenty “playtimes” bound in one
hook. Each “playtime” also may be obtained bound separately, or the
work may be had in Parts One to Four, each part including five “playtimes.”
Most teachers use the book as a whole. If you have not seen this epochmaking work we shall be pleased to send you copies at once.
Price complete, $1.25; each “playtime,” 25 cents; each part 40 cents,
with the customary discount to teachers and schools.

New Music on Sale
Although practically half the active
teaching season has passed, yet the num¬
ber of teachers subscribing for New
Music stands at a higher figure at this
period than in any previous season. This
is doubtless due to larger classes and
greater interest in music study.
The New Music that we send each month
to teachers provides an abundance of fresh
material that is welcomed as supplement¬
ing the more or less familiar standard
numbers in general use. There will be
three (perhaps four) more of these lots of
Advance of Publication Offers—January, 1929
about twelve pieces delivered to New
Music subscribers during the present sea¬
Paragraphs on These Forthcoming Publications will be found under These Notes.
son. Every piece is returnable if not
These Works are in the course of Preparation and Ordered Copies will be
used. Whether one teaches piano, voice,
delivered when ready.
violin or organ or is a pianist, singer, vio¬
-R. S. Stoughton.60
linist or organist, there is no better or Algerian Dances—Pij
-Lily Strickland.60
more dependable way to keep in touch Blue Ridge Idyls—Pi.
Violin and Cello.75
with representative New Music.
This Book of Trios for Pia
Piano Pii
Classic and Modern Band and Orchestra
service is offered not only to our regular
Pirate’s
, The—Ope! ta—Mrs.
Collection—jos. E. Maddy and Wilfred
customers, but also to those who do their
R. R. 1
..35c
Wilson—farts.
general music buying elsewhere. There is
Piano Accompaniment to Orchestra.40c
Bilbro .35c
no obligation to purchase or pay for any Concert Orchestra Folio—Parts.15c
Piano Accompaniment.30c Six Study Pieces for the Left Hand
New Music not kept or used, and those
Alone—Berger .25c
who prefer to do so may purchase ad¬ Concertino No. 1—Violin—F. Seitz.35c
No. 2—Violin—F. Seitz.35c Sonatina—Organ—James H. Rogers.40c
ditional copies at the most convenient Concertino
Easy Pieces for the Development of
Stories to Sing To—Gladys Taylor.20c
Technic—Piano—Weight .25c - Three Dances From Henry VIII—Piano—
A mere postal card request specifying How to Master the Violin—Frederick E.
German .40c
the kind of New Music wanted will start
Hahn .$1.00 To A Katydid—Children’s Cantata—Carl
Busch .30c
these packages going to the address of any Lehser’s Ensemble Method, Viola, Cello
AND Bass Parts—Will H. Bryant—each.35c Tunes for Little Folks—M. L. Preston_35c
one embraced in the classifications pre¬
viously mentioned.
Concert Orchestra Folio
This work will soon be off the press but
we are continuing the special introductory
offer for at least another month. There
have been unavoidable delays but the work
will be all the better in consequence
thereof.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication for the instrumental
parts is 15 cents each, postpaid, and of
the piano part, 30 cents, postpaid.
Algerian Dances
Suite for the Pianoforte
By R. S. Stoughton
These dances were originally written
for Ruth St. Denis, for a series of Oriental
novelties. As incorporated by the com¬
poser into a suite, they make very effective
piano solos. They would also prove in¬
valuable in picture playing for certain
scenes. In point of difficulty they lie in
grades four and five.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 60 cents per copy,
postpaid.
\

A Music Salesroom for the
World
. The' most jealously guarded element in
the Theodore Presser Co. business is the
personal interest in each and every inquiry
or order received. The new teacher strug¬
gling with a few pupils in an obscure
community stands side by side with the
Dean of the largest college or conserva¬
tory in securing attention and services
aimed to be helpful, accurate and econ¬
omical. We not only maintain a corps of
experienced music clerks inbued with the
service ideals that we delight in proving
are a help and saving to our patrons but
further, we keep invested tremendous sums
of money in maintaining the World’s larg¬
est aggregation of music publications, so
that practically any desired musical work
from a little teaching piece to a score
may be furnished promptly. If not ac¬
quainted with our mail order service, ask
for details and catalogs upon branches
in which you are interested.
Blue Ridge Idyls
Suite for Pianoforte
By Lily Strickland
While practically all of our most suc¬
cessful artists purposely travel for the
beneficial results thus obtained in their
profession, few composers can lay claim to
the opportunities that Lily Strickland has
had in various parts of the world to gain
colorful atmospheres, which give so in¬
tense an interest to her compositions.
Although now sojourning in India, in
retrospection she gives us a beautiful
piano suite entitled “Blue Ridge Idyls.”
As a native of the South, she is able to
present in faithful portrayal some of the
customs, habits and characteristics found
in this fascinating section of our country.
The average good player, or the student
advancing in the fourth grade, nr better,
will find these compositions novelties of a
high musical character.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 60 cents.

The Pirate’s Umbrella
Operetta for Boys
By Mbs. R. R. Forman
Here we have a distinctive operetta for
boys. It has just the rugged and pic¬
turesque qualities, both in the book and in
the music, that will appeal to the boy’s
imagination. The dialog throughout is
very bright and the music is full of go,
and genuine melody. The work is not at
Every TeAcher Needs a Baton
Henry VIII Dances for
all difficult of production and full direc¬
When J. B. Lully, the great French com¬
Piano Solo
tions are given. Any group of boys will
poser, hit his foot with a baton in 1687
enjoy staging this work.
By Edw. German
and injured himself so badly that death
The special introductory price in ad¬
This celebrated work will be added to
resulted, the kind of baton he used was a the Presser Collection in a new edition. vance of publication is 35 cents per copy,
cane almost as big as a club. Now every¬
The three dances from the Incidental postpaid.
body wants the lightest possible baton, to music to the play Henry VIII, have be¬
avert fatigue. Here is a marvel, which come great popular favorites. They will
Light Opera Production
every teacher should own. It has a handle be played and enjoyed for years to come.
For School and Community
of cork, a rod of holly and is 20 inches They are effective alike for orchestra, vio¬
By Gwynne Burrows
long. The wonder of it all is, that it act¬ lin, or piano, but they make very accept¬
In these days of well-trained amateurs
ually weighs only one ounce and costs only able piano solos. The three numbers are:
35 cents (plus 5 cents for packing and Morris Dance, Shepherd’s Dance and and experienced producers, many light
opera productions take on almost profes¬
postage). A baton of this kind is a real Torch Dance.
necessity in every studio. Order one, two,
The special introductory price In ad¬ sional characteristics. There is no reason
or three today and insure a regular vance of publication is 40 cents per copy, why all amateur productions should not
be maintained on an equally high basis.
postpaid.
supply.
There are many little points, however,
upon which both producers and perform¬
ers need to be informed. It is for all such
that Mr. Gywnne Burrows’ new work on
Great truths are portions of the soul of man.
Light Opera Production, is designed. This
work covers all the necessary practical
points and from all angles.
—James Russell Lowell
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 60 cents per copy,
postpaid,
Advertisement
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THE ETUDE
Piano Pieces for Boys
The titles of the pieces in this book inntlv will attract the favorable attention
nfthe boy piano student in the early grades.
And the pieces themselves, specially se*
ipcted from the immense amount of matelial available in our catalog, will not only
Lear out this favorable first impression,
hut should prove the inspiration for many
additional practice hours spent at the
keyboard. Knowing the teachers’ problems as we do, it is earnestly suggested
that advantage be taken of the special
advance of publication cash price, 35 cents
TcopY, postpaid, while it is still procurable, as the book will soon be ready for
publication.
”
BOOK OF Trios
r,
T-■
in,,, •
For Piano, Violin and Cello
More and more, ensemble playing is
coming into favor. One of the greatest.
pniovments in music is the making ot
music one’s self, or in company of others.
The Trio combination of violin, ’cello and
piano is one of the most effective of all.
&v*prp is a wonderful literature for this
There is
le worked
wumeu up
uu to.
iu.
combmatio ,
now in preparation will
wili
cont^n°some Interesting novelties not prem«o
wtnnslv available. The arrangements are
™ J to be readily playable by players of
SUC^tt Httiinmentsand they will give
modest atta nm
7
grThePsp^at' introductory price in adine spe.i t
jr
vance o publication is 75 cents per copy,

Necessary Jingles
For the Pianoforte
By Blanche Fox Steenman
The following technical points are covered in this excellent little book: Independence of Fingers, Thumb Preparation
for ScaieS) Key Grouping in Scales, Fingering 0f Scales, Triads and Arpeggios
(Crossing Hands), Wrist work and Chromatic Scales. xhis seems like a iot 0f
ground to cover in a beginner’s book but
jf ;s presented in an attractive manner,
eack technical problem being worked out
with appropriate verses and pen drawings,
and the child’s interest is stimulated
throughout. This little work may be used
in conjunction with any other beginner’s
book for tiny tots. While this book is in
preparation, we are accepting orders for
it at the advance of publication cash price
of 30 cents a
postpaid.
gASy PIECES FOR THE DEVELOP'
MENT OF lECHNIC
p0R THE Pianoforte
N. Louise Wright
m1 . . 9 ,
_ .. . .....
. „.
This is a delightful little work tor
for a
student just taking up the second grade.
The little nieces
pieces are in Miss Wright’s
Wrights best
vein, all very tuneful and characteristic
and they have the special advantage, in
this case, of exemplifying some of the more
remote Flat keys. It is not the custom
any longer to keep pupils in the key of
c for such a prolonged period,
^
intr»ductory price in ad_

How to Master the Violin
By Frederick E. Hahn
This work is in many respects a monumental one. Without being dry or abstruse, it is an exhaustive disquisition
upon everything connected with the art
of violin playing, by a practical teacher
of many years’ experience. Mr. Hahn has
had a highly successful career, both as
teacher and player. A specially valuable
point lies in the fact that in planning this
work, Mr. Hahn has used as a text the
4% Etudes or Caprices of Kreutzer, lndispensable to all good players.
The special introductory price in advance of publication is $1.00 per copy,
postpaid.

.J£9DfiRL,iIK?' aSLilSS t!
chambers of commerce, art societies,

P°stPaid'
Viola, ’Cello and Bass Parts to
t
it\
LeHRER S Ensemble Method
By Will H. Bryant
LehrePs Ensemble Method for the VioJn whicb all of the studies are arranged
^ bg ,
, in three parts, was very
eageriy adopted by many teachers, especiaUy those having class work. The idea
jL0wn. When one adds to the original
„et^od of Mr. Lehrer, the additional parts
for yi0iaj ’Cello and Bass, one has a com,^.e instruction book for beginners on
tbe stringed instruments, and when all
pariS are played together, one has the
beffianjng 0f an orchestra. For public
scboot purposes especially, this combination sbould prove indispensable,
jn advance 0f publication these three
new parts may be ordered at the special
. r a nr- _TKo F.n CPTT1 hi H
Classic and Modern Band and
Method
~
M-fhnd contains the three violin parts ii
Orchestra Collection
core and is priced at $1.25.
By Joseph E. Maddy and Wilfred Wilson
Sonatina for the Organ
While the band and orchestra music de¬
velopment in our public schools has
By James H. Rogers
brought to attention a number of compe¬
The composer of the very successful
tent teachers, leaders and specialists in “Miniature Suite for the Organ” has
this field we believe there are few who will
-1— in.,i ,„e ],e-

sat ir ™.r«l is.,

joined }n doing honor to the great n
left so many imperishable melodies as
for all time to come,
ARTHUR EAGLEFIELD HULL, the eminent
English musician, editor and writer on musical
subjects, died mtato on N°v<®b« JS*
Dr* ^Music Classic Romajdtic ^d^Impressfon-

^ CHnWg CHOaug
^ Busch
Carl Busch is just as much at home in
writing a delightful little cantata such
as this for a two-part chorus of children’s
voices as he is in composing larger works

r gjss&rsr. sgSftS

.J URL

nber fifth, the opening night of the se
e Chicago Civic Opera Company.

DOLLARS in prizes are offered to Canadiai
composers, by Musical Canada. Particulars n
aad by
*
* **
1!“*‘

cantata can be used very effectively in a
masss chorus
ch0rus uAuiuiwvu
exhibition wa
of the
singing —abil—— —e—0
prjze c
500 GUILDERS (about one
y of school children or it can be adapted thousand dollar
offered to the composers o'
.. t Bevorderir
with equal success to a chorus of limited the
sjze Every school supervisor or director
become ^ntenary^ for°a Composition for
0f children’s singing groups should beconae
.
...for which
m adJ
rch’estra. Regulations goven
acquainted
with this cantata
vance of publication orders for a. single
COpy are now being accepted at 30 cents. 33 Mic. Maesstra

well-regulated artistic career.
me ot*
Study Pieces for the Left-Hand,
Left Hand Alone,
.1— The
rp
constitute one of his latest works.
practice of these pieces will tend to dethe same
time
,
.,
i__-.ii
a at u.»
"—“ +h"»
to broaden the musicai understanding.
The special introductory price in ad- ConCERTINOS No. 1 AND
vance of publication is 25 cents per copy,
Violin and Piano

- --,fully selecting just the right numbers to
incorporate in a satisfying compilation
and in arranging those numbers, so that
they will be brilliant, full and effective,
yet not too difficult for the fairly advanced
school orchestra or band.
The low introductory price of advance
of publication orders for instrumental
parts is 25 cents each and the advance of
Publication price on the piano accompaniment of the orchestral version is 40 cents,
In ordering please be sure to name the instrument desired and whether the band or
orchestra compilation is desired.

two months.

By Mathilde Bilbeo
Out of the very intriguing, yet wisety
philosophical Aesop’s Fables, the composer
has taken two tales for the basis of this
musical play. Mathilde Bilbro’s ability
to write in a pleasing manner for children
.... well established as to leave little
room for any reraarks with regard to the
JJlusxcttA uwlovlcl
__ which
_
musical
character vx
of this operetta,
may
—**neilv
be produced very easily and which
would not take more than 90 minutes to
perform>
The special introductory price in advance 0f publication is 35 cents per copy,
tpaid.
Tq a KATYDID

0
_
“ °f P^Hcation is 25 cents per copy,
Stories to Sing To
postpaid.
infective and Interesting
Six Study Pieces
f Developing the Sense of
r the Left Hand Alone
i in Young Children
By Francesco Berger
By Gladys Taylor
; Professor Berger, well past 90
To
This is a unique Httle book: tiiat^teachers yearg
agg] ;n bis studio In the Guild
°f Kmdergurten and prima y g
Hail School of Music, London, alert and
will welcome. In the recitationof’two yjg0r0us, upright and dignified in his bear-

Tunes for Little Folks
For the Pianoforte
By M. L. Preston
After many successes in writing piai
pieces of a light character for players of
moderate ability, it is somewhat surprising
that Mrs. Preston also should reveal a pronounced aptitude for producing really delightful little numbers for “First Graders
as not every composer can write real firstgrade music. In this little book are the
most charming juvenile compositions she
has given us. The pieces, at first, are
very easy, starting out from Middle C
and working through the five-finger position. As supplementary material to the
first instructor they will be found very
useful. The advance of publication cash
price is 35 cents a copy, postpaid.

(Continued frotn page 9)
MME. WIENIAWSKI, widov
ieniawski, the great Polish
Londo
ser, died some weeks ago
e of ninety-one.
-1>
THE UNITED STATES MARINE BAND
is reported to be one of the oldest military bands
in existence Organized 1801, it has had but
nine conductors in these one hundred and twentyseven years: Tyre, Pons, Scala, Fries, Schneider,
Sousa, Fanciulli, Santelmann and the present
leader, Capt. Taylor Branson who succeeded to
the position on April 27, 1927. It has recently

The Shepherd

p0StpiU

..\\e ' ;i„i, which
quiring an accura e
P ove of inlater in their career ,
Pwhile this
calculable benefit to ^
„
book is being prepared tor pubBcation a
nominal advance priceof! 21» :entsi a
py
„ .a effect. This will be withdrawn
soon as the hook appears from the press.
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World of Music

No. 2

By F. Seitz
The young ambitious student who desires a mi
real “piece” to play will find his
wishes gratified in these two numbers.
They furnish excellent material for recreational playing at home or they may be used
to good advantage at the students’ recital,
These two numbers also serve as an introductipn to the large forms of musical
composition. Number 1 in D, Opus 15
may be played by a pupil as soon as he is
familiar with the third position, while
Number 2 m G, Opus 13 may be played by
one who is still in the first position,
The advance of publication cash price
is 35 cents for each volume, 60 cents for
both, postpaid,
Advance of Publication Offer
Withdrawn
Among the works listed in these pages
dSLWX- the^‘short
gf
fcy
Philip Greely. This work has now been
published and the special advance of publication price is withdrawn. A feature of
this cantata that will appeal to many choirmasters is that it is short enough to be
included as part of the regular service,
and those seeking material of this kind

A PRIZE OF $100 i
composers for an art son;
had from Mrs. Lacy K.
Boulevard, Norfolk, Virg
PRIZES OF $1,000 AND $5,000
the Playing
"the®A.
popular concert orchestra. The contest closes
on October 29, 1929. Full particulars to be had
from the Victor Talking Machine Company,
Camden, New Jersey
THE LAUBER MUSIC AWARD of $225
__ _ In composers not over twentv-one
rithin twenty
t
years of age and living within
miles of
‘hrest Sm^ For Vrticula?s address the ProvMent
~
o
^
'n-~-c*~

A PRIZE OF FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS
is offered for a “Federation Song” for the
National Federation of Business and Profession¬
al Women. The contest is open to all women

Society of the Friends of Music, for a sacred or
secular cantata
ber j j§29. Particulars may be had from
Richard Copley, 10 East 43rd Street, New York
City.
--1-

newest oruan work and like the "Mima- May, would do well to look into tne possisujte” is written in a true organ bilities of this work. The price is 40 cents ^ c Donovan,”1633 Shady
-n ciassic form with highly in- and single copies may be had for exam- Pennsylvania
1
content. It demonstrates the ination.
C0°f “riting genuine organ music
(Continued on page 66)
THE ELIZABETH SPRAGUE COOLIDGE
P
^only modest demands upon the
PRIZE of one thousand dollars for a quintet
for flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon and French horn,
I
. , „mljnment of the player. The
or for piano and four
°t?ier
tech
movements, effective for
w
> gnd contrast. ProgresSrize^riFoO is offered 'for a suite or similarly
the
y
wdcome this number
extended composition for two pianos (two play¬
ers),
open
only
to
composers
who
are
citizens
sive ^Jesting one for the recital proO’- United States. ^The ^competitmn^^cbses
as
special introductory pTice in
to you
Aprif'‘15^929. Particulars from
S^am'
, PHljCation is 40 cents, postSEE PAGE IO
the Music Division, Library of Coi igress, Washadvance of publication
**
-ZZX0ZZ.--ington, D. C.
Pal“Advertise:

Win $50.00
in Cash!

Cso«y
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The Presser
Personnel
l

Introducing our
patrons to the
highly trained
members of our
staff who serve
them daily.

T3he Hat of ‘Debussy
Bear With Us on Delayed
Issues of the Etude
Music Magazine
After-holiday rush in the Post Office
often means that second-class mail is side
tracked for first-class. The Etude is
mailed in ample time to reach subscribers
on the first of each month. If your copy,
however, does not reach you within two
weeks after the date of publication, drop
us a post card and we will gladly dupli¬
cate. We are here to give the best service
to our musical friends. Any cause for
dissatisfaction should be immediately re¬
ported to the Circulation Department.

Sheet Music Order Filling DepartI ment on through other work to a
j point where she now has full
charge of the recording of the
thousands of orders we receive for
mir new works announced in ade of publication. These orders

Gifts for Premium
Workers
Below is a list of rewards offered for
new Etude Music Magazine subscriptions.
Many of our musical friends secure a num¬
ber of useful and pleasing articles with¬
out cost to them. Any musical friend
would be glad to give you a subscription
for The Etude if you will bring our pub¬
lication before him. Merely send $2.00
with the name and address of the new sub¬
scriber and your choice of the article you

By S. G. Artelt

| The Presser
Personnel
Introducing our
patrons to the
highly trained
members of our
staff who serve
them daily.

Valuable

Every now and then in marking
anniversaries at the conclusion of
j five-year periods ot service, it has
1 seemed hardly believable that a
;| smiling young lady who stepped
f| forward before our Executive Board
![ could have completed one or two
I of these periods with us;
"
'
Junior elf-'
; ladies
,_rCtent to assume
jl clerical positions in c

as a boy. “After” less than a
in the messenger and delivery
■ i our Retail Store, hSt_ Jk
St k of “u"^t MaU Order

6

1

gi^n^a^better^ opportunity to om
Octavo Department December serns
to be a great month with Mr. kod
:&b6er,C191ie2,fllSeftCfSe the Var
in December, 1917, and returned to
USllu Dser
thef were utilized
meifts'Hfo °trhdaetrSwrenTeerwasdSti
upon to take the important duties
of checking orders filled in our own
Book Department a year or two i
ago, he had a thorough knowledge
of our order filling organization
and its various stocks. He requires this in routing orders
through to other departments, after
checking the correctness of items
supplied^ by tlm clerks in the Pres86 A youthfulamind,nb'acked with the
years of experience such as Mr.
Robinson has gained with our busi¬
ness, means that we have an im¬
portant asset in the matter of giv- i
ing prompt, accurate service; also
an assurance that in the years to
come our organization will be tt
stronger for his added experienc
Mr. Robinson is a constant,
steady and intelligent worker in our
midst. We believe he thoroughly
enjoys his part in serving music
buyers everywhere; yet we are in¬
clined to think that as a happy
father and husband he has outside
inspirations to serve our patrons
competently.

A Handy Clothes Line Reel. You will find
it indispensable—one new subscription.
Honor-Wear Floor Mop. For hardwood
floors, linoleums, etc. Chemically treated
by new process, picks up every bit ot
dust without oil or other objectionable in¬
i the 'works appear
gredients, only two new subscriptions.
l press and advance subserlbDainty-Maid Writing Set. Finished with
are sent their copies. Miss
a beautiful gilt embossed cover and a
Jefferis also in the first hours of
snap-fastener.
Contains twelve fancy| each day lends aid to the regulined envelopes, pencil and writing pad,
| lar staff of mail readers who read
incoming orders and see that they
only one new subscription.
are sent through to the proper
American Beauty Clothes Hanger.
departments for filling.
Saves space in the closet, keeps clothes in
Miss Jefferis is one of those
fine shape and provides a shelf as well
quick, alert and ever cheerful in¬
as a hanger, only one new subscription.
dividuals who insure a fine esprit
New Webster Dictionary.
Self-pro¬
where the individuals must carry
nouncing, printed from new plates on good
out high ideals of service such as
paper and right up to date, bound in red
those held by our organization.
seal leather, semi-flexible, stamped in gold,
This young lady is quite proficient
as a singer, finding great enjoy¬
only two new subscriptions.
ment in solo and ensemble singing
Vanity Electric Curling Iron. Something
with church and choral groups.
every -woman needs. An opportunity to
obtain a mechanically perfect iron, guar¬
anteed to give satisfaction, only two new
subscriptions.
Inkwell and Pen Holder. Beautifully
finished brass ink well, size 414" x 5", only
two
new subscriptions.
Have you read the details of the remarkable
Etude Binders at Cost
Many other fine rewards offered for
Contest being held by the Etude Music
You have a complete volume of 1928 only a few new Etude Music Magazine
Magazine? If not, see page 10.
Then go
Etudes? You will surely wish to keep subscriptions. Send post card for com¬
out and win one of these splendid prizes.
these together in accessible form. The plete descriptive circular.
price of a first-class binder for twelve
issues of The Etude Music Magazine
is $2.25 retail.
Send your renewal
Gardens of the Presser Home for Retired
for The Etude Music Magazine for
1929 at once and we will send to you
one of these binders on receipt of your
check for $3.25, $2.00 to pay for your re¬
newal and the additional $1.25 covering
manufacturing cost, of the binder, $3.25
in all. You will surely be pleased.

You Can Save Money on Etude
Magazine Orders
Every music lover is a natural lover of
good literature. Note the splendid combi¬
nations of The Etude Music Magazine
with other fine publications shown on
another page. Use some of that Christmas
Gift money to continue your Etude sub¬
scription and add a splendid periodical or
two to your reading matter. You cannot
make a better investment. Send post card
for catalog showing other combinations
of wanted magazines.
Beware of Swindlers
The big season for magazine buying is
here. With it comes the annual crop of
fake magazine agents. Pay no money to
any canvasser for The Etude Music Mag¬
azine unless he is personally known to
you, or you are satisfied to take the risk.
Look out for the man or woman with a
hard luck story. The Etude is sold on
merit—not through sympathy for a downand-out so-called subscription agent. We
cannot be responsible for the work of
swindlers,
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In that amusing but discursive work,
“My Years of Indiscretion,” Cyril Scott
gives us some glimpses of Debussy. How¬
ever concise Scott may be in his music
he is the reverse of that in his writing,
so that cuts and deletions were necessary
before the following information about
Debussy could be pieced together.
“My meeting with Debussy took place at
the house of Mme. Bardac, the pale, fair¬
haired woman who eventually became his
wife . . . Mme. Bardac had arranged
our meeting for the afternoon, not the
evening, the reason being, she explained,
that Debussy loved to come in a hat
nearly as big as a parasol, a curious rea¬
son indeed, since one does not, as a rule,
wear one’s hat in the house. But about
twenty years ago in Paris there was an
eccentric fashion connected with top hats
which obliged their owners to bring them
into the drawing-room instead of leaving
them in the hall . . .
“Debussy, with his somewhat Christlike face, marred by a slightly hydroce¬
phalic forehead, was neither an unpleas¬
ant personality nor an impressive one. In
manner he was, for a Frenchman, un¬
usually quiet, both in the way and in the
amount he talked—at any rate to strang“If I were asked to describe Debussy’s
character, I should find it difficult; there¬
fore I can only give my very brief im¬
pressions of him, and nothing further. I
think he was one of those few Frenchmen
who sacrificed French politeness to sincer¬
ity ; to those he admired and liked, he was
charming; to those he disadmired and dis¬
liked, he was the reverse. He once
asked me rather naively if I consorted
with the composers of my own country,
and without waiting for an answer told
me he did not consort with the composers
of France. Certainly, even apart from
living musicians, he had very pronounced
dislikes, one of which was Beethoven,
whom he described as le vieux sourd. On
the other hand, he had an unusual ad¬
miration for Schumann’s Piano Concerto,
which struck me as rather strange.”

Thc\ling the ^Musical
Risibles
By I. H. Motes
Easier To Reach
The favorite soprano, after apologizing
for her cold, sang:
“I’ll hang my harp on a weeping willow
tree-e-ee, ahem! On a weeping willow
tree-e-ee, O!”
Her voice cracked on the high note. She
tried again. Then came a voice from the
back of the hall:
“Try hanging it on a lower branch,
Their Preference
The Man in the Flat Below: “Why
doesn’t your wife sing to the baby when it
Worried Father: “Hush! She used to,
but the people in the flat above sent down
to tell us they prefer to hear the baby
cry.”
Retribution
Judge: “Haven’t I seen you somewhere
before?”
Defendant: “Surely.
I gave your
daughter singing lessons.”
Judge: “Fifty years!”

THIS VIEW SHOWS THE LILY POOL AND RHODODENDRON BEDS
Advertisement

“Nothing is associated with heaven ex¬
cept music or beauty and glory of some
kind,”—E, A, Winship.
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CONDUCTED BY ELIZABETH A GEST
ask more about the concert her son had
given with his cello.”
“Maybe it is just as well that 1 m not
going. I feel so ashamed that Earl wont
By J. D. Turnbull
take an interest in his music, while her
By Gladys
Stein
son is making such a success with his,
/ do not think I’d like to be
answered Nellie.
A goody-goody girl,
Earl’s face burned as he overheard these
Earl sighed as he looked out of the going to town to look for yuur neW coat?”
To let my sister boss me ’round
words. He had secretly hoped to be, the
And keep my hair in curl,
orchestra pianist, and here he was cheating
himself out of it by lack of practice. And
a pause.
^ money yQU
And always have to have cleans hands, you tired,” he grumbled to himself.
his mother going without the new coat,
And wash behind my ears.
ought to get a real nice coat. You want
Then sometimes, too, it’s rather hard
“I suppose it does make her ashamed of
to appear at your best to go to that alumni
To hold back all the tears.
me,” he admitted to himself.
reunion,” continued grandma.
The next evening at the dinner table
“I’m not going.”
My resolutions! I forget,
Earl’s
father asked the family what New
“Why not?” grandma exclaimed.
When brother’s being bad,
“Baby was sick and the doctor has to Year Resolutions they were going to make.
My temper l should always keep—
“Well, son, let us hear yours?” he asked
be paid, and I need the rest of the money
So sometimes / get mad.
after the others had given theirs.
for Earl,” answered Nellie.
Earl hung his head for a few seconds
Seeing that her remark had puzzled
Among my resolutions, though,
grandma, she went on to tell how she had and then, looking his mother full in the
I promise one sure thing—
called upon Earl’s music teacher the day be- face, he answered, “I’m going to practice
No matter what turns up each day.
my
music every day without being asked
fore. “And, grandma, Miss May said that
pair of
I’ll do my PRACTICING.
Earl has the ability to become a fine pianist,
__
and
he i_t even try. She is so disap¬ t0 The keeping of this resolution brought
pointed because she was asked to prepare its reward in his mother’s pride, his teach¬
“I guess I might as well read the book a pupil for the position of pianist in the er’s praise, and the orchestral position.
Grandma gave me.
The title sounds high school orchestra, and she had planned
good,” he added as he curled up in the
1. What is the nationality of Debussy? big rocking chair.
The Pianos Birthday
2. How many sixteenth notes equal a
The story was entertaining; but tne
double-dotted half-note?
thought of his mother’s request, that he
Greeting
3. Who wrote the “Unfinished Sym¬ would practice his Mozart Rondo, kept
phony”?
, him from fully enjoying the book.
By H. E. S.
4. In what year was Mendelssohn born.
“It is a pity a fellow can’t learn to play
5. What is the subdominant triad of the the piano without practicing,” he muttered.
Frances lightly pressed the shiny,
relative minor of Ab?
A door opened on the second floor and
white “middle C” on the piano seven times.
6. What note comes on the third leger his grandma and mother came down the
For the piano was just one week old, and
line above the F clef?
front stairway. They were talking very
she wanted it to know she remembered.
finish, th*. Clnafc&a
7. Is the clarinet a wood-wind or brass earnestly abut something.
As it called gently back to her—'’‘one-twoEarl started for the kitchen and then on Earl for this place. After talking it three-four-five-six-seven”—she! fancied that
instrument?
.
3. What is the meaning of senca dimm- changed his mind, for they couldnt see
over we determined to keep him at his it knew that she was only seven days past
endo ?
him from the other room.
music for another year, and I’ll do with¬ her birthday, too, and therefore wanted
9. How many half-steps in an augment“I’ll finish this chapter and then skip
out the coat.”
. „ to give greetings in return.
over to Dick’s,” he said to himself. He
d fifth?
When Frances had first seen the piano,
“I wish you were going to that reunion,
10. From what is this taken
knew it would be too late to practice when grandma lamented. “Alice, your college all agleam, standing in the music room,
he came home for supper.
chum will be there, and you wanted to she had been speechless with wonder. Right
“Nellie, have you decided when you are
away she had wanted it to “sing to her,
and had hurried over to the key-board.
But, as glad as she was to see it, and as
eager as she was to make it talk, it would
not say a single right word. It almost
'ear Junior Etude;
seemed to want to scold!
I have been taking piano lessons two
But neither mother nor father would
ears and like it very much but I cannot
attempt to-make those shining white keys
:em to memorize. Will you please tell me
sing. They said they “didn’t know how.
ow I can memorize?
Frances wondered why it was so hard to
From your friend,
talk to such a beautiful thing. She sat
Jean McLane, California.
in her little chair and stared and stared
at the long, white row of keys wherein,
N. B. Jane did not give her age, soi it is
after all, a smile seemed to lurk.
ard to know whether she is one of the
Next morning, however, at the break¬
>lder juniors or a very young one (her
fast table, mother told father that “lessons
landwriting looks very young, however).
would have to start soon.” That had some¬
Vho knows a good way to memorize,
thing to do with the piano! From what
frying hard and concentrating very well
she gathered, it was a sort of introduction
ire the best ways, doing a very little bit
“uvarw-es mppt Mr. Piano. Mr. Piano,
it a time—maybe just two measures, or,
naybe, just one measure—and then, you
H*r
<-
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solution
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Little ‘Biographies for (flub VMeetings

Games for Junior (flubs
By Grace Nicholas Hume

Ho. 15

Liszt
Franz Liszt was a contemporary of
Chopin, having been born only two years
later, though he lived nearly forty years
after Chopin’s death. Like him, he ex¬
celled as a pianist. Like Chopin, also, he
introduced a new national flavor into his
music, but from a fearless Hungary in¬
stead of from a crushed Poland.
Liszt was born in Hungary in 1811 and
become famous for his playing while
quite young. As he grew older his tech¬
nical ability became dazzling, but with it
he showed a cultivated mind. He devel¬
oped many effects on the piano, making it
take the part of an orchestra, and “color¬
ing” his tone to imitate different instru¬
ments.

_-SZiOlSS'J.-1811—LISZT—1886
-He studied, as a boy, with Czerny; and
once when playing in public he had Bee¬
thoven in the audience, who was very
greatly moved by his power and brilliancy.
He toured a great deal as a pianist and
became very popular and made many
friends, owing to his strong personal mag¬

netism. Among his friends were Chopin,
Berlioz, Victor Hugo, Lamartine and
many other literary and musical people.
Though poor when young, his success¬
ful tours brought him large profits, and he
became remarkably generous, giving large
sums to the needy, and later establishing
a fund for the poor in Hungary.
His compositions include two piano con¬
certos, several small works for orchestra,
many Etudes and descriptive pieces for
piano, and a great many elaborate arrange¬
ments, for piano, of the music of other
Piano’s Birthday Greeting
composers, including Bach, Mozart, Bee¬
thoven, Schubert, Weber, Mendelssohn,
(Continued from page 67)
and others. He was particularly clever
at taking themes and melodies written by
other composers, not for the piano, and I would like you to know Frances!” The sweetest voice she had ever heard. But
arranging them for pianists to play; and, first “lesson” was to come on Friday at she had to be sure that the hand was just
as most of them are very difficult, he was four o’clock.
Before going to school right and the finger curved just so! For
evidently thinking only of very good Frances got a soft muslin cloth and swept once a very terrible thing happened.
pianists. Consequently, his compositions it lightly over the keys. They were as Frances, quite by mistake, brought her
finger down so rudely that it seemCv. al¬
and arrangements are not heard as often placid and as gleaming as ever.
as they would be if they were simpler
Friday came. Friday afternoon came. most like a slap; and the piano answered
<
and could be performed by less advanced Four o’clock came! Frances sat straight angrily.
That never, never happened again!
players.
and stiff on the piano stool while the
Every day Frances learned more about
He died in 1886, while he was attend¬ teacher, with long, slim fingers, bent over
ing a festival of music in Bayreuth, Ger¬ her. Listening eagerly to her teacher’s talking to the piano. She could see it
many.
explanation, she began to understand that getting better acquainted with each con¬
Some of his pieces that you can play a piano is a very shy friend at first, and versation. Once or twice she thought that
at your meetings are: Fragment, from is apt to like to keep pretty quiet. Not it even laughed—but she wasn’t sure of
“Les Preludes,” arranged for four hands. until later on, when it has been kindly and that.
And that is why Frances ran down to
(This was composed for orchestra.) carefully treated, will it begin to tell its
Song of Childhood, Love Dream, (Con¬ delightful stories and sing its sweet songs. the piano the first thing in the morning
solation), simplified by Felton. (This was Indeed, for the very first week it can say on its seventh day (and her seventh day)
composed for piano.)
only one word. But, wasn’t it funny that and greeted it just seven times—with an
extra pat to “grow on.”
that one word should be—Frances?
All day, at school, she had ringing in
It was! For she heard' it just as plain
Questions on Little Biographies as day. As her finger went down on a her ears that soft, answering, “Frances,
bright key, up came that word sung in the Frances, Frances 1”
1. When was Liszt born?
2. What was his nationality?
3. In what type of composition did he
excel ?
4. Who were among his friends?
5. In what way did he bring the com¬
positions of other composers to pianists?

Dear Junior Etude:
I started taking music lessons when I
was ten, but in a short while I was com¬
When Careless Katrina went forth to a pelled to stop. But I kept on working by
myself and sometimes practiced two hours.
She always left some of her music at Every one praised me for the progress I
made. I played for a Sunday School for
She would cry to her teacher, “How could one year. I also played at several con¬
certs. I hope to be a good musician.
that have happened?
From your friend,
My wits, I’m afraid, are beginning to
roam!”
Jessie Lee Edwards (Age 13),
It was ever the same; always something
Virginia.
forgotten—
Her scales, her sonata, her charming new

Careless Katrina

By Marion Benson Matthews

Answers to As\ Another
And in "spite of grave warnings from
teacher and parents
Katrina’s forgetfulness seemed to increase.
Till at last, one fine day, when ’twas time
for her lesson,
She forgot her own self, and at home she
remained!
Her career was thus closed—for musicians,
dear children,
Have need of good memories, thoroughly
trained.

members, to which they answer only “Yes”
Game Ho. 1—Spelling Bee
or “No.” The first one to discover his
Form two sides, as in old-fashioned
identity wins. (The chairman should have
spelling bee. The words given must be
names and pins ready in advance.)
composers’ name, names of operas, and
words used for tempo and expression. A
Game Ho. 3—Musical Buzz
“miss” goes over to the other side. (A
Sit in a circle, each one calling a number
list of suitable words may be prepared in
in turn. When seven of any of its mul¬
advance by the club chairman.
tiples or combinations would be called,
that member must substitute the name of
Game H°• 2—Who Am I?
a composer, an opera, or some mark of
Pin the name of a composer on the
expression. If he fails to do so, or uses
back of each .member. He must discover
a name or word already used he is “out.”
who he is by asking questions of the other
(Other games will follow)

1. French.
2. Fourteen.
3. Schubert.
4. 1809.
5. Bb, Db, F.
6. G.
7. Woodwind.
8. Without getting softer.
9. Eight.
10. Wild Rider, by Schumann.

Dear Junior Etude:
I am a freshman in high school and go
six miles to school, and I take music
lessons in school. I am in the girls’ glee
club and sing first soprano. We appear
publicly and sing for different occasions.
In music class we study the lives of the
different composers and write themes on
them, which is very interesting.
From your friend,
Gertrude Anderson (Age 13),
Wisconsin.
Dear Junior Etude:
I am eleven years old and have been
taking music lessons two years, going
forty miles twice a week for my lessons.
The other day I played for the assembly
of two hundred at the high school where
I attend. My schoolmates gave me a very
decided encore, which took me so by sur¬
prise that I could remember nothing to
say, play, or do. Finally one of my older
classmates put me up on a desk and helped
me to bow.
From your friend,
Gilbert Woodside (Age 11),
New Mexico.

Dear Junior Etude:
I have been taking music lessons for
five years, and I practice an hour a day.
My teacher often has recitals, and I have
played in every one of them since I began
lessons under her. In the future I hope
to be a pipe organist. We have a pipe
organ in school, and I play on it every
day for singing, which we have every
morning.
From your friend,
Beatrice Eisenhauer (Age 13),
Pennsylvania
Dear Junior Etude:
Every Friday right after school we go
to my teacher’s house and learn scales and
study examination questions, and it is
lots of fun. Five of us go. We take turns
playing scales, and we see who can play
the most without a mistake. We have
three chances, if we make a mistake.
Every week one of us plays a memorized
piece.
From your friend,
Eleanor McMichael (Age 12),
Iowa

Junior Etude Contest
The Junior Etude will award three
etty prizes each month for the best and
Latest original stories or essays and an"wers to puzzles.
Subject for story or essay this mouth—
“Raising My Musical Standard.”
Must
contain not over one hundred and fifty
words. Any boy or girl under fifteen
ars of age may compete whether a subscriber or not.
All contributions must bear name, age
and address of sender written plainly, and
must be received at the Junior Etude

Office, 1712 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia,
Pa., before the tenth of January. Names
of prizes winners and their contributions
will be published in the issue for April.
Put your name and age on upper left
hand corner of paper, and address on upper
right hand comer of paper. If your contribution takes more than one piece of
paper do this on each piece.
Do not use typewriters.
Competitors who do not comply with
ALL of the above conditions will not be
considered.

(fan Tou Afford to Omit Stage'Veportment?
By Gladys M. Stein
Two recitals recently given furnish good
examples of the way to do and not to do
things
At the first recital the pupils hurried
across the stage, sat down at the piano
from the inside of the piano seat and began
to play immediately. As soon as they finished the last note of their pieces, they
arose abruptly and hurried off the platform. The program was well played, the
pjano excellent, the room comfortable, but

, .
,
each step, the main movement coming
^
the thigh, the arms swinging
y
with the walk. The step should befone
and one-half times tne ‘
^
The man s concert Dow
, ,,
the toes and heels toget e :
half n
bow over both ankles, ma
o
w,_ His arms should be
from head to
his sides and his eyes fodevitalized
laBEVl „„ the back of the auditorium.
cussed
The woman should stand with the toes

&%SSK!rS2lSt&

*• ”d““
n°Atethe' second recital the pupils came She should bow over the ankle of the forMusical Memory
(fhec\er Puzzle
across the stage slowly, made a graceful ward foot.
(Prize Winner)
By Shirley Barnwell
t
r ‘7~7 ".
bow at the correct distance from the piano,
In our school there is a Musical Mem- waJked around the outer side 0f the piano
Move one square at a time in any diory Contest every year, and we study ^ and ^ d6wn_ They waited a few
rection and find the names of ten well. ,
the whole year for it. We have _—„i,„
At the
.
....
cnmc letters
mav during
seconds before starting to play. At
the
known
composers.
(cTLo
1 he same
letters may
^
iU_c t
know the name of the piece, the
close of the composition, they quietly arose,
be used more than once.)
of the composer and what time it is in, made their bows and left the stage. While
and whether it is a gavotte, or a waltz, they were not any better trained musically
B A E V N A M C
or a minuet, or a march. Some people can
^ q
^ first recital the fin_
C Ii O T E 1 H 1
remember music the first time they hear
nf +w stalTp marinprs nieased the
and ish of their stage manners Pleased the
Z 11 H A N F, D D
it. but others have to hear a piece
audience.
I. N E D V Y R E
over before they can recognize it. Some
The following directions will teach the
people can hear a piece once; and then, child exactly how to conduct himself every
1 O P Z E N O K
if they hear it again a long time after¬
H V T I S I N P
second he is on the platform.
wards,
they
can
remember
what
it
is.
A
CEOZNOLU
1. Stand so that an imaginary line could
good musical memory is a great help in
N M A R T D O G
fall from ear through shoulder, hip and
their music study.
instep, with the weight well forward on
Barbara Jean Hull (Age 9), Illinois.
.balls of the feet which are kept close
Answer-to October Puzzle
together. An excellent exercise for cor¬
Musical Memory
S-iegfried
rect position is 'to stand against a perpenBa-C-h
(Prize Winner)
(BRIZE
W1NNLK,
dicu,ar Hne, touching with the nose and
Elija-H
The memorizing of mus c,
toes, letting the chest but not the abdomen
Sch-U-mann
veloping our nuu.la h.
u» o
^
^ ^
Th,
B-rahms
Wagn- E-r
S
sh»uid ie ,Ms / • ”■
Ha- R-mony
S-T-aff
ory. After memorizing a few pieces of foot can be d-awn back until the leg
Prize Winners for October
some length, you will be surprised to find touches the chair:
Vincent Gracious (Age 10), Ohio.
memorizing
becoming
Betty Jane Auer (Age 13), Minnesota.
- natural . and a great
Sophie Brackman (Age ID, Ten„e.». pta.ur.. I. Jto ■»»c«?»»» “
orize thoroughly; and this, with constant
A half moon is made from head to toes.
practice, will help us to reach c
1
The arms are devitalized at the sides. The
s then
Musical Memory
to become great musicians. Le
difference between a man’s and a woman s
(Prize Winner)
help to develop our minds, as well as our
bow is that the man keeps heels and toes
nrocess depend- Musical Memory, by memorizing our
together and bows over both ankles while
a woman bows only over the ankle of the
forward foot.
Pianists enter the piano seat from the
.s well as to ourselves.
side next to the audience. Bows should
do not disturb the mental concentration otners
Mary Elizabeth Jarnagin,
not be made too far back from or too near
necessary for memorizing. Rhythm, mel
(Age 12), Tennessee.
to
the front of the stage. The center of
ody, harmony, as embodied in the piece,
„
the stage is about the correct distance.
At a small studio recital, where there
are not printed programs, the pupils should
announce the names of their pieces and
the composers after they have made their
-"th in parallel and contrary motion, j
hows. This trains them to speak before an
audience. Besides everyone enjoys listen¬
tiah. No beiter means of cultivating the L a«>. alL°Inr '
er- County music teachers come to our school
ing to a piece more when he knows the
memory could be devised; for such
, week and give free lessons. We
name of it and the composer.
cises would have an individual meaning every
chance to learn both wind and
The study and practice of these rules
and remain so impressed upon the mind have
, , singing. I bewill be of help to both teachers and pupils
that pieces containing them wouldmore stringy t
dub and to the
at all times. For a gracious and poised
easily be committed to memory. We ma
tag: t
This spring our county
manner is as useful in every day life as
then conclude that, first we should at“
and 0ur school got third
it is on the concert stage.
tain a definite mechanical movement its had a contest
technic, and then expression. We shall P ace.
FrQm your fr;endj
then have a musical memory.
Lydia Stine (Age 14),
I Made My Mar\
Incline the body forward and the head
Wallace Neilson (Age 14),
Ohio.
backward, and slowly lower the body into To The e
Pennsylvani
Honorable Mention FOR October the chair. The practice of this exercise
l ma(I(,
Honorable Mention for October
MEEssays
win cure pupil, of .he habit of toppmg »«i
Loving music and having no instrument on
,-hich to play, I took a ruler, pin and my
P
Pauline Keller, Lois C. Menard, Mildred into the chair carelessly. Rise by putting
mother's best stand. Then I marked off
——a T
- made believe that I was
Nan Taylor. Miriam Revine, Alberta
^p“ra Ethel*lkeXle!aIN£Ualier’Mur- one foot forward.
hrmression of thVTeys. ~ Next
Laurer, Vincent Taylor, Ethel Keeble, Marian cile Trump
Coffman, Margaret Ann
3. Nothing gives such an impression of playing
My Imagination supplied the
tSSSe Gray11
dignity, grace and breeding as does a cor- music. ^ ^ a piano an(J
Mason, Ann 'Thompson, Marv Ellen Mokley, pr1aJld’T(Xkg® n Velen Wagner, Harriet Simp- -rect walk. The correct walk consists of fu] teacher.
Ru!L ShePpard« Robert Whiter sc ^Myrtle Ed a Ja^k
John Drayman, Elmer a straiKhtforward Step, heels on a line at
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EDUCATIONAL STUDY HOTES OH MUSIC

(EbmrmaBti'r’u' dmto
FOR THE MONTH OF MARCH, 1929

I7i
By

NO 3 of the Series:

PRELUDE
Organ: Idylle .Ov<
Piano: Morning Song, Op. 64, No.
Te Deum in C.Neidl
ANTHEMS
(a) Lord of Our Life.Timi
(b) Praised Be the Lord Daily,
OFFERTORY
We Thank Thee, O Father.B

EVENING SERVICE

rpjjg BREEZE

-« # .-

Vu'iCKery^ere? Grade S.

THE JUNIOR STUDE

QJ!

MATHILDE BILBRO

Edgar Alden Barrell
One day when I was wand’ring

indicates they are of moderate difficulty, while (b) anthems
MORNING SERVICE
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DELIGHTFUL PIECES FOR JUNIOR ETUDE READERS

Within a pine-grove sweet
I heard a little ringing
Fall soft as Fairy feet!
A quiet ting - a - linging,

Hungarian Dance Tune (from Rhapsody No.
2) by Franz Liszl

PRELUDE
Organ: In the Gloaming^.^^^

came that little ringing?
Whence
A vagrant breeze was singing.
’Twas like a lark, high-winging,
Or silver bells a-ringing
Within that pine-grove sweet.

Piano: When Shadows Fall... .Roberts
Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis.. Simper

:arch Me, O God.Shelley
OFFERTORY
3 W(A.' soi„;.Forman

I _ .

- us

Since you know all about slurs, it ought not

, -

1

A chatterbox ipa boy or girl who talks almost

' '

»IS§SI
m '-“vSF.k”"“

-a, aa

Sabbath scene by the wejl-

£TT ^liS.hef«C°haPnTrparItI
i,h^on g!

Copyright 1928 by Theodore Presses Co.

tommy’s new drum

British Copyright secured

MARCH
Grade If.

(a) The Lord Now Victorious
(b) Alleluia! Christ is Risen... Stults

ALBUM OF TRANSCRIPTIONS FOR THE PIPE ORGAN
by
by the

Tommy has a big new drum
The neighbors think it quite a fright

He loves to play it, thrum,thrum, thrum,
From morning until night.

M. L. PRESTON

JANUARY 1929
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Introducing imitations of Church Chimes,
and organ effects. Grade 2%.

SUNDAY
Introducing the Hymn Tune “St. Anne”

0

Arr by A. Garland

RICHARD I PITCHER

“In church” (like an organ)

Copyright 1927 by Theodore Presser Co.

fftE ETUDE
See the Junior Etude. Grade 2.

British Copyright secured

Vivace

HUNGARIAN DANCE TUNE
from “RHAPSODIE, No.2”
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DAFFODILS WALTZ
For Rhythmic Orchestra

FREDERIC A. FRANKLIN

Tambourine
Castanets
Cymbals
Drum

For Children’s Rhythm Band
THE SCHUBERT BOOK
By

ANGELA DILLER and KATE STEARNS PAGE

NOT an arrangement for toy instru¬

T

HIS is the first of a fas¬
cinating new Series of

Rhythmic Ensemble BandBooks for Children, arranged

ments, but a collection of pianopieces with simple parts for Gong,
Triangle, Tambourine, Drum, and
Cymbals.
Reduced facsimile from the Piano-Part
Ballet Music from “Rosamunde”

for Piano (to be played by

HERE are pictures show¬
ing the way to hold the
instruments, and instructions
how to play them. The de¬
scriptive Preface contains
many other helpful sugges¬
tions.
Any number of children,
from five to twenty-five or
more, can take part.

the teacher or an older stu¬
dent) and the orchestral per¬
cussion instruments.
The object of these BandBooks is four-fold:

T

This FIRST RHYTHM-

To de¬

BAND

velop the child’s musical

BOOK contains:

Five

Vaises Nobles, Entr’acte from
“Rosamunde,” Ballet Music

taste at an early age, through

from

“Rosamunde,”

Ecos-

his taking part in the per¬

saise,

formance of music of real

Scherzo, Marche Militaire.

and permanent value; to de¬

Minuet,

Landler,

Conductor s Score and One
Set of Parts.net $3.00

velop his sense of rhythm; to
teach him concentration; to

Extra Separate Piano-Parts
net

awaken his sense of group

Other Extra Separate. Parts

.50

consciousness.

First Edition Sold Out Three Weeks After Publication
Send for Complete Descriptive Illustrated Booklet

3 East 43rd St.,

Copyright 1928 by Theodore Presser Co.

* Shake the Tambourine

British Copyright secured

G. SCHIRMER,

Inc., New York
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“Old Dobbin” Gives a Hint
By Ethan W. Pearson

iMid-winter Bargains

Magazines for Everyone
Special arrangements among the publishers provide you with
this opportunity to order THE ETUDE combined with one
or more of your other favorite magazines at bargain rates.

“Just a minute!” remarked the teacher
one day “There’s a slight restriction in
the way you bring out the melody in that
chord passage. It could be remedied by
more relaxation plus controlled arm

distribution of weight meant, and the pleasure he took m hearing the full, singing
melody, in the upper notes and then m the
lower, of the full chord passages marked
J452 in Beethoven’s Waldstein Sonata.

W‘’You remember noticing the farmer’s old
... o;n fmnt of the counS^r "orStwind:fmlttVpT
tore how he stood, one hip highly elevated, bearing most of his weight on that
one hind leg, then, after a while, shifting
the burden over to the opposite leg. Treat
your thumb and fingers in like manner and
try those passages once more.”
“If the old horse can get the idea, I
can!” said the student as he turned to
the keyboard. He still remembers the sudden change in tone quality that came from
realizing fully what relaxed yet controlled

With this thought in mind let the reader
try first some melodious hymn like Nearer
My God to Thee or Wonderful Words of
Life. Let hm. bring out the soprano first,
then the alto. Let him try the tenor in the
left hand and then in the bass Next let
him apply this idea to the octave as exPassed by MacDowell in From an Indian
Lodge. Brahm s W alto. No 15, will be a
good number with which to experiment,
Also, Moszkowski s Thema.
Applying this principle in all playing will
add greatly to the beauty of the per formance and the pleasure to be derived from it.
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Natural Dance Studies
By Helen Norman Smith
Gracefully to dance through ga
heartily to engage In exercise, natural!
act out rhythms—this is what is taugh
these twenty-three dance forms described
put to music in this volume. Humor f
a large part, as in "The Hare and the
revealed only
___, __ toise” and in the “Peter Rabbit” dai
psychoanalyst.
lgly exposed. But Later the steps become more difficult,
not
turn
mir
eves
the use of three Schubert Ecossais and
we shall discover, 11 we uu uul u,.u
Chopin Watts:, Op. 70, No. 1. Directions
superstitiously away, many a remarkable
clearly . given with much scope allowed
pertinent to our own musical existence.
Individual interpretation.
Publishers : The Macmillan Company.
Price,: $1.80.
Price: $2.00.
62 pages.
Pages: 300.
Publishers: A. S. Barnes and Companj
d Documentary Dictionary
Makers Old and Modern
ish Folk
The Bunting: Collection
By Henri Poidras
PART I
Translated By Arnold Sewell
Those who have In their possession violins Edited from the Original Manuscripts
labeled "Stradivarlus” should get this book.
by D. J. O’Sullivan
Those who believe a Magginl, a Guarnerius,
Here is a collection of Irish songs (with
a Hopf or a Stainer violin lies dust-collecting
--~
pages. music) translated from, the original, with all
.
attics
should look
the wild longing, the soft humor, the whim¬
of c
And those who are posses
___ different
_ makes
_ -ith curiosity-in¬ sical lovemaking and the wrenching sorrow
thousand
spiring labels may make discoveries here that of the Irish. We would prefer to have the
are worth while. A most complete listing of
violin makers of all countries and centuries. us science, the English teach us manliness:
Publishers: Rouen, Imprimerle de la VI- but it is the Irish who might host instruct
us in the art of love making. This
admirable
Thirty-six plates, exclusive of text.
songs, we think, would form r.1
text-book for such a course.
300 pages.
Paper bound, 122 pages.
Journal of the Irish Folk Song Society,
Vols. XXII-XXIII.
Tchaikovsky Orchestral Works
Published with the aid of the Feis Ceoil
Romeo and Juliet, Piano Concerto No. 1 in Association of Dublin.
B-flat minor; Symphony No. 4, in F minor,
Price: $3.75.
Suite from the Ballet “Casse-Noisette.”
Music
By Eric Blom
By Ursula Creighton
What the score is to the opera these analy¬
ses are to the orchestral works of Tchaikov¬
A history of music without artifice or or¬
sky. The author cleverly points out the namentation, appealing through its simplicity.
curious aspects of the compositions, the The lives of the various composers form the
pounding of the nails in the coffin, the duet greater part of the work, but they are con¬
that becomes a duel—but they are not left sidered more as instruments in the develop¬
ns so many isolated phenomena. They are ment of music than as isolated peaks of
rather gathered together, generalized about genius. The style is clear to the point of
and used, finally, to sum up Tchaikovsky’s terseness. The sentences are short and un¬
peculiar characteristics.
involved. Hence it is a good book to be read
Mr. Blom has a brilliant way of making us aloud to one's pupils or to the younger mem¬
notice what he has noticed, for instance, the bers of one’s family.
lapse of the celesta in the Dance of the
Number of pages: 256.
uncling like a
ar-Plum Fairy
' Illustrated by unusual portraits.
who s
Publishers: E. P. Dutton 8s Company.
Price: $3.00.
This book we consider to be the writing
ullivan's Comic Operas
of a thinker and a thinker not of other men s
thoughts but one who is determined to follow
By Thomas F. Dunbill
the curiously twisted path of originality.
On the Gilbert-Sullivan planet the Gilbert
"The Musical Pilgrim" Series.
phase is usually stressed since it is easier
Paper bound and with 52 pages.
to talk about words than music, the former
Publishers : Oxford University Press.
being
tangible,
get-at-able, the latter elusive,
Price: 50 cents.
ephemeral. So the amusing verse is printed
and discussed and memorized while the tones
in D Minor and drift through onr heads as vague, scarcely
recallable impressions.. Here, though, the
whole book deals with the music—tones,
By A. Brent-Smith
tunes and tintinnabulations. How Sullivan
With the help of many musical examples, managed to get the words over the footlights
the progress of this composition is given and into the hearts of the multitude—this
with all the reliance on suspense, lively de¬ is the theme of the story.
scription and fervid climax that character¬
It Is therefore a book which musicians will
ize a novel. So the Quartet becomes a tale enjoy, especially since the author permits
with the different instruments as characters neither cold criticism nor ranting enthusiasm
and their interplay the workings of the plot. to mar the clarity of his reasoning. With
The Octet calling for a more complicated its pages turned to the sound of “The Lass
grouping receives even more subtle treatment. that Loved a Sailor.” “Three Little Maids
Like the wise words passed at some Round from School” and “Faint Heart Never Won
Table or Olympic feast the instruments are Fair Lady/’ this book finally reveals
made to speak one after another. And not
between
-■
a nuance, not a single inflection, is lost be¬
tween them.
shifts *and*St.__
“The Musical Pilgrim” Series.
Pages : 256.
56 pages, paper-bound.
Cloth bound.
Publishers: The Oxford University Press.
Illustrated with r
Price: $3.00.
Principles of Musical Education
By James L. Mursell
This volume might be called "Music TJ11-
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6Distinguished Song Qomposers Whose Compositions cAre
Frequently Found on the Successful Concert Program
In order that readers of THE ETUDE may become better acquainted with the composers and their works which
constitute our catalog, the biographies of outstanding composers with lists of their compositions are
presented each month. Teachers, concert artists, and church and non-professional singers will
find much material in these lists to enrich their repertoires and will gain intimate
knowledge of these celebrated figures in the musical world.
BUTTERFLY AND THE COLUMBINE
No. 13182
By H. Wakefield Smith
Price, 45 ce

H. WAKEFIELD SMITH
WAKEFIELD SMITH is anH.
1. other distinguished English born
■; composer who has given America some
of the results of his fine talent. Educated
private schools in England, he became
linger at the age of nine in the
beautiful village of Banham, Norfolk.
He continued his choral work well up
into manhood when he came to the
2 V United States.
»
His love of music is largely inherited
H. Wakefield Smith from his parents who were prominent in
musical circles. Vocal instruction was
received from the famous Gustavus Hall while Mr. Smith
was a resident of Buffalo, and shortly thereafter he appeared
both in concert and on the professional stage in many
countries.
While not a prolific writer of musical composition, Mr.
Smith depends almost entirely upon inspirational moments
for his lyrics and then at his leisure and pleasure he sets
them to appropriate music. Many of his vocal compositions
are held in high favor by singers of note.
Range
Cr. Price
Cat. No.
3 $0.45
2. ! 8 2 Butterfly and the Columbine. . . c—F
3
.50
131 S3 Fickle Little Butterfly. ...c—Eb
.. .c—g
3
.40
3
.50
12780 Humming Bird and the Flower. . . ... .c—Eb
3
.50
12781 I Love You So... . ...d—g
12783
12784
J 3181
18544
18545
12920

I.ily ml the Bluebell * . .m. °™ .. 7.! .d—F
Lily and the Bluebell. ... .b—D
Love of My Dreams. ... .c—F
Summer is Saying Good'Bye!.
Toy Shop Heroes.. ::.-cd=l
Watch Thee and Pray Thee. ....d—F

3
3
3

'.50
.50
.50

3

.50

I

FELIX BOROWSKI

i

— Adoration,” is a native of England.
His father, a Polish nobleman, who settled
in Britain after the Polish Revolution in
1863, gave him his first instruction in r music. Later he studied violin with the
y
leading masters in London and in Ger¬
many, after which he taught piano and
violin in Aberdeen, Scotland. At this
time Mr. Borowski had begun to publish
smaller compositions for piano and violin,
and somewhat later his compositions won
feux uoaowsxi
strong commendation from Grieg,
Leschetizky, Sauer and other renowned masters.
In 1896, he came to America as Director of the Chicago
Musical College and his connection with this institution
was continued in various capacities until 1925, when he re¬
signed to devote himself to private teaching and to comisition—a field in which he has been (singularly successMr. Borowski’s artistic ability has been reflected in
his fine list of masterly compositions, both vocal and
instrumental, many of which have gained high rank among
the works of contemporary composers.
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Cat. No.
9762
5875
5876
9759
15119
5251
5301

j
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CLAY SMITH

BEES IN THE COLUMBINE
No. 23369
By Nicholas Douty
Price, 40 cents

names in the field of musical com¬
FEW
e\position
suggest the brilliant yet
po

unique circumstances that have attended
the rise to fame in the musical world of
the well-known Band and Orchestra
authority, Clay Smith. This native son
oflndianaisvirtuallya self-made musical
, celebrity, having received his early train¬
ing in the art of music in a village band.
His early experiences in public appear¬
ance with a circus band opened up to
him the possibilities of Chatauqua work,
and for years he and his musical ensemble earned wide¬
spread popular acclaim on circuits touring North and
South America.
Mr. Smith has recently devoted much of his time to
writing on musical subjects, and he has also produced
numerous successful song compositions. He has been
particularly grateful in his musical readings, the texts
of which have been taken from the prolific pen of Coila
May Spring, his wife.

NICHOLAS DOUTY
known to all acquainted with those
standing high in the field of concert and
oratorio singing and voice teaching. Al¬
though Mr. Douty devotes most of his
time to the demands of those coming to
his Philadelphia studio for vocal instruc¬
tion, he has appeared as a concert singer
in leading cities in the east and middle
west and for the last sixteen years or
more has been the tenor soloist at the
world-famous Bethlehem Bach Festivals.
His song compositions, his teaching suc¬
cess, his high pianistic ability and his artistry as a singer all
point to high musicianship. He is represented in a number
of leading publishers’catalogs as a composer and editor, and
outstanding in vocal publications are his books “What the
Vocal Student Should Know” and his masterly compilation
“Oratorio Repertoire” in volumes.

COUNTING THE COST
No. 22960
By Clay Smith
Price, 50 cents

Cat. No.

....
...a,:
.J— t
18807 Little Boy Sleepyhead.c#—D
18806 Love Dream, The.c—Eb
17636 Mither Tae Her Laddie, A, (Violin or
’Cello Obbligato)
le Her Laddie, A, (Violin t
c—C
Cello Obbligal
19739 My Old Horn... „
2338! Night Brings the Stars and You.E—F
18984 Plain, Li’l Cullah’d Boy, A.d—D
23550 Smile, Smile, Smile.d—E
17635 Somewhere in theLand of Dreams.i>-F
17790 Somewhere in the Land of Dreams-a—D
17638 Visions of You fViolinand'CelloObbl) d—F
17791 Visions of YouI Violin and ’Cello Obbli d—Eb
-'12 When Life's Summer Skies Have Fled .Eb-g

:d Test by Nicholas
Douty)...
Awakening, An..
Baby Mine.
Longing.
Love in Spring. . .
Love in Spring...
Love’s Message..
Memory, A

■ a Cuppe.. E—F#
4475 Give Love Thy All.E—g
6688 Little Song, A.d—A
2868 My Heart, Sweet Love.Eb—F
2404 My Sweetheart.E—F4
3275 Nigntingale Has a Lyre of Gold, The. E—g3
6687 Proposal.F#—gif
12878 Rain on the Down.Fi—gb
J

.w

:

»

-

The range of each song is indicated with small and capital letters. The first letter is the lowest note in the song and the second letter is the highest no , A small letter tells that the
note is below or above the staff and the CAPITAL letter tells that it is on a line or in a space within the staff.
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Let us pause a moment, gentlemen, and welcome the

their entirety, arranged by Nat Shilkret, beautifully

past. Let us lay aside our invoices and debentures, our

played and sung, and collected in a convenient album.

politics and our coal bills. ... For tonight an old,

This is the latest of a loiig series of Victor Red Seal

familiar company is with us. . . . Nelly Bly is here, and

recordings which are bringing to the musical public the

Old Black Joe . . . Uncle Ned, My Old Kentucky Home

world’s most beautiful and important music. Interpreted

. . . Jeanie with the light brown hair . . . the Old Folks

by the foremost artists and orchestras, recorded with in¬

at Home. . . . And with them their banjos and cotton

credible realism by the famous Orthophonic process, they

bales, their slow brown rivers and their cabin doors. . . .

bring within your home the whole horizon of the concert

Many of these old songs, written by Stephen Foster

stage. . . . The nearest Victor dealer will gladly play you

more than 75 years ago, are known all over the world.

the Stephen Foster album (four double-faced records, list

Our grandmothers sang them, and our fathers. We our¬

price $6.00). Hear it at your first opportunity! . . . Victor

selves still love them. . . . And now here they are in

Talking Machine Co., Camden, New Jersey, U. S. A.

VICTOR I(ed Seal RECORDS
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